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From the Editor
Summer is “down time” in a lot of churches. Attendance drops off
because families are taking summer vacations. Many churches cut back
on their normal weekly activities. If a church usually has a Sunday
evening service, the congregation might decide to take the summer off.
All of this might provoke sadness or concern, especially if some
members decide to cut back on their giving as well as their attendance.
We should remember, though, that this is part of a rhythm of life
that is larger than just the church. For students, summer represents
a time to unwind and take a much-deserved break from the rigors of
schoolwork—and that goes double for any teachers you may know!
It’s not just church folk who take their vacation time in the warmer
months.
In the agricultural cycle, summer is the time when the fields lie
fallow; the plowing and planting are done, but it isn’t yet time for
harvest. In the words of Jesus’ parable,
The kingdom of God is as if someone would scatter seed on the
ground, and would sleep and rise night and day, and the seed would
sprout and grow, he does not know how. The earth produces of itself,
first the stalk, then the head, then the full grain in the head. But when
the grain is ripe, at once he goes in with his sickle, because the harvest
has come. (Mark 4:26-29)

That is a story of summer. Perhaps it is the story of summer: the
seed is still in the ground. Eventually it’s going to sprout and grow, but
we can’t always see the progress. Therefore, we turn it over to God in
hopes that, when the time is ripe, we will yet reap an abundant harvest.
As you take up the lessons for this trimester, may you find the assurance of hidden growth in the “down time,” both in yourself and in your
family of faith.
Blessings,

Darrell Pursiful
Formations Series Editor

How to Use This Study Guide
Adult Formations is designed to help adults study Scripture seriously within the
context of the larger Christian tradition and, through that process, find their
faith renewed, challenged, and strengthened. We study the Scriptures because
we believe they affect our lives in important ways. Our format is arranged in four
movements:
Reflecting recalls a contemporary story, anecdote, example, or illustration to
help us anticipate the session’s relevance in our lives.
Studying is centered on the authoritative influence of the Scriptures. In this
movement, the biblical material receives in-depth attention and is sometimes
surrounded by helpful insights from theology, ethics, church history, and other
areas.
Understanding helps us find relevant connections between our lives and the
biblical message. The truths we discover help us recognize how God is calling us
toward change, renewal, commitment, or action.
What About Me? provides brief statements that help unite life issues with the
meaning of the biblical text. These statements summarize the major themes of
the session.

In Each Session
Several features are common to each session of Adult Formations. The first page
of each week’s Bible study session contains the session Scripture and a Central
Question. The following is a brief description of how each of these features aids
in the Bible study process.
•T
 he session Scripture identifies the Scripture text of focus for each week.
The text, or a significant portion of it, is printed for your reference.
• The Central Question helps identify life issues that can help focus your
thinking. The Central Question attempts to name those areas of possible
tension when we open our lives to God’s word.
• Supplements for each session are inserted
into the text by means of gray boxes.
Additional background information is
marked by the context icon. A pair of
arrows indicates a Scripture cross-reference.
A question mark indicates a question
offered to highlight the relevance of each
study. A word balloon points to quotations
from notable people, Christian or otherwise, on a topic relevant to the lesson.
•U
 nless otherwise noted, the NRSV translation of the Bible is used for all Scripture
references in Adult Formations.

Context
Scripture Cross-Reference
Questions to Ponder
Quotation

Unit 1: The Spirit and Power
This unit, leading up to the day of Pentecost, explores the role of the
Holy Spirit as depicted in Luke and Acts. We will look at the Spirit’s
role in the life of Jesus and in the early church.
We will examine several stories. We will see the Spirit descend upon
Jesus after his baptism and learn how that influenced him. We will hear
Jesus encourage us to be bold in praying for the Spirit to be active in
our own lives. Turning to the book of Acts, we will sit with the apostles
as Jesus teaches them about the Holy Spirit who will empower them
to take the gospel to the ends of the earth. We will walk with Philip in
Samaria, witnessing his great evangelistic work that culminates with
the coming of the Holy Spirit to these new believers—but only after the
apostles lay hands on them and pray. Finally, we will hear Paul’s conversation with twelve disciples who had not yet received the Holy Spirit.
After they were baptized and Paul laid hands on them, they too were
filled with the Spirit. They spoke in tongues and prophesied.
These lessons aren’t just about what happened in the Bible; they’re
about what can happen in us and for us today. We will strive to answer
five important questions: What can we expect when the Holy Spirit
comes? How can I be bold in prayer? What is my mission? What does
it mean to be baptized by the Holy Spirit? What changes accompany
receiving the Holy Spirit?
The presence and power of the Holy Spirit changed the lives of
Jesus and the early Christians. That presence and power is still available
today to lead us, empower us, and reveal to us God’s will for our lives.
LaMon Brown is retired and lives in Birmingham, Alabama, with his wife of almost fifty years.
He and Pat have two children and five grandchildren.
LaMon earned a BA degree from Samford University and MDiv and ThD degrees from
New Orleans Baptist Seminary. He and Pat served as missionaries with the Foreign Mission
Board of the Southern Baptist Convention from 1980 to 1991 and with International
Ministries of the American Baptist Churches from 2000 to 2009. Most of that service was in
Thailand. Additionally, LaMon has pastored churches in New York, Louisiana, and Georgia.
In retirement, LaMon has continued service as an active member of the Baptist Church
of the Covenant, as supply preacher and interim pastor at Baptist churches and Christian
(Disciples of Christ) churches, and as a spiritual director/advisor. His hobbies include reading ,
listening to music, playing golf, and birdwatching from his deck.
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The Spirit Descends
Luke 3:15-22

Central Question

What can we expect when the Holy Spirit
comes?

Scripture

Luke 3:15-22
15 As the people were filled with expectation, and all were
questioning in their hearts concerning John, whether he might
be the Messiah, 16 John answered all of them by saying,
“I baptize you with water; but one who is more powerful than
I is coming; I am not worthy to untie the thong of his sandals.
He will baptize you with the Holy Spirit and fire. 17 His winnowing fork is in his hand, to clear his threshing floor and to
gather the wheat into his granary; but the chaff he will burn
with unquenchable fire.” 18 So, with many other exhortations, he proclaimed the good news to the people. 19 But
Herod the ruler, who had been rebuked by him because of
Herodias, his brother’s wife, and because of all the evil things
that Herod had done, 20 added to them all by shutting up
John in prison. 21 Now when all the people were baptized,
and when Jesus also had been baptized and was praying, the
heaven was opened, 22 and the Holy Spirit descended upon
him in bodily form like a dove. And a voice came from heaven,
“You are my Son, the Beloved; with you I am well pleased.”
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Reflecting

When I was a teenager in the early 1960s, most of the
churches in our town joined together and invited evangelist
E. J. Daniels to hold a tent revival for our community. He
came, and for five or six evenings the big tent was full.
During the invitation time at the end of the services,
Daniels called for decisions in a variety of ways. For example,
he might call anyone who had doubts about their salvation
to come forward. One night I did.
I and all the others who had responded were ushered
into a smaller tent. There, men and women were standing
by to counsel and pray for us. I was partnered with a man
who talked with me and then led me to pray a form of the
sinner’s prayer. I don’t remember the exact words, but part
of it involved confessing to being a sinner and asking Jesus
to save me. I prayed the prayer and did feel some comfort.
(Years later, I finally understood that my “salvation experience” at the tender age of 9 was valid. But that’s another
story.)
Suddenly, next to us a young lady began to raise her
hands and started praising God with a loud voice. My
counselor looked over at her and said, “Now she’s got it!”
I wondered later if he had been
disappointed in my more sedate
When have you
response. Did he doubt whether I
compared your
spiritual experience
had “got it”?
to
someone
else’s?
Today’s central question is
“What can we expect when the
Holy Spirit comes?” That long-ago counselor seemed to
associate the Spirit’s coming with high emotion. I would
not deny that sometimes the Spirit’s coming or presence
can be associated with ecstasy and great joy. In today’s
Scripture passage and related texts, however, we notice
different results after the Spirit descended on Jesus.
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Today’s text drops us into the middle of Luke’s story about
John the Baptist. John’s ministry in the wilderness around
the Jordan River is “proclaiming a baptism of repentance for
the forgiveness of sins” (Lk 3:3).
John was enormously popular among the common
people. He was so impressive that some people began to
think he might be the Messiah, the promised “Anointed
One” that God was to send as the deliverer or savior of
Israel. During this difficult time under Roman domination,
some people believed that the Messiah had already come
in their own day. They assumed he was basically staying
“undercover” because of the sins of the people. He would
only reveal himself when there was national, genuine repentance. It seemed natural, therefore, for some people to
question whether John might be this hidden Messiah.
In Luke 3:16-17, John emphatically denies this claim. He
asserts that the coming Messiah will be more powerful than
he is. In fact, he will not be worthy to untie the Messiah’s
sandals. At that time, only slaves could be commanded to
perform this lowly task for others. Not even the disciples of
rabbis or teachers would be expected to do this.
One illustration John gives of
the Messiah’s greatness relates to
John’s expression
baptism. John has baptized with
“the coming one”
water. By contrast, the coming one
or “the one who is
to come” is also found in
will baptize “with the Holy Spirit
Luke 7:19, where John
and fire” (v. 16).
sends disciples to ask
Some interpreters have assumed
Jesus, “Are you the one
that “fire” was a symbol of the Holy
who is to come, or are we
Spirit. The Spirit was expected
to wait for another?”
to come and purify God’s people
with a refining fire (see Mal 3:2). In
John’s preaching, however, fire describes God’s judgment on
the unrepentant. Earlier he had shouted, “Every tree…that

8
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does not bear good fruit is cut down and thrown into the
fire” (Lk 3:9). And in today’s text he vows that “the chaff…
will burn with unquenchable fire” (v. 17).
John is saying that those who repent will receive the Spirit
and the unrepentant will be condemned to “fire.” Verse 18
pictures the ancient threshing process. Grain was separated
from chaff by tossing it into the air. The heavier grain would
fall to the floor and the chaff would blow away. Afterward,
the chaff would be burned up in a blaze of fire.
The one who comes, John says, will baptize not only with
fire but also with the Holy Spirit. The Greek word translated
“Spirit” can also mean “wind.” In addition to the judgment
theme, mention of “wind and fire” may have also foreshadowed of the Day of Pentecost (Acts 2), when these elements
accompanied the coming of the Spirit.
In verse 18, Luke calls John’s preaching “the good news.”
But this fiery message doesn’t sound like good news for
everyone! Yet for people who were burdened by the presence
of sin all around them, judgment could be the reverse side of
the coin of salvation. On one side is redemption that allows
them to be God’s people. On the other is judgment that
removes the scourge of evil and wickedness from the earth.
One example of evil in that day was King Herod Antipas,
who eventually arrested John and had him executed. John
had condemned Herod for marrying his brother’s wife,
Herodias. Herod’s first wife was the daughter of a neighboring king. When Herod divorced her and she returned to
her father, he was furious and sent his army to attack Herod.
Herod’s army was destroyed, and many people saw this
defeat as the judgment of God.
Verses 21-22 bring us to the heart of today’s story.
After Jesus was baptized and was praying, the Holy Spirit
descended on him from the sky or “heaven” above. The
Spirit descended “in bodily form like a dove” (v. 22). The
reference to “bodily form” means “visibly.” This was not
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the result of an overactive imagination or intense feelings. It
was something people could see.
What does the imagery of the dove symbolize? There are
many possible answers, and scholars are divided on the
issue. In Greek literature, birds
are often the signs of destiny or
Targums are Aramaic
decision. The “turtledove” of
paraphrases of the
Song of Songs is referred to in
Hebrew Bible. In biblical
studies, they provide insight
the Targums as “the Holy Spirit
into how ancient interpreters
of Redemption” (Tolbert, 40).
understood certain words or
Another suggestion looks
passages.
at the use of a dove in the story
of the great flood in Genesis 7.
After the flood, Noah sent out a dove, which returned with
an olive branch (v. 11). “The dove symbolized the renewal
of creation after judgment,” Pinnock explains. Thus, in the
context of Jesus’ baptism, “the dove speaks of messianic time
and new creation” (87).
Next, the voice of God speaks from heaven saying, “You
are my Son, the Beloved; with you I am well pleased” (v. 22).
This sentence is drawn from two biblical texts. The first is
from Psalm 2:7, where the newly crowned king of the line
of David was declared to be God’s son. The second is from
Isaiah 42:1, which speaks of the servant of God. According to
Craddock, “the two texts join sovereignty and service” (51).
Finally, it is important to notice some of the results of the
Spirit’s descending on Jesus. As Luke’s Gospel continues, we
learn that Jesus is led by the Spirit (4:1). He is empowered by
the Spirit (4:14). He understands that his anointing by the
Spirit was for the sake of ministry. He quotes the prophet
Isaiah: “The Spirit of the Lord is upon me, because he has
anointed me to bring good news to the poor. He has sent me
to proclaim release to the captives and recovery of sight to
the blind, to let the oppressed go free, to proclaim the year
of the Lord’s favor” (4:18-19). The Spirit helps Jesus see how
to exercise both his sovereignty and his servanthood.
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Understanding

Christians today understand the Spirit’s work in different
ways. Looking at today’s lesson, we may be able to understand at least some of what the work of the Holy Spirit can
mean for us.
After Jesus is baptized, he prays. It is during that talk with
God that the Spirit descends upon him. Prayer is perhaps
the best way to be open to the Spirit’s work in our lives.
What could that work be? Jesus’ experience gives us some
ideas. When the Spirit moves in our lives, we may be led
to go somewhere or to do something. When I was a young
person, I began to be burdened for the people of India,
where millions had never heard the good news of Jesus.
Eventually, I understood that burden to be a work of the
Holy Spirit. This led to twenty years of missionary service
in India and Thailand. Of course, the Spirit may lead you
somewhere much closer—even to the door of your neighbor
or the home of a friend.
When the Spirit moves, we are empowered to do what
God has called us to do. This doesn’t mean we will always
succeed, at least in terms of how we understand success. But
if God calls us to do something, the Spirit empowers us to
pursue the task.
Finally, the Spirit can give us visions
What signs
to help us have more fulfilling lives.
of the Spirit’s
These “visions” may not be literal. Many
presence are
years ago, I heard a pastor say that he
most encouraging
had envisioned all of San Francisco on
to you?
bended knees praising and worshiping
God. Just because that vision did not
materialize in his lifetime doesn’t mean it was false. That
Spirit-inspired vision motivated the pastor to serve God
faithfully for many years.
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What About Me?

• We all have messages to share. Like John the Baptist, we may
present our message mainly through words. Or we may
speak more through our actions. Most likely, it will be a
combination of both. Jesus advocated that approach. But
what message do we communicate? Is it good news? Does it
show others the love of God?
• The Spirit lives within each believer. Just as we may choose to
ignore the prodding of our conscience, so we may refuse to
see and hear what God is saying to us through the Spirit.
Consider how we can become more attentive to the Spirit.
How can we get the most out of the time we spend in spiritual reading and prayer? How can we open our hearts and
minds and learn to trust the subtle moving of God’s Spirit?
• What vision guides us? Jesus was guided by an inspired vision
of ministry to the poor and needy. Spend time today in
prayer for Spirit-inspired visions for your life as a whole and
for your daily experiences and encounters.
• Why would God be “well pleased” with your life? That sounds
like a burdensome question a preacher might ask as the
sermon draws to a close. But what if we took that question
not as a burden to bear but as an invitation to grow in grace?
As you reflect on your spiritual journey, pray that the Spirit
will open your eyes to see your life as God sees it. You may be
pleasantly surprised at how deeply God is pleased with you.
At the same time, you may be motivated to address areas of
your life where God hasn’t yet finished working.
Resources
Fred B. Craddock, Luke, Interpretation (Louisville KY: John Knox, 1990).
Clark H. Pinnnock, Flame of Love: A Theology of the Holy Spirit (Downers Grove IL: InterVarsity, 1996).
Malcolm O. Tolbert, “Luke,” The Broadman Bible Commentary, vol. 9, ed. Clifton J. Allen et al. (Nashville
TN: Broadman, 1970).
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Pray for the Spirit
Luke 11:1-13

Central Question

How can I be bold in prayer?

Scripture

Luke 11:1-13
1 He was praying in a certain place, and after he had finished,
one of his disciples said to him, “Lord, teach us to pray, as
John taught his disciples.” 2 He said to them, “When you
pray, say: Father, hallowed be your name. Your kingdom
come. 3 Give us each day our daily bread. 4 And forgive
us our sins, for we ourselves forgive everyone indebted to
us. And do not bring us to the time of trial.” 5 And he
said to them, “Suppose one of you has a friend, and you go
to him at midnight and say to him, ‘Friend, lend me three
loaves of bread; 6 for a friend of mine has arrived, and I have
nothing to set before him.’ 7 And he answers from within,
‘Do not bother me; the door has already been locked, and my
children are with me in bed; I cannot get up and give you
anything.’ 8 I tell you, even though he will not get up and
give him anything because he is his friend, at least because
of his persistence he will get up and give him whatever he
needs. 9 “So I say to you, Ask, and it will be given you; search,
and you will find; knock, and the door will be opened for
you. 10 For everyone who asks receives, and everyone who
searches finds, and for everyone who knocks, the door will
be opened. 11 Is there anyone among you who, if your child
asks for a fish, will give a snake instead of a fish? 12 Or if the
child asks for an egg, will give a scorpion? 13 If you then,
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who are evil, know how to give good gifts to your children,
how much more will the heavenly Father give the Holy Spirit
to those who ask him!”

Reflecting

I taught in religious schools in Thailand for several years.
Thailand has a hierarchical society with a king and royal
family. They also have fairly strict lines of authority related
to age and position. The Thai language reflects some of this.
For example, there is a high language that is only used for
the royal family, monks, and divine or supernatural beings.
One way to identify an exalted person is to add the prefix
pra to the name or title. In Thailand, the Buddha is call
Prabuddhachao. The king or members of the royal family also
have pra added to some of their descriptive words. The Thai
word for father is beda. Royal fathers, however, are called
prabeda.
Thai Christians have adopted the convention of using
high language for God, Jesus, and the Holy Spirit. For
example, the New Testament and spoken Christian language
uses Prayesu instead of Yesu for Jesus. God as Father is
Prabeda.
The Thai language lends itself well to praising God. The
very form of the words and the specific words that may be
used are usually high language, the language of exaltation
and praise. In truth, I find it easier in some ways to praise
God in Thai than in English.
In teaching about prayer, however, I sometimes found it
difficult to help my Thai students think of God or Jesus in
familiar or intimate ways. The divine was always high and
lifted up, majestic and holy.
In today’s lesson we see how Jesus used language and
images that helped his disciples have a warmer, more intimate understanding of God and prayer.
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Studying

Come, Creator Spirit
Last week, we saw
Creator Spirit, by whose aid
Jesus praying after his
The world’s foundations first were laid,
baptism. Especially in
Come, visit every pious mind;
Come, pour thy joys on humankind;
Luke’s Gospel, Jesus
From sin and sorrow set us free,
is often depicted in
And make thy temples worthy thee.
prayer. For example,
—translated by John Dryden
Jesus prays before
choosing his twelve
apostles (6:5), before his first prediction of his coming death
and resurrection (9:18), and at his transfiguration (9:28).
Near the end of the Gospel, he prays on the Mount of Olives
(22:39-44) and from the cross (23:34, 46). In today’s text,
Jesus’ disciples want to learn to pray like him, so they ask
him to teach them to pray.
It wasn’t unusual for disciples of a rabbi or other religious
teacher to ask for instructions about prayer. There were
common prayers that all Jews would pray in the morning
and evening. But it was natural for disciples to want specific
prayers to pray that would relate to the message of their
teachers. John the Baptist apparently taught his disciples
such a prayer (v. 1).
When Jesus’ disciples ask
The differences between
Matthew’s and Luke’s
him to teach them about
accounts can be explained
prayer, he teaches them about
through two main lines of reasonGod. For Jesus, the most
ing. First, there was an oral
important thing in praying is
history before anything was
to understand to whom we
written down. In such a context,
variations are likely to occur.
pray. So the prayer he teaches
Second, each Gospel writer
them begins with “Our Father.”
gathered material and arranged it
The word Jesus used here
to suit his purposes in presenting
would have been the Aramaic
the story of Jesus. These factors
word abba. In Aramaic, two
do not discount the work of the
Holy Spirit in conveying God’s
words existed to refer to the
word to us.
male parent. One was abhi, a
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title of respect and honor. The other was abba. Though also
respectful, this was the word little children would first use
for their fathers. Eventually, even grown children might use
the word if they had a close, intimate, trusting relationship
with their fathers.
Why do scholars believe that abba was the word Jesus
used here? The word is found three times in the Greek New
Testament. It is found twice in Paul’s writings (Rom 8:15;
Gal 4:6) and in Mark’s account of Jesus’ prayer in the Garden
of Gethsemane (Mk 14:36). Paul used this word to remind
his readers of something they had heard in prayer and
perhaps had used themselves. But why would Paul use an
Aramaic word in a letter written to Greek-speaking congregations? Surely it was because the word had already taken
on special meaning in the early church, just as we use
foreign words and phrases in our worship such as “amen,”
“hallelujah,” and “gloria in excelsis.” And just as surely,
Jesus used this word himself.
Before Jesus, the word abba was rarely if ever used to
address God in Aramaic prayers. After Jesus, his followers
used it all the time. They learned it from the prayer Jesus
taught his first disciples. Tolbert explains,
Jesus’ use of Abba (Father) must have seemed shockingly
intimate to his contemporaries…. The nearest equivalent
is the English term “daddy” used in some regions. All the
dependence, confidence, and love that a little child feels
for his father is expressed in the term. And it expresses all
the tenderness, love and care with which God relates to his
children. (96)

Any pious Jew could have prayed most of what follows
in verses 2-4. What makes the prayer unique to Jesus is the
image of God. So we pray that God’s name or character
as Abba would be affirmed everywhere (v. 2). We pray with
confidence that the Abba kingdom will appear in all of its

16
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beauty and glory (v. 2). We pray to the one who loves us like
an Abba loves his children when asking for daily needs, for
forgiveness, and for protection (vv. 3-4).
Jesus then elaborates on the theme of prayer by telling a
parable. The story he tells seems easy enough to understand,
but two elements of culture and language need explanation.
First, hospitality was an important social value in the
ancient world and in Jewish culture in particular. To refuse
hospitality to someone was considered shameful and
dishonorable.
Second, and more significant, a serious mistranslation
has crept into nearly every English Bible. The positive word
“persistence” in verse 8 doesn’t have that meaning in any
other ancient text. In every other known instance of the
word, it is used as a negative characteristic: shamelessness.
Also, it is not clear who is acting shamelessly. As written,
it could be either the petitioner (the one asking for bread) or
the sleeper. Culpepper, among others, opts for the sleeper:
“The situation is unthinkable not because of the petitioner’s
persistence but because honor demanded that a neighbor
get up, awaken his whole family if necessary, and supply
his neighbor’s need—if not from friendship, then at least to
avoid being shamed” (236).
If this reading is correct, then the parable gives us a “how
much more” comparison (see v. 13). The sleeper has behaved
dishonorably, but he quickly sets things right simply to
avoid harming his reputation. How much more will God act
to preserve the honor of God’s own name? And, even better,
how much more will God act to give us what we need out of
genuine love and concern?
The rest of the passage moves beyond questions of honor
and shame. We can ask, seek, and knock (always in the
context of “your will be done”) with the assurance that our
Abba God will respond with love and kindness. Good earthly
fathers would never mistreat their children by giving them
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dangerous things instead of meeting their needs. God will
always treat us better than good earthly fathers!
While Matthew’s version of this story speaks of God
giving us good things (Mt 7:7-11), Luke focuses on the best
gift: the Holy Spirit. One way to understand what a prayer
for the Holy Spirit means is that we
are asking God that the Spirit
What does it mean
might lead, strengthen, or
to ask the Father to
enlighten us. Our Abba God is
give the Holy Spirit?
How might we know that
delighted that this can happen for
this prayer has been
us. It is a gift God loves to give
answered?
God’s children every day.

Understanding

William Ralph Inge writes, “Prayer is the very breathing of
the soul, the pulsation of the heart of religion. Let no one
think that he is religious, or knows what religion means, if
he does not pray habitually and spontaneously” (11). Prayer
was at the core of Jesus’ life. It can also be at the center of
ours.
At least three things are clear in today’s lesson. The first is
that prayer is a learned experience. We are not born knowing
how to pray. Even spontaneous prayer is not unlearned
prayer. One important way we learn to pray by is listening to
the prayers of others. We often do this without realizing it.
As we voice our own prayers, we may use phrases or words
that we have heard in the prayers of others. Since this is how
we learn to pray, we can see the wisdom of doing as the disciples did and learning from Jesus.
The second thing we learn is that our image of God can
influence how we pray. There is nothing wrong with holding
a high view of God and God’s nature. Matthew’s extended
version of the Lord’s Prayer refers to “Our Father in heaven”
(6:9). The phrase “in heaven” reminds us of God’s elevated
status. But Jesus’ biggest concern as he taught his disciples
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was to help them understand that God is more like a loving
daddy or papa than a distant, exalted monarch who requires
us to bow and scrape. Whatever title or titles you use for
Every generous act of giving,
God in prayer, color them
with every perfect gift, is
with the idea of God as your
from above, coming down
from
the
Father of lights, with
Abba.
whom
there
is no variation or
The third lesson is the
shadow due to change. (Jas 1:17)
importance of the Holy
Spirit. A good pattern for
morning prayer might include a request for God to empower
us with the Spirit so we might have wisdom, courage, and
compassion to face the events of the day.

What About Me?

• God is on our side. Many people are afraid God doesn’t really
care for them. They may pray to God, but their prayers are
riddled with fear rather than confidence. Always remember
that God is like an Abba to us. God desires our love, not
our fear. “In God we trust” should be more than a religious
or political motto. It can be a core aspect of who we are.
God wants our trust, and praying to God as “Our Father”
nurtures that. Although the word “persistence” does not fit
the parable, it is still a valuable asset in prayer. We are to be
persistent not because we are trying to convince God but
because our trust in God never ends.
• Life can be hard. We could all use help in navigating our way
through life. This is one of the reasons God sends us the
Holy Spirit. Never hesitate to ask God for the Spirit’s help.
God is a gift-giving God, a loving Father who delights in
giving good gifts to God’s children. And the Holy Spirit is
the best gift of all.
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• The Spirit’s presence is often unclear. How can we know that
the Spirit is present in our lives? Consider the state of your
spiritual journey. Do you love Jesus? Do you care for your
family of faith? Are you able to forgive those who wrong
you? Do you seek to help people in need, whether they’re
Christians or not? Answering yes to any of these questions
is evidence that the Spirit is indeed working in your life. If
you answered no to any, that would be a good place to begin
your next prayer for the Spirit’s help.
Resources
Fred B. Craddock, Luke, Interpretation (Louisville KY: John Knox, 1990).
R. Alan Culpepper, “The Gospel of Luke: Introduction, Commentary, and Reflections,” The New
Interpreter’s Bible, vol. 9 (Nashville TN: Abingdon, 1995).
Robert C. Dunston, “Hospitality,” The Mercer Dictionary of the Bible, ed. Watson E. Mills et al. (Macon
GA: Mercer University Press, 1990).
William Ralph Inge, Truth and Falsehood in Religion (New York: E. P. Dutton, 1906).
Malcolm O. Tolbert, “Luke,” The Broadman Bible Commentary, vol. 9, ed. Clifton J. Allen et al. (Nashville
TN: Broadman, 1970).
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You Shall Receive
Power
Acts 1:1-11

Central Question

What is my mission?

Scripture

Acts 1:1-11
1 In the first book, Theophilus, I wrote about all that Jesus
did and taught from the beginning 2 until the day when he
was taken up to heaven, after giving instructions through the
Holy Spirit to the apostles whom he had chosen. 3 After his
suffering he presented himself alive to them by many convincing proofs, appearing to them during forty days and speaking
about the kingdom of God. 4 While staying with them, he
ordered them not to leave Jerusalem, but to wait there for
the promise of the Father. “This,” he said, “is what you have
heard from me; 5 for John baptized with water, but you will
be baptized with the Holy Spirit not many days from now.”
6 So when they had come together, they asked him, “Lord,
is this the time when you will restore the kingdom to Israel?”
7 He replied, “It is not for you to know the times or periods that the Father has set by his own authority. 8 But you
will receive power when the Holy Spirit has come upon you;
and you will be my witnesses in Jerusalem, in all Judea and
Samaria, and to the ends of the earth.” 9 When he had said
this, as they were watching, he was lifted up, and a cloud took
him out of their sight. 10 While he was going and they were
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gazing up toward heaven, suddenly two men in white robes
stood by them. 11 They said, “Men of Galilee, why do you
stand looking up toward heaven? This Jesus, who has been
taken up from you into heaven, will come in the same way as
you saw him go into heaven.”

Reflecting

Have you ever been to a retirement party? They can be
great fun, but planning them is a lot of work. Someone has
to arrange for a location, food, and usually some kind of
program. People need to prepare speeches. And, of course,
there must be a retirement gift or gifts.
The person retiring also needs to prepare. He or she may
want to think about what to say in a speech, whom to thank,
what jokes to tell, etc. Even more important is the preparation for after the party. What happens next? What goals can
the retiring person set? How will they fill the coming days
with worthwhile activities? Will travel be on the agenda? Is
there the possibility of a new vocation?
In the context for today’s lesson, Jesus has been preparing
his disciples for “retirement.” Four of them are retiring from
the fishing industry. No longer will their days be filled with
work on the Sea of Galilee. Levi is retiring as a tax collector.
The others are also retiring from their old vocations to begin
a new one.
It is possible that some if not all of these disciples will
still have opportunities to use the skills they learned in their
previous occupations. Now, however, they have a new
mission in life. Jesus has died and been raised, soon to take
his place with God in heaven.
Before he leaves the disciples, he is
When have you
clear about what they are to do and
sensed God calling
how they will be able to do it.
you to undertake a
significant challenge?
As they listen to Jesus, they learn
what their mission is going to be.
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And as we hear the answer they received, we can reflect on
how Jesus’ answer to them may also be an answer for us.

Studying

Both Luke and Acts are addressed to someone named
Theophilus, but who was he? The name means “friend of
God.” Some imagine that the name indicates any inquiring
Christian who might read these volumes. Others believe
he was an actual person—a fairly wealthy convert who had
asked for help in understanding more about Christ and his
followers. Since he is given the title “most excellent” in Luke
1:3, he may also have been a Roman official. It is possible,
too, that Theophilus helped to underwrite the costs of
producing Luke’s books. As Talbert notes, Luke “follows the
Hellenistic practice of dedicating books to patrons, benefactors, or persons interested in the project who often aided in
the distribution of the work” (908). Whatever the case, we
can be thankful that Luke was
encouraged to write a Gospel
“All authority in heaven
and a history of the early church.
and on earth has been
given to me. Go thereLuke begins the book of Acts
fore and make disciples of all
by giving a brief summary of
nations, baptizing them in the
Jesus’ work. From the beginning
name of the Father and of the
of Jesus’ ministry to his ascenSon and of the Holy Spirit, and
sion into heaven, he taught his
teaching them to obey everything that I have commanded
disciples by the power of God’s
you. And remember, I am with
Spirit. Luke calls these followers
you always, to the end of the
apostles, meaning messengers or
age.” (Mt 28:18-20)
those who are sent. He emphasizes that these people were
“You are witnesses of these
things. And see, I am sending
specifically chosen to learn from
upon you what my Father
Jesus and then to be sent out on
promised; so stay here in
mission.
the city until you have been
Then Luke reminds
clothed with power from on
Theophilus that after Jesus’
high.” (Lk 24:48-49)
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suffering, he returned from the grave and convinced the
disciples that he really was alive. Theophilus would have
remembered from Luke’s first volume (the Gospel of Luke)
that Jesus had encouraged the doubting disciples to touch
him (Lk 24:39). He even ate with them (v. 42). They needed
convincing because they knew with absolute certainty that
Jesus had been crucified three days before on a Roman cross.
Moving the story along, Luke turns to the forty days
between Christ’s resurrection and his ascension (Acts 1:3).
The number forty turns up often in Scripture. Noah’s flood
covered the earth for forty days (Gen 7:17). Moses was on
Mount Sinai for forty days (Ex 34:28), and Jesus fasted in the
wilderness for forty days (Lk 4:1-2).
Ancient people used numbers symbolically. Because
the number forty appears so often, many scholars believe
it is symbolic in this context as well. It may represent the
full amount of time needed for a task or experience. Jesus
remained with his disciples as long as necessary in order to
give them final instructions and encourage them.
As he had done during his earthly ministry, Jesus
continues to speak to them about the kingdom of God
(Acts 1:3). The kingdom of God is not a specific place, nor
is it a synonym for the church. Rather, it is the reign of God
and the unfolding of God’s will for creation. Jesus reveals
God’s plan to his disciples: a plan that was certain to be
accomplished.
Part of that plan requires the disciples to wait in
Jerusalem until a specific promise of God comes to pass—
namely, the coming of the Holy Spirit (v. 5). The disciples
seem excited about God’s promised gift of the Spirit. They
imagine that this might coincide with another promise: the
restoration of a free and powerful Israel (v. 6). Jesus doesn’t
deny a future in which the kingdom will be restored to
Israel, but he does say that this is not to be their concern.
He wants them to leave such matters up to God’s timing.
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Instead, the apostles’ task is to be witnesses in the
power of the Spirit. “The Spirit does not confer a political
authority upon the apostles,” Wall writes, “but rather new
competencies that enable them to perform the tasks given
them, whether through their inspired words, their miraculous works, or their leadership within the community’s
common life” (42).
I like the word “competencies,” but it may not be strong
enough to carry the weight of the word “power” in verse 8.
The Greek word is dynamis, the origin of our English word
“dynamic.” With the baptism of the Spirit, the lives of the
first believers are going to surge with new competencies,
but also with new visions, new opportunities, and new
understandings.
Some scholars have seen verse 8 as a kind of outline used
in the book of Acts. Jesus says the apostles are going to be
witnesses both in familiar places like Jerusalem and Judea
and in unfamiliar places like Samaria. In fact, they are to
take their Spirit-filled ministry into the whole Roman world:
“to the ends of the earth.”
In verse 9, Jesus’ followers
Here are some passages
watch as he ascends out of
where clouds are associated
their sight into a cloud. In
with the presence of God:
Scripture, clouds are often
Exodus 24:15-16; 1 Kings 8:10-11;
associated with the presence
Psalm 18:11; Mark 9:7.
of God. As they are still
looking into the sky, “two
men in white robes stood by them” (v. 10). These men
encourage the awestruck disciples to understand that Jesus
will one day return. For now, it is time to stop staring into
the sky and get started with what Jesus has told them to do.
It is possible that these “two men” were angels. It is also
possible that they were the same two men who appeared to
the women at the empty tomb (Lk 24:4). Another possibility
is that they are Moses and Elijah, the two men who appeared
with Jesus at his transfiguration and talked to him about his
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departure (Lk 9:28-31)—in other words, about this very event
taking place in Jerusalem.
The disciples return to the city (v. 12). In just a few
days’ time, the Holy Spirit comes as Jesus promised (ch. 2).
Accompanied by fire and wind, the Spirit comes down on the
praying apostles and the others gathered with them in the
upper room. From then on, the early church was empowered
to proclaim the message of Christ. Their preaching was so
inspired and their ministry so powerful that thousands came
to believe. The apostles also worked miracles, and they were
faithful in teaching and leading the new believers.

Understanding

Sometimes historical studies can be stale or even boring.
Luke’s accounts of Jesus and the early church, however, are
not mere history. They are testimonies about the difference
Jesus and the Spirit made in the past and can also make in
our day—and beyond.
Luke made sure that Theophilus knew this history. It
is important for us to know it too. Listening to sermons
about the Gospel stories is not enough. We can and should
immerse ourselves in the actual stories, reading them over
and over again.
The same Spirit who empowered Jesus continues to
empower believers throughout the book of Acts. Being
familiar with this story is also important for the church in
the twenty-first century.
Like those early apostles, we are called to bear witness to
the good news. The pattern Jesus presents can be applied
to our lives. We bear witness in “Jerusalem” when we share
about Jesus with those who are closest to us. These could
be family members, friends, or neighbors. We bear witness
in “Judea” when we expand our testimony to include our
towns, state, and nation. We bear witness in “Samaria” when
we include those who are neglected or deemed unworthy of
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attention. Then there are “the ends of the earth” (v. 8), the
most remote places or people we might reasonably reach.
The Spirit helps us understand how we can participate in
missions near and far.

Christianity inspired by the Holy Spirit is not passive.
Like the church in Acts, we too can be bold in calling the
world to repent of sins and trust in Jesus as Lord and Savior.

What About Me?

• The Spirit empowers believers. What does it mean to open
ourselves to the influence of the Holy Spirit? Spend time this
week praying for the Spirit to help you to be and to do all
that God intends for you.
•Where is the Spirit? Does your church need a renewal of
the Spirit’s presence? The Spirit is never truly absent, but
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disharmony or confusion can hide the Spirit’s influence.
Pray with your class for unity and vision to experience the
power of God’s Spirit.
• The work of the Spirit is to empower Christians for ministry and
missions. In what helping ministries are you and your church
involved? What about your personal witness of the good
news of Christ? Who are the people in your community who
are being ignored? Perhaps the Spirit is beginning to open
your eyes to see them. Pray for a clearer vision of how you
can show Jesus’ love.
• Where are “the ends of the earth” for you? Where has the good
news of Jesus rarely if ever been heard? How can you play
a part in sharing God’s love with such people? Praying for
them is a great place to begin. Then, you can advocate for
them with mission organizations. Perhaps you can say to
God, “If it is your will, send me.”
• The church needs to multitask. The church has many
responsibilities. We are called to worship. We are called to
help people grow spiritually to better reflect the image of
Christ. We are called to advocate for and bless the poor, the
disadvantaged, and others on the edges of our society. And
we are called to proclaim the good news of forgiveness and
salvation through Jesus Christ. In which tasks does your
church excel? In which does it need to grow? How can you
help your church be all it is called to be?
Resources
G. R. Beasley-Murray, “Kingdom of God”; Charles H. Talbert, “Theophilus,” in The Mercer Dictionary of
the Bible, ed. Watson E. Mills et al. (Macon GA: Mercer University Press, 1990).
Robert W. Wall, “The Acts of the Apostles: Introduction, Commentary, and Reflections,” The New
Interpreter’s Bible, vol. 10 (Nashville TN: Abingdon, 2002).
William H. Willimon, Acts, Interpretation (Atlanta: John Knox, 1988).
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The Samaritan
Pentecost
Acts 8:14-25

Central Question

What does it mean to be baptized by the Holy Spirit?

Scripture

Acts 8:14-25
14 Now when the apostles at Jerusalem heard that Samaria
had accepted the word of God, they sent Peter and John to
them. 15 The two went down and prayed for them that they
might receive the Holy Spirit 16 (for as yet the Spirit had not
come upon any of them; they had only been baptized in the
name of the Lord Jesus). 17 Then Peter and John laid their
hands on them, and they received the Holy Spirit. 18 Now
when Simon saw that the Spirit was given through the laying
on of the apostles’ hands, he offered them money, 19 saying, “Give me also this power so that anyone on whom I lay
my hands may receive the Holy Spirit.” 20 But Peter said to
him, “May your silver perish with you, because you thought
you could obtain God’s gift with money! 21 You have no
part or share in this, for your heart is not right before God.
22 Repent therefore of this wickedness of yours, and pray
to the Lord that, if possible, the intent of your heart may be
forgiven you. 23 For I see that you are in the gall of bitterness
and the chains of wickedness.” 24 Simon answered, “Pray
for me to the Lord, that nothing of what you have said may
happen to me.” 25 Now after Peter and John had testified
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and spoken the word of the Lord, they returned to Jerusalem,
proclaiming the good news to many villages of the Samaritans.

Reflecting

I remember the charismatic movement in the 1970s. This
movement usually emphasized speaking in tongues as a
sign that one had been baptized with the Spirit. Charismatic
preachers taught that people who experienced conversion to
the faith should then seek this Spirit-baptism.
The word “charismatic” comes from a Greek word that
means “gift.” For most charismatic Christians, speaking in
tongues was and is the principal gift, but many others are
mentioned in Scripture. Paul writes in some detail about
this in 1 Corinthians 12–14.
The results of the charismatic movement varied.
Sometimes congregations or whole denominations split
over their different views. The movement also created new
congregations aflame with spiritual passion and evangelistic
zeal. In other cases, faith communities absorbed the movement, allowing members to participate in it as long as they
didn’t cause disruptions. For some individuals, experiencing
the Holy Spirit in this way was a defining moment that
transformed their lives. For others, the effects were dramatic
but short-lived. The latter is my own family’s testimony.
At any rate, because of the
charismatic movement, a new
What dangers can arise
interest in the Holy Spirit burst
from being dogmatic
forth. Many books were written
about how the Spirit
and sermons preached on the
must work?
Holy Spirit and what baptism
in the Spirit means.
None of us should doubt the importance of the
Holy Spirit in the Christian life. The Spirit is certainly
an integral part of the book of Acts. In fact, I have heard
scholars say that instead of it being considered “The Acts
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of the Apostles,” a better title would be “The Acts of the
Holy Spirit.”
The phrase “baptism of (or in) the Holy Spirit” is not
found in today’s text. Even so, the fascinating story of
Samaritans converting to faith in Christ and later receiving
the Spirit gives us an opportunity to examine the connection
between the faith of believers, baptism in water, and God’s
gift of the Holy Spirit.

Studying

Before diving into the text, it seems important to share
some context. One of the main characters in today’s story is
Philip, who makes his first appearance in Acts 6. A conflict
had arisen between Aramaic- and Greek-speaking followers
of Jesus. Those who spoke Aramaic were Jewish believers
raised in the land of Israel. Those who spoke Greek grew
up mainly outside of Israel and were heavily influenced by
Greek culture. Six people with Greek names were chosen to
deal with the conflict. Philip was one of those; Stephen was
another.
Stephen’s story is told in Acts 6–7. After Stephen was
killed as a martyr for Christ, many Jewish believers in Jesus
were persecuted and decided to
flee Jerusalem (8:1). It is possible
Stephen’s speech in
Acts 7:2-53 interprets
that most of those who fled were
Jesus in universal,
from the Greek-speaking group.
cross-cultural terms while
They seemed more willing to
challenging the nationalistic
abandon some of the traditions
attitudes of his accusers. It
of Judaism than the group who
is probably a good summary
of the beliefs of these Greekspoke Aramaic.
speaking believers.
Philip was among those who
left Jerusalem for safety’s sake.
Like his fellow refugees, he continued to proclaim the
good news wherever he went. Overall, the Greek-speaking
believers seemed more open to breaking down barriers for
the sake of the gospel. Philip went to Samaria, and his story
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begins in Acts 8:5. He proclaims the Messiah to the people of
Samaria and performs exorcisms and healings. The people
listen to him and respond with joy (v. 8).
Verses 9-13 provide a bit of background. Previously,
the Samaritans were fascinated with a man named Simon,
a magician. They had listened to him eagerly, just as they
now listen to Philip. They said of Simon, “This man is the
power of God that is called Great” (v. 10). Now, however,
they believe the message of Stephen and are baptized. Simon
also believes and is baptized. He follows Philip everywhere
he goes, “being amazed when he saw the signs and great
miracles that took place” (v. 13).
This brings us to today’s text. The apostles in Jerusalem
have heard about Philip’s ministry in Samaria. Peter and
John are chosen to go and see for themselves. When they get
there, they discover that though the Samaritans have been
baptized in the name of Jesus, they have not yet received the
Holy Spirit. (Being baptized “in Jesus’ name” pointed to his
authority and not necessarily to the actual words spoken
during the ritual of baptism.) Peter and John lay hands on
the people and pray for them, and the people receive the
Spirit.
We aren’t told what demonstrated that the Samaritans
had received the Spirit. There are at least three possibilities. They may have spoken in tongues, like Cornelius’s
household in Acts 10:44-48. They may have been filled with
overwhelming joy, like the converts on the day of Pentecost
(Acts 2:46-47). Finally, they may have begun to bear witness
to Jesus with unbridled enthusiasm, like the church in
Acts 4:31.
We also are not told why the Spirit was delayed until
the apostles arrived. Maybe it was because of God’s desire
that there be one church, not two communities divided
by ethnicity. Jews and Samaritans were often antagonistic
toward one another, so a division along ethnic lines was
certainly a possibility. By waiting until the apostles came
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to impart the Spirit, the church in Samaria was solidly
linked to the Jewish church in Jerusalem. No matter their
differences and disagreements, the Jewish and Samaritan
followers of Jesus were compelled to be one church.
In verse 18, Simon reappears in the story. He sees Peter
and John’s amazing ability to impart the Spirit and wants it
for himself. He even offers them money if they will share this
ability with him. Is Simon intent on personal gain, or does
he actually want to help others? It doesn’t seem to matter;
Peter is furious at the offer regardless of Simon’s motive.
In effect, he tells Simon, “You and your money can go to
hell!” (Willimon, 69). He urges Simon to ask God’s forgiveness for assuming that he could buy God’s gifts with money.
This exchange is a wonderful reminder that the Holy Spirit
is a gift from God. The Spirit is freely given to us, as are all
God’s blessings.
Many missionaries have learned the main lesson in this
story: conversion doesn’t instantly erase generations of
inherited beliefs and worldviews. Years ago, I heard the story
of a young lady who had done something that she felt was
out of alignment with her newfound Christian faith. She
asked a missionary what she needed to do to make up for
her sin. She asked this out of a Buddhist background, where
bad deeds were erased only when good ones canceled them
out. Similarly, Simon still had a lot of growing and learning
to undergo before he could reach spiritual maturity.
Simon apparently repents and asks the apostles to pray
for him (v. 24). History has not been kind to him, though. In
the early church he is often depicted as the instigator of a
number of heresies, especially
Gnosticism. There is no evidence,
Simon’s final legacy is
indicated by the name
however, that any of that is true.
given to the buying and
For all we know, he may have
selling of spiritual gifts and
become an effective witness to
ecclesiastical offices—
Christ.
“simony” (Rainwater, 827).
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Our text closes with Peter and John traveling back to
Jerusalem. On the way, they stop in many villages to share
the good news of Christ and God’s kingdom. In this way,
Philip’s ministry in Samaria leads the Jerusalem church to
reach beyond its borders for the first time. This movement
breaks down another barrier when Paul, a Greek-speaking
Jew like Philip, proclaims the good news to Gentiles.

Understanding

Philip was a trailblazer. He went where others in the church
had not yet gone, reached across barriers to share the good
news of Christ and God’s kingdom, and baptized those who
responded in faith. In New Testament times, baptism was
the sign of allegiance to Christ. It was usually a vital part of
new converts’ confession of faith.
Churches that practice believer’s baptism risk separating
the act of being baptized from the initial, transforming
confession of faith in Christ. In Scripture, the two are
always closely intertwined. Separating the two—either in
time (being baptized weeks after accepting Christ) or in
conception (viewing them as two completely separate acts)—
may lead some people to think baptism is less important.
But that is a mistake. Christians have always seen baptism as
the principal way to be incorporated into the full life of the
church, the body of Christ.
Like baptism, the Holy Spirit is a gift God has given to
the church. Luke emphasizes the Spirit as the main gift that
God gives to believers. As with
all of God’s gifts, the Spirit is
Have you ever questioned
freely given in God’s timing.
whether your spiritual
In Acts 8, the gift is delayed
experience is valid
because
it differs from what is
until the arrival of Peter and
considered “the norm”? How
John. As we have seen, there
might this passage address your
was a good reason for the
concerns?
delay.
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God’s normal pattern, though, is to give the Spirit at
the time of our conversion. This gift is also connected to
water baptism, which completes the process of conversion
and initiation into the Christian life (see Jn 3:1-8; Gal 4:6).
And yet the Spirit is a free gift. As with our conversion to
faith in Christ and our water baptism, we “receive” this
gift from God. Whatever Simon’s intention may have been,
Peter wanted him to understand the nature of the Spirit’s
presence as a gift. We need to understand this as well. Our
encounters with the Holy Spirit may not be as dramatic as
the ones recorded in the Bible, but we can be sure that God
is always at work through this great gift.

What About Me?

• We are often ignorant of barriers to our witness. The church in
Jerusalem may not have considered preaching to Samaritans.
In their desire to share the good news, maybe they never
thought the Samaritans might want to hear it. Through
the Spirit’s guidance, Philip changed all of that. Are there
people that you have never thought about in terms of
sharing your witness? Ask the Spirit to open your eyes and
your heart.
• We aren’t always aware of the Spirit’s presence. The principle
of “out of sight, out of mind” is an apt description of our
problem. We can’t see the Spirit any more than we can see
the wind, and yet Scripture promises that the Spirit is there.
Spend time in prayer offering thanks for the Spirit’s presence in you and with you.
• God has given us the Spirit. And the Spirit gives us the gifts
we need for a full and meaningful Christian life. Are you
lacking something that you desire for the sake of Christ?
Perhaps it is joy or courage or maybe love for those who can
seem unlovable. Think about your own life and what you
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need to be more like Christ. Pray for the Spirit to give you
what you need to serve and glorify God.
• We all bring our culture into our Christian experience. Can you
think of elements of your culture that may be incompatible with Christian faith? Maybe there are aspects of your
worldview that contradict the revelation of God in Christ.
Remember that, for many centuries, European Christians
believed that God approved of slavery. Pray for the Spirit to
open your eyes to the truth regardless of cultural preconceptions. Remember the promise of Jesus: “When the Spirit of
truth comes, he will guide you into all truth” ( John 16:13).
Resources
Robert Rainwater, “Simon Magus”; James F. Strange, “Samaritans,” in The Mercer Dictionary of the Bible,
ed. Watson E. Mills et al. (Macon GA: Mercer University Press, 1990).
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A Crucial Question
Acts 19:1-7

Central Question

What changes accompany receiving the
Holy Spirit?

Scripture

Acts 19:1-7
19 While Apollos was in Corinth, Paul passed through the
interior regions and came to Ephesus, where he found some
disciples. 2 He said to them, “Did you receive the Holy Spirit
when you became believers?” They replied, “No, we have not
even heard that there is a Holy Spirit.” 3 Then he said, “Into
what then were you baptized?” They answered, “Into John’s
baptism.” 4 Paul said, “John baptized with the baptism of
repentance, telling the people to believe in the one who was
to come after him, that is, in Jesus.” 5 On hearing this, they
were baptized in the name of the Lord Jesus. 6 When Paul
had laid his hands on them, the Holy Spirit came upon them,
and they spoke in tongues and prophesied— 7 altogether
there were about twelve of them.

Reflecting

Let’s begin with two questions. First, how many times have
you been baptized? I was the youth director in a church in
California in the early 1970s. One day, one of the young
people came to me and said she wanted to be baptized again.
When I talked with the pastor and some of the other youth,
I discovered that she had already been baptized three or four
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times. It seems that every time a revival came to town, she
got saved and wanted to be baptized.
Well, today’s text is about twelve men who were
rebaptized. But as we will see, the two baptisms were quite
different.
The second question, and the more important one, is
have you ever prophesied? It is quite possible that you have
and didn’t realize it. In today’s text, this is one of the signs of
the Holy Spirit’s presence. In fact, it may be one of the more
important signs.
The first time I prophesied was around the age of nine.
After my conversion experience in Vacation Bible School, I
went to my neighbor’s house and told my friend about what
had happened. A day or two later, a friend of my mother
came to visit. Before she even got into the house, I told her
about what had happened to me—how I had prayed and
received Jesus into my heart.
I don’t remember exactly what I
“The Christian
said either time, but I was excited to
consciousness of
share my life-changing experience
the presence of
with others. Of course, I shared it as
God in the church suggests that all Christians
a nine-year-old kid raised in a
were potential prophets”
Baptist church might share it.
(Aune, 715).
However imperfect my testimony
may have been, it was genuine and it
spoke of Jesus Christ. It was biblical prophecy.
In today’s lesson, after the twelve disciples of John the
Baptist receive the Holy Spirit, they prophesy.

Studying

Acts 19:1 begins, “While Apollos was in Corinth, Paul…came
to Ephesus.” It will help us understand this story if we back
up and look at some of what transpired in chapter 18.
Paul had met two other Christians in Corinth, a husband
and wife named Aquila and Priscilla. Like Paul, they were
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tentmakers. He stayed with them, and the three worked
together (18:1-4). Later, the three of them went to Ephesus,
where Paul left them as he continued on to Jerusalem
(vv. 18-21).
Some time later, Priscilla and Aquila met a man from
Alexandria named Apollos. He was a brilliant man with a
good knowledge of Scripture. He had received the baptism
of John the Baptist, either from John himself or a disciple.
But he knew something about Jesus and was sharing that
knowledge with enthusiasm in the synagogue.
When Priscilla and Aquila heard Apollos, they took him
aside and told him the fuller story of Jesus. The disciples
in Ephesus were so impressed with Apollos that eventually, when he wanted to go to Corinth, they encouraged his
journey and gave him a letter of recommendation calling for
Corinthian believers to receive him warmly and listen to his
message (vv. 24-28).
Our story today begins with Paul arriving back in
Ephesus, where he finds some “disciples” (19:1). In Acts,
the word “disciple” normally refers to followers of Jesus.
That apparently was not the case here, at least at first. It is
possible that Paul encountered these disciples in the marketplace. Perhaps he heard them talking about the Messiah and
maybe, like Apollo before them,
they had some limited knowledge of
When have you
Jesus. Whatever the case, Paul seems
felt that something
to sense that something is missing
might be missing
from
your
spiritual life?
from their lives. He asks them, “Did
What
did
you
do about
you receive the Holy Spirit when
this perceived deficiency?
you became believers?” (v. 2). More
conversation ensues, and it turns
out they know nothing about the Holy Spirit. Their baptism
had been that of John the Baptist.
The story of Apollos and the story of these disciples
reveal how widespread the teachings of John had become
by the middle of the first century. Apparently, John’s
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martyrdom hadn’t made him any less popular. Disciples of
John had two choices. They could decide that Jesus was the
“coming one” whom John had promised (Lk 3:16) and follow
him. Or they could remain committed to John, standing as a
separate and perhaps competing movement within Judaism.
These disciples had made the second choice.
When Paul tells them that John’s baptism of repentance
looked toward the coming of Jesus, they decide to be rebaptized. This time, they are baptized in the name of the Lord
Jesus (v. 6). This probably means they are baptized by the
authority of Jesus, whom they now acknowledge as Messiah
and Lord.
So in today’s text, two baptisms are mentioned. First, the
baptism of John was one of repentance looking forward to
the coming of the Messiah. Second, baptism in the name of
Jesus affirms a person’s allegiance to Christ, who has come
to establish a new age characterized by forgiveness and the
Holy Spirit (see Acts 2:38).
After the disciples are rebaptized, Paul lays his hands
on each of them. It is difficult to know what this practice
meant either here or in the story of the Samaritans in Acts 8.
Its use in connection to baptism and receiving the Spirit is
not consistent in the book of Acts. Sometimes the laying
on of hands follows baptism (8:16-17; 19:6). At least once, it
precedes baptism (9:17-18). In other instances, the Spirit is
received before baptism and no mention is made of laying
on of hands (10:44-48). Perhaps the most that can be said is
that this practice affirms the importance of touch in encouraging and welcoming people. Jesus literally touched many
of the people he healed, and they often followed him with
thanksgiving and great gladness.
After being baptized and having hands laid on them,
these new followers of Jesus experience the Holy Spirit
coming upon them. Luke describes two signs that pointed to
the presence of the Holy Spirit: they speak in tongues, and
they prophesy.
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According to Paul, speaking in tongues involves uttering
unintelligible speech. If spoken in public, it needs to be
interpreted (1 Cor 12–14). The tongue-speaking in Acts 2
seems to be of a different nature, since it leads to people
hearing—and understanding—the good news in their own
various languages. Some have suggested that the miracle in
Acts 2 was in the hearing, not the speaking.
But the tongue-speaking experience of Cornelius and his
family in Acts 10:46 and of the disciples of John in Acts 9:6
are more likely of the Corinthian kind. By itself, speaking in
tongues is not certain evidence of God’s Spirit at work. The
same phenomenon was known in other religions in Paul’s
day and throughout history.
Paul did affirm that when it
The Spirit…is not optional
is a gift of the Spirit, like all
equipment for Christians, not
the Spirit’s gifts, speaking in
some advanced degree
tongues has value. More
which separates ‘Spirit-filled
Christians’ from the run-of-the-mill
important than tongues,
non-spiritual Christian proletariat….
though, is the gift of
All Christians are ‘charismatic.’
prophecy (1 Cor 14:1-5).
(Willimon, 147)
In addition to speaking in
tongues, the new believers in
today’s text also prophesy. It is true that some prophets,
even in the New Testament, might foretell the future. The
main work of prophecy, however, is to proclaim the will of
God so that people might hear and believe. What did these
Spirit-inspired prophets say?
Whatever else they may have said,
Pursue love and strive
it is almost certain that they
for the spiritual gifts,
affirmed who Jesus is and bore
and especially that
witness to their experience of
you may prophesy…. Those
who prophesy speak to other
his work in their lives. Their
people for their upbuilding
prophesying included confession
and encouragement and
of and testimony about Jesus.
consolation. (1 Cor 14:1, 3)
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Today is Pentecost Sunday, when we celebrate the coming of
the Holy Spirit into the life of the church. Or maybe more
accurately, we celebrate how the Spirit gives us new life.
The Spirit changed the disciples on the day of Pentecost.
In the same way, the Spirit changed the new believers in
Samaria and the followers of John the Baptist in Ephesus.
We can expect the Spirit to change us as well: how we think,
how we speak, and how we live. We owe it to ourselves to
consider what changes accompany receiving the Holy Spirit.
There are two ways to come at this question. One is
to ask how we were different after we became Christians.
(Remember that every Christian has received the Spirit.) The
other way is to ask how we are different today than we might
have been because we became believers earlier in life. For
those of us who first professed faith in Christ at a young age,
the second question may be a better evaluator of the Spirit’s
presence.
If we are to look at today’s text for an example of the
Spirit’s presence in Christian lives, the main one seems to be
the witness to Jesus.
In a wonderful way, this story brings us full circle back
to our first lesson, when the Spirit came upon Jesus after his
baptism. As the Spirit descended, a voice spoke from heaven
saying, “You are my Son, the Beloved; with you I am well
pleased” (Lk 3:22). When the Spirit comes, praise of Jesus
follows.
The new believers in today’s lesson probably spoke of
Jesus as the Lord and Messiah. They probably talked about
being forgiven of their sins and living as though in a new
age. We might not use all of this language, and not much of
it would even be understood by people who haven’t grown
up in church. Think about what Jesus means to you and
consider how you might share that good news with the
people in your life who need to hear it.
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• How can we elevate Jesus’ name among needy people? We can all
do something to feed the hungry, visit those in prison, give
clothes to the poor, touch the unloved, or perform many
other acts of service. Pray about how God may want to use
you to touch others with God’s love.
• How can we experience a greater sense of the Spirit’s presence?
In Ephesians 5:17-20, Paul wrote about singing and praising
God in the Spirit. A modern writer on spirituality added,
“Perpetually turning to [God], adoring Him, losing ourselves
in Him, our souls are slowly flooded by His Spirit. Only
when our own souls are thus filled to the brim can we
presume to offer spiritual gifts to others. When we are
filled, we shan’t be able to help giving” (Underhill, 136).
• How can our witness be more effective? Pray for the Spirit to
give you an attitude that is winsome, not judgmental; kind,
not harsh; and warm, not cold. Be bold in prayer, as we
learned in our second session. Remember that God wants
you to be filled with the Spirit and to bless others in Jesus’
name. All of this is God’s will for your life.
• Who is Jesus to you? Answering this question will make your
witness genuine. You don’t have to use religious language.
Nor do you have to say everything you might believe about
Jesus. Spend some time in prayer and reflection on the
question, “How is Jesus important to me?”
Resources
David E. Aune, “Prophecy,” and Watson E. Mills, “Tongues,” in The Mercer Dictionary of the Bible,
ed. Watson E. Mills et al. (Macon GA: Mercer University Press, 1990).
Evelyn Underhill, The Ways of the Spirit, ed. Grace Adolphsen Brame (New York: Crossroad, 1990).
Robert W. Wall, “The Acts of the Apostles: Introduction, Commentary, and Reflections,” The New
Interpreter’s Bible, vol. 10 (Nashville TN: Abingdon, 2002).
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Unit 2: The Beloved Disciple
The Gospel of John differs from the other three New Testament
Gospels in many ways. One of those is the inclusion in John of a
character known only as “the disciple whom Jesus loved.” This figure
is mentioned six times in John’s Gospel, and we’ll explore several of
these passages.
For centuries, debates have raged about the identity of this disciple.
Tradition says that the apostle John is the Beloved Disciple, and that is
why this Gospel bears his name.
Still, other theories exist. Some propose that he was not in fact
one of the Twelve disciples, though his presence at the last supper
might imply otherwise. If he wasn’t one of the Twelve, then Lazarus of
Bethany becomes an interesting possibility. Lazarus was also referred to
as one whom Jesus loved ( Jn 11:3, 36). Others suggest that the Beloved
Disciple was Jesus’ brother James or even Mary Magdalene, based on
certain apocryphal texts from the early Christian centuries.
As we study these texts, the exact identity of the Beloved Disciple is
not our highest priority. Rather, like many scholars, we will examine the
Beloved Disciple more as a symbol than a literal person. Whoever this
figure may have been in history, in the Fourth Gospel he is depicted as
an idealized example of a disciple. By studying him, we may learn more
about what it truly means to follow Christ’s invitation to “come and
see.” Then, in turn, we follow his example by bearing witness to others
about everything we have seen and heard.
Hillary B. Kimsey graduated from the Seattle School of Theolog y and Psycholog y in 2017.
She currently serves as a staff chaplain at Swedish Medical Center in Seattle and is a candidate
for the Episcopal priesthood. When she’s not working or serving at church, you might find her
chasing around a beloved corgi named Booster or catching the latest superhero movie with her
husband, Tom.
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Called to Come
and See
John 1:29-39

Central Question

How does Jesus address my deepest desires?

Scripture

John 1:29-39
29 The next day he saw Jesus coming toward him and
declared, “Here is the Lamb of God who takes away the sin
of the world! 30 This is he of whom I said, ‘After me comes
a man who ranks ahead of me because he was before me.’
31 I myself did not know him; but I came baptizing with water
for this reason, that he might be revealed to Israel.” 32 And
John testified, “I saw the Spirit descending from heaven like
a dove, and it remained on him. 33 I myself did not know
him, but the one who sent me to baptize with water said to
me, ‘He on whom you see the Spirit descend and remain is the
one who baptizes with the Holy Spirit.’ 34 And I myself have
seen and have testified that this is the Son of God.” 35 The
next day John again was standing with two of his disciples,
36 and as he watched Jesus walk by, he exclaimed, “Look,
here is the Lamb of God!” 37 The two disciples heard him say
this, and they followed Jesus. 38 When Jesus turned and saw
them following, he said to them, “What are you looking for?”
They said to him, “Rabbi” (which translated means Teacher),
“where are you staying?” 39 He said to them, “Come and
see.” They came and saw where he was staying, and they
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remained with him that day. It was about four o’clock in the
afternoon.

Reflecting

When I was a freshman in college, one of my best friends was
diagnosed with cancer. The news devastated me, and in the
privacy of my own mind I began to question God with anger
and despair in my heart.
There were treatments and relapses until eventually the
doctors said, “There is nothing else we can do.” During my
friend’s last days, I spent evenings
after work or weekends at his
When have you been
bedside. When he became too tired
blessed simply to
to talk, I just sat with him. This
“be there” for or with
someone? When have you
experience was so intensely lonely
been blessed that someone
that I longed for someone to talk
was there for you?
to about my grief—my sadness,
disbelief, guilt, anger, and despair.
But I was afraid. I kept all my feelings in. Years later as a
seminary student, I wondered if it was someone’s job to sit
with people in a situation like that. That is how I discovered
hospital chaplaincy. I couldn’t go back in time and ask for a
chaplain to talk to at my friend’s bedside, but I could work
through my own grief, and then I could become a hospital
chaplain. In this way, my deepest desire not to be alone
became my calling to abide with others.

Studying

In the Fourth Gospel, the Beloved Disciple teaches us many
lessons about discipleship. The first is the importance of
abiding with Christ. In today’s passage, the writer gives us
the first glimpse of Jesus we see in this Gospel. Though John
is different from the other three Gospels in many ways, like
them it begins with John the Baptist’s ministry.
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The role of John the
Be careful to distinguish between
Baptist is similar in all
John the Baptist, a character in this
four Gospels. For
passage, and John the Evangelist,
example, each of them
the traditional author of this Gospel. Telling
refers to him as “the
the two apart can be confusing for some,
especially since the Fourth Gospel never
voice of one crying out
refers to John the Baptist as “the Baptist.”
in the wilderness” ( Jn
1:23), the forerunner or
trailblazer who prepares his listeners for one who is to come.
In our passage, we see John with his disciples on two
consecutive days ( Jn 1:29, 35-36). On the first, John sees Jesus
and announces to his followers, “Here is the Lamb of God
who takes away the sin of the world!” (v. 29). He then goes
on to explain to them that, though Jesus’ ministry is beginning after John’s, Jesus is still the greater messenger because
he was with God in the beginning (vv. 30-31).
John shares briefly about Jesus’ baptism, though in
highly guarded terms. He never states that he baptized Jesus,
only that he saw the Holy Spirit descending upon him like
a dove (see Mk 1:9-10). The Gospel writer may have hesitated to describe Jesus as baptized by John for fear people
would assume that John was the greater. Disciples of the
Baptist continued to preach and baptize long after Jesus’
ministry (see Acts 18:24–19:6). He was a popular prophet
with followers of his own, and some think that the writer
of the Gospel felt the need to highlight Jesus’ superiority.
At any rate, John’s vision of the Spirit descending proved to
him that Jesus was the one God had promised, the one who
baptizes with the Holy Spirit (vv. 32-34).
On the second day, John says essentially the same thing:
“Look, here is the Lamb of God!” (v. 36). John’s persistent
testimony compels two of these disciples to decide to follow
Jesus (v. 37).
As they draw near, Jesus asks them, “What are you
looking for?” (v. 38). The question could mean several
things. At its simplest, Jesus is merely asking why the two
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disciples are following him. More deeply, he is inquiring
about what desire drives them to follow him.
But what are we looking for? What is our deepest desire,
our most compelling motivation? And how might we find
what we are looking for in Christ?
The disciples answer with another question, asking Jesus
where he is staying (v. 38). The verb “stay” or “remain” can
also be translated “abide,” an important theme in John’s
Gospel. They want to abide with Jesus. Their desire is simply
to be with him, even if they don’t yet understand what that
will entail.
Jesus doesn’t answer them directly, either. Rather, he
invites them to “Come and see” (v. 39). The two disciples
follow Jesus to where he is staying, and they remain (or
abide) with him for the rest of the day (v. 39).
We then learn that one of these disciples is Andrew, the
brother of Simon Peter (v. 40). The other is not identified,
though the first disciples
Jesus calls in the Synoptic
In addition to the apostle
Gospels are two sets of
John, some have proposed
that the Beloved Disciple was
brothers: Andrew and Peter,
Lazarus,
based largely on John 11:3,
and James and John the sons
36, where Jesus’ love for Lazarus is
of Zebedee (Mk 1:16-20).
explicitly stated. Others propose it
Longstanding tradition
was an otherwise unknown disciple,
identifies John son of
from a priestly family or at least from
Jerusalem (see 18:16). Still others
Zebedee as this other
propose that he is a symbolic figure,
disciple, who is later
a perfect example of discipleship for
described as “the disciple
readers to imitate.
whom Jesus loved” (see Jn
13:23; 19:26; 20:2; 21:7, 20).
Modern scholarship commonly refers to this person—
whoever he may be—as the Beloved Disciple.
This story introduces us to the theme of discipleship.
Even if we can’t place the Beloved Disciple at the scene for
certain, he later comes to exemplify the ideal disciple who
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abides with Jesus. He is a role model for those who would
take Jesus’ words in John 15:4-7 to heart:
Abide in me as I abide in you. Just as the branch cannot
bear fruit by itself unless it abides in the vine, neither can
you unless you abide in me. I am the vine, you are the
branches. Those who abide in me and I in them bear much
fruit, because apart from me you can do nothing. Whoever
does not abide in me is thrown away like a branch and
withers; such branches are gathered, thrown into the fire,
and burned. If you abide in me, and my words abide in you,
ask for whatever you wish, and it will be done for you.

Consider this passage a prelude to the Beloved Disciple’s
story. Reflect on how it sets the stage for the writer’s depiction of Jesus, discipleship, and the life of faith. Why did the
two disciples ask where Jesus was abiding? How might the
Gospel writer have wanted readers to hear this question?
You could also look into other uses of the word “abide” in
John. What does Jesus’ answer, “Come and see,” teach us
about evangelism and discipleship?
Christian interpreters have long seen John as a “spiritual
Gospel,” layered with symbolism that bears deep reflection.
Nothing is written in the Fourth Gospel without purpose. It
is rich with powerful imagery that points to deep spiritual
realities. Jesus’ question, his first spoken line in John, is no
different. “What are you looking for?” is a question about
desire. And John’s Gospel seeks to show us that Jesus is the
answer to the deepest longings of our hearts.

Understanding

In today’s passage, we see a glimpse into what it means to
“remain” or “abide” with Christ. The Gospel writer describes
this as a virtue of discipleship. Reflecting on how we might
more fully abide with Christ will prepare us for our journey
into the story of the Beloved Disciple.
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Even now, as we watch these
two disciples of John the Baptist
take their first steps toward
following Christ, we see the
importance of being with Jesus.
“Where are you staying?” they
ask, so that where Jesus is, they
may be also (see Jn 14:3). The
questions Jesus and these two
disciples exchange remind us
that discipleship is not only
St. John the Evangelist
about things like obedience,
(Credit: Vladimir Borovikovsky / Wikimedia
Commons, PD-US)
sacrifice, learning, and sharing—
although those are important. Discipleship is also about
desire. “What are you looking for?” Jesus asks. What do you
want? What do you long for or hope to find?
“Where are you staying?” the disciples ask in response.
They don’t say these words, but their question implies what
they really mean: “We want to abide with you. Let us stay
with you.”
Especially in the Fourth Gospel, Jesus presents himself
as the answer to universal human desires. Jesus describes
himself as the bread of life (6:35), the gate (10:9), the true
vine (15:1), the way, the truth, and the life (14:6). Beneath
all of our longings, dreams, and desires, there is a spiritual
desire that Jesus can fill.
The disciples sense that staying near Jesus might provide
them with an answer to a question they can’t yet conceive, a
desire they can’t yet name. And following that desire leads
them to their ultimate calling as disciples of Jesus.
In the same way, awareness of our own deep longings,
hopes, and desires may lead us to discover our unique
calling from God. But first and foremost, simply abiding
with Christ—remaining with him and being present with
him—is the heart of discipleship.
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• Jesus is the Lamb of God. John’s disciples approached Jesus
when their former master declared that this newcomer was
the “Lamb of God who takes away the sin of the world.”
Reflect on Jesus as one who takes away sin. Confess your sins
and seek forgiveness in him.
• What am I looking for? Consider what desires have pulled on
your heart recently, from the smallest wants to the deepest
longings. What essential, unspoken want might lie beneath
those desires? How might this desire point toward a calling?
How might you follow your longings to address someone’s
need this week and beyond? Ask God to abide with you and
be present with you in these longings.
• Where are you staying? Where we spend our time, and with
whom, can deeply influence our lives. Where have you found
yourself “abiding” lately? What kinds of people surround
you? Recall how the disciples began to follow Christ with no
other goal than to remain with him. Invite Christ to abide
with you. Ask for his presence to be with you. Make time in
your schedule this week simply to abide with Christ.
• Come and see. Many of us yearn for something fresh in our
spiritual lives. Perhaps we are waiting for an invitation from
Christ himself. Imagine Jesus inviting you to “come and see.”
Where do you hope this faith journey will take you? Pray for
God to ignite your faith and guide your journey.
Resources
Gerald L. Borchert, “John,” Mercer Commentary on the Bible, ed. Watson E. Mills et al. (Macon GA: Mercer
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Epistles, rev. ed. (Macon GA: Smyth & Helwys, 2005).
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Remaining at Jesus’
Side
John 13:18-30

Central Question

How can I experience spiritual intimacy with Jesus?

Scripture

John 13:18-30
18 “I am not speaking of all of you; I know whom I have
chosen. But it is to fulfill the scripture, ‘The one who ate my
bread has lifted his heel against me.’ 19 I tell you this now,
before it occurs, so that when it does occur, you may believe
that I am he. 20 Very truly, I tell you, whoever receives one
whom I send receives me; and whoever receives me receives
him who sent me.” 21 After saying this Jesus was troubled
in spirit, and declared, “Very truly, I tell you, one of you will
betray me.” 22 The disciples looked at one another, uncertain of whom he was speaking. 23 One of his disciples—the
one whom Jesus loved—was reclining next to him; 24 Simon
Peter therefore motioned to him to ask Jesus of whom he was
speaking. 25 So while reclining next to Jesus, he asked him,
“Lord, who is it?” 26 Jesus answered, “It is the one to whom
I give this piece of bread when I have dipped it in the dish.” So
when he had dipped the piece of bread, he gave it to Judas son
of Simon Iscariot. 27 After he received the piece of bread,
Satan entered into him. Jesus said to him, “Do quickly what
you are going to do.” 28 Now no one at the table knew why
he said this to him. 29 Some thought that, because Judas
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had the common purse, Jesus was telling him, “Buy what
we need for the festival”; or, that he should give something
to the poor. 30 So, after receiving the piece of bread, he
immediately went out. And it was night.

Reflecting

When I fell in love with the person I eventually married,
there was nothing like the feeling. I wanted to be near him
all the time, and if I couldn’t, I wanted to be in contact with
him. I wanted to tell him everything, and I wanted to listen
to everything he could tell me in return. I wanted to learn
everything about him, bring him joy, help him achieve his
goals. I was vulnerable, and yet I’d never felt stronger.
A new romance is not a perfect
metaphor for spirituality, but the
Envisioning the divinecomparison does remind us of
human relationship in
our drive for intimacy. Intimacy
romantic terms is a
longstanding tradition in both
may include physical closeness,
Jewish and Christian
certainly, but intimacy is also
thought. What can we gain
emotional and spiritual.
from this metaphor? How
Many Christians describe their
might it lead us astray?
spirituality as a relationship with
Christ. In this light, how might
we cultivate intimacy with him? Our human relationships
can give us a place to start. May we seek to be near Christ,
to tell him everything and listen to him in return. May we
yearn to learn everything we can about God, seek to bring
God joy, and help achieve God’s goals for the world.
When we allow ourselves to be vulnerable before Christ,
we may find that we have never been stronger.

Studying

Today’s passage follows the scene where Jesus washes his
disciples’ feet (vv. 3-17). During this exchange, Jesus takes on
the role of a servant and urges them to follow his example.
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At first Peter balks at the idea that Jesus would wash his
feet. He won’t allow his Lord to humble himself. But when
Jesus insists, Peter declares, “Lord, not my feet only but also
my hands and my head!” (v. 9). Later, we’ll see a different
side of Peter when he subtly asks the Beloved Disciple to
speak to Jesus.
Today’s passage focuses on Jesus’ knowledge. Jesus
predicts Judas’s betrayal twice. The first prediction is vague;
he implies that the words of Psalm 41:9 will be fulfilled:
“The one who ate my bread has lifted
his heel against me” (v. 18). He then
Even my bosom
explains that he is revealing this
friend in whom I
before it happens so that the disciples
trusted, who ate
might more fully believe in him.
of my bread, has lifted
the heel against me.
Yet the disciples don’t seem to
(Ps 41:9)
understand, so Jesus makes a second
and more direct pronouncement:
“Very truly, I tell you, one of you will betray me” (v. 21). This
time, the disciples react with alarm and confusion. They
don’t know who—or what—he is talking about, and they
question each other about who the betrayer might be.
At this point, the disciple “whom Jesus loved” makes his
first official appearance in the Gospel. He sits at the table as
Jesus shares a final meal with his disciples before his arrest,
trial, and crucifixion. But this Beloved Disciple isn’t just
at the dinner table; he is sitting literally “at Jesus’ breast,”
closest to him in a position of both honor and intimacy.
We know from various sources that it was customary at a
banquet to eat while reclining on one’s side, propped up on
one’s left arm and using the right hand to eat. The two are
physically very close to each other.
The Gospel writer shows the way the other disciples
react to the Beloved Disciple, indicating that he is honored.
They recognize that he is in a privileged position with
respect to Jesus, and Simon Peter asks him to find out who
the betrayer is (v. 24). For once, Peter doesn’t speak directly.
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Instead, he motions for the Beloved Disciple to ask Jesus
about the traitor’s identity.
Why is Peter suddenly so hesitant to speak? Maybe the
room has erupted into chaos after Jesus made his shocking
announcement. Since the Beloved Disciple sits so close to
Jesus, perhaps Jesus will be able to hear him above the noise.
Or maybe Peter recognizes that the Beloved Disciple enjoys a
closer relationship to Jesus than
any of the others, so Jesus will
The evangelist uses the
be more likely to answer a quesevent to introduce one of
tion if it comes from him. Some
his famous contrasts
scholars have suggested that
between Peter and the Beloved
Disciple. Here the Beloved
there was some kind of friction
Disciple reclines next to Jesus
between followers of the
at [a Middle Eastern] style
Beloved Disciple and other
meal…. As in other cases Peter
groups within the early church.
seems to emerge “second
The text doesn’t tell us why
best,” perhaps reflective of
some struggle between the
Peter defers to the Beloved
early Johannine community and
Disciple, but it is certainly
others. But these statements in
unusual behavior on his part.
John are not a denigration of
The Beloved Disciple is the
Peter as much as a positioning
only apostle in today’s passage
of him. (Borchert, 1069)
who speaks. He asks, “Lord,
who is it?” (v. 25). This simple
question has frightening implications for the disciples and
for Jesus himself, who knows the events that are already
being put into motion.
With the tension building, Jesus says, “It is the one to
whom I give this piece of bread when I have dipped it in the
dish” (v. 26). In that day, it was a mark of special favor for
the host to personally serve a guest. He dips the bread, then
gives it to Judas. Jesus’ action here represents “love’s last
appeal to one on the verge of perdition” (Talbert, 203).
The narrator tells us that Satan enters Judas at that
moment. Jesus says to him, “Do quickly what you are going
to do.” Borchert explains, “The identification by the dipped
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morsel…was also the effective signal for Judas to accept his
role as the instrument of the devil (v. 27)” (1069). Judas gets
up and flees into the darkness of night.
Again we are led to wonder, was the room loud and
chaotic? The disciples don’t seem to understand the significance of what has just happened. The narrator tells us
that “no one at the table knew why he said this to him”
(v. 28). Some even thought that, since he was the group’s
treasurer, Judas was being sent for additional supplies. But
considering the Beloved Disciple’s question, how could
the significance be missed? Did Jesus answer this disciple
privately so that the others couldn’t hear? Were they so
distraught that they couldn’t grasp what Jesus was saying?
The text does not explain.
What we do see is the role the Beloved Disciple plays. He
reclines next to Jesus and speaks to him, asking a question
that even Peter doesn’t dare ask.
These verses set up a contrast between the Beloved
Disciple, the one closest to Jesus, and Judas Iscariot, who
goes out into the night to betray Jesus. In between are the
other disciples. These others love Jesus, but the Gospel
writer implies that they are not as close to him as the
Beloved Disciple—either literally or metaphorically.
What are the characteristics of an intimate relationship
with Christ? How does such intimacy relate to betrayal? How
does it relate to participation in a mission? What does it
take to be like the Beloved Disciple? Again, the Gospel writer
depicts him reclining next to Jesus or, as the King James
Version says it, “lying on Jesus’ breast.” In Luke 16:22, Jesus
says in his parable that angels carry Lazarus away to be with
Abraham, literally “to Abraham’s breast.” Such placement
indicates deep intimacy and trust.
How might we reach this level of intimacy in our own
relationship with Jesus? If the Beloved Disciple is intended
as an example of ideal discipleship, what can we learn from
him here?
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Debates have raged for centuries over the identity of the
Beloved Disciple. Is he John, the son of Zebedee, as ancient
Christian tradition teaches? Is he Lazarus, some unknown
figure, or even Mary Magdalene? Scholars have seriously
proposed all of these options.
At the same time, others in modern times have been
inclined to see the Beloved Disciple not as a historical figure
but as a symbolic and idealized character meant to teach
the church about the nature of true discipleship. Even if
he is in fact a figure in history who might even appear by
name in the Bible, the Beloved Disciple remains a symbolic
figure. His actions are meant to give us a model to imitate in
following Christ.
As we consider the Beloved Disciple’s role in today’s
reading, what are we expected to imitate? What can he teach
us about having a close spiritual relationship with Christ?
Let’s summarize what we’ve learned about him from our
lesson text.
First, the Beloved Disciple seeks nearness with Christ. He
reclines next to Jesus, “at [his] breast” (KJV), a Greek phrase
also used to describe Jesus’ relationship with his heavenly
Father in John 1:18, where
the NRSV renders it “close
There is a place of quiet rest,
to the Father’s heart.”
Near to the heart of God.
Second, the Beloved
A place where sin cannot molest,
Disciple speaks to Christ
Near to the heart of God.
and dares to ask a difficult
—Cleland B. McAfee
question. There is intimacy between them, and
it comes in part from nearness and communication. Both of
these factors have served to build a deep trust between them.
In following the Beloved Disciple’s example, we too
can seek nearness to Christ and practice communicating
with God.
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What About Me?

• How do I seek nearness with Christ? Following the Beloved
Disciple’s example, how might we seek to be near the risen
Christ? Consider experiences in your life when you have felt
close to God. Where were you? What were you doing? What
was the experience like? And most important, how can you
seek to recreate those experiences in small ways in your daily
life? Spend time this week seeking nearness with Christ.
• How do I speak with God? Conversing with another person
involves many methods of communication and layers of
meaning. The same can be said about our relationship with
God. Prayer, for example, can take many forms. Some forms
of prayer use words and some don’t. Prayer is sometimes
speaking and sometimes listening. Sometimes it is neither;
it can be a simple desire to be present with God and aware of
God. How do you pray? Create time this week for different
prayer practices as you live out your relationship with God.
• What questions do I have for God? In today’s passage, both the
Beloved Disciple and Peter wonder who will betray Jesus.
The Beloved Disciple voices the question, though all the
disciples likely dread the answer. When have you questioned
God? What was that experience like? What questions do you
have for God? Spend time in silent prayer or journaling to
give voice to your questions. Then listen for God’s answer. If
no answer seems forthcoming, rest instead in the promise of
God’s presence.
Resources
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A New Family
John 19:25b-30

Central Question

What is my relationship to the family of
faith?

Scripture

John 19:25b-30
25b Meanwhile, standing near the cross of Jesus were his
mother, and his mother’s sister, Mary the wife of Clopas, and
Mary Magdalene. 26 When Jesus saw his mother and the
disciple whom he loved standing beside her, he said to his
mother, “Woman, here is your son.” 27 Then he said to the
disciple, “Here is your mother.” And from that hour the disciple took her into his own home. 28 After this, when Jesus
knew that all was now finished, he said (in order to fulfill the
scripture), “I am thirsty.” 29 A jar full of sour wine was standing there. So they put a sponge full of the wine on a branch of
hyssop and held it to his mouth. 30 When Jesus had received
the wine, he said, “It is finished.” Then he bowed his head and
gave up his spirit.

Reflecting

There is no simple way to define family. In ancient times,
perhaps family was simply a matter of blood. Sometimes it
is still defined that way in the modern world, but families
can also look beautifully different these days! Our family
can be our parents or siblings or aunts and uncles, but it can
also include our mentors, our neighbors, and our closest
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friends—anyone who has a stake in our lives and in
whose lives we are invested in return. The book of Proverbs
says it best: “a true friend sticks closer than one’s nearest
kin” (18:24).
And yet for some, the idea of a friend sticking closer than
“one’s nearest kin” is not a helpful comparison. Family, or at
least family in the traditional, biological sense, sometimes
does not offer the kindness or support that people need.
Their families may be people who barely know them.
Regardless of our relationships with our blood relatives,
many of us have both the family we are born into and the
family that we choose. One Christmas I found myself on the
other side of the country, far away from my family members.
I’d only lived in this state for a few years, and my military
spouse was deployed.
That year, my church stepped in to fill the gap. Several
families invited me to their table, and even more offered me
a place after I accepted the first invitation. I spent Christmas
morning video-chatting with my family on the East Coast
and the afternoon eating with beloved friends on the West
Coast who had become a new family.
It was a tender moment filled with nostalgia and love.
I was able to share the holiday with one family that loved
me for who I had been and another that loved who I was
becoming. I was touched to receive love and care from both
of them.
Family is what we make of it.

Studying

Today’s passage describes events that take place during
Jesus’ crucifixion. John’s retelling of this pivotal story differs
from the other three Gospel accounts in several respects, and
the presence of the Beloved Disciple is one of them.
The earlier verses in John 19 detail Jesus’ flogging (v. 1),
the guards mocking him (vv. 2-3), and his conversations with
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Pilate, who tries to persuade the crowd not to put Jesus to
death (vv. 4-15). They are unmoved, however, and demand
that Jesus be crucified.
The Gospel writer then tells us that Jesus carries his own
cross to the place of execution (v. 17), a detail unique to
John. By means of the sign on the cross, Pilate declares that
Jesus is “King of the Jews” (v. 19). The detail that Pilate’s sign
is written in three different languages (v. 20) is also unique
to John. Furthermore, Pilate refuses to change the wording
when the chief priests protest (vv. 21-22).
John’s Gospel also includes an odd detail about Jesus’
robe being seamless, woven in one piece (v. 23). This may be
a comparison to the clothing traditionally worn by the high
priest. Maybe John is emphasizing Jesus’ role as the true
high priest.
Today’s passage begins in
the middle of this scene. Jesus
is on the cross, and nearby is a
small group of those who love
him, including his mother, his
aunt, Mary Magdalene, and
Mary the wife of Clopas (v. 25).
Also standing with these
women is our friend, the
Beloved Disciple.
This is notably different
from what happens in the
Synoptic Gospel accounts.
Matthew, Mark, and Luke declare that all of Jesus’ disciples
fled in fear when he was arrested. Some of them say that the
women remained close to Jesus before, during, and after his
death. But only John says that these specific disciples stayed
nearby.
In John’s narrative, the Beloved Disciple follows Jesus to
the cross. John is careful and intentional with the details he
gives. The Beloved Disciple is presented to us as the ideal
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example of discipleship, so John’s implication here is hard
to miss. Even when others jump ship, even when the danger
is frightening and the reality painful, the Beloved Disciple
remains with Jesus.
We know that Jesus had brothers of his own. His family
is mentioned several times in Scripture (see, for example,
Mk 3:31-35; 6:3; Jn 7:3-10; Acts 1:13). Yet here, in his dying
moments, Jesus looks down at
his mother and the disciple he
And he replied, “Who
are my mother and my
loved standing together. To his
brothers?” And looking
mother he says, “Woman, here is
at those who sat around him,
your son,” and to the disciple he
he said, “Here are my mother
says, “Here is your mother.”
and my brothers! Whoever
These are the first words Jesus
does the will of God is my
brother and sister and
speaks from the cross in the
mother.” (Mk 3:33-35)
Fourth Gospel. Jesus effectively
forges these two people into
a new family, a “son” and a “mother” to take care of each
other when Jesus is gone. The Gospel writer explains that the
Beloved Disciple took Mary into his own home (v. 27).
We learn much from this short exchange. First, we note
that it would have been unconventional for Jesus to entrust
his mother to one of his disciples. Traditionally, Jesus’
mother should have been cared for by one of her living male
relatives: her husband or sons. Instead, Jesus puts her in the
Beloved Disciple’s care.
Second, the Fourth Gospel depicts Jesus as remaining in
control, even in his own death. He is still making arrangements and directing others. The biblical writer is careful to
portray Jesus as strong and resolute, not an unwilling victim.
That’s likely why he writes that Jesus carried his own cross.
In this Gospel, the narrator frequently emphasizes that Jesus
has divine foreknowledge. He knows exactly where he is
going and what will happen, and yet he does it anyway.
Once he has made arrangements for his mother to stay
with the Beloved Disciple, Jesus declares, “I am thirsty”
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(v. 28). The narrator again states that Jesus says this to fulfill
a prophecy from Psalms. He is still in control, intentionally
acting in ways that fulfill what was written long ago.
All four Gospels contain this reference to Jesus being
thirsty, and all four mention sour wine or vinegar being
offered to him (Mt 27:34; Mk 14:23; Lk 23:36; Jn 19:29). Only
John mentions the hyssop, however. This is a perplexing
detail. Hyssop is not a plant with long and sturdy branches.
It isn’t suitable for lifting a sponge to Jesus’ lips. Rather, it is
a small and fragile plant.
Once again, the writer is using
Clean out the old yeast
symbolism. Hyssop played a role
so that you may be a
new batch, as you
in the Passover ritual. In Exodus
really
are
unleavened. For our
12:22, the Israelites tied stalks of
paschal lamb, Christ, has been
hyssop together into bundles
sacrificed. Therefore, let us
and used them to sprinkle blood
celebrate the festival, not with
of the Passover lambs on the
the old yeast, the yeast of
malice and evil, but with the
doorposts in Egypt. This part of
unleavened bread of sincerity
the ritual helped them avoid the
and truth. (1 Cor 5:7-8)
judgment intended for the Egyptians. In John 19, Jesus the Lamb
of God (1:29, 36) dies on the cross at precisely the time the
Passover lambs are being slaughtered in the temple.
Once Jesus receives the wine, he says, “It is finished”
(19:30). This declaration, a single word in Greek, might be
better translated as, “It is accomplished.” Then he bows his
head and gives up his spirit (v. 30).
Again, the Jesus of the Fourth Gospel controls his destiny
until the very end. There is also a double meaning here. The
same Greek phrase that is translated “he gave up his spirit”
can also mean “he handed over the Spirit.” This could be a
foreshadowing of coming of the Holy Spirit upon believers
(see Jn 20:22).
What might this exchange say about Jesus’ followers as
a family of faith? Even though the Beloved Disciple doesn’t
speak in this passage, his presence close to Jesus and his
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role in caring for Jesus’ mother speak loudly of what we may
learn from him about community. Why did Jesus entrust
his mother to the Beloved Disciple rather than his own
brothers? How does the experience of death shape John’s
sense of the family of faith?

Understanding

Once more, the example of the Beloved Disciple teaches us
what it means to be a disciple of Jesus. The first lesson he
teaches in this passage is the simplest: he is loyal. He has
stuck close to Jesus’ side even when the other male disciples
have fled. At risk to himself, the Beloved Disciple remains
with Jesus, abiding with him even during his suffering and
death.
The second lesson has to do with family. We know that
Jesus had brothers; they are mentioned in John 7:3-10, and
other Gospel accounts also show Jesus’ interactions with
them.
In Jesus’ time, like our own, family was mainly defined by
blood and marriage. Sociologists, though, speak of “fictive
kinship”: bonds of familial
relationship that transcend
Who are the members
traditional definitions of family.
of your “fictive” kin
The concept of fictive kinship
group—the friends,
mentors, and “adopted” aunts,
has often been used to describe
uncles, and cousins that are at
the nature of relationships
least as close to you as your
within the church. Therefore,
family of origin?
Jesus’ choice shouldn’t entirely
surprise us. Instead of placing
his mother in the care of his biological brothers, he asks the
Beloved Disciple to take care of Mary. We’re told that this
disciple took her into his home from that moment on. Jesus
thus creates a new family knit together by spiritual kinship,
not just genetics.
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So the Beloved Disciple teaches that discipleship requires
dedication and hospitality to others. We might describe our
spirituality as a relationship with God, and we can refer to
the church as God’s family. The church, then, is called to be
dedicated and steadfast, cleaving close to Christ even when
this involves great risk.
The church is also called to offer hospitality to those
whom Jesus loves most. Part of our purpose in this world is
to welcome others into our circle even when doing so may be
unconventional or scandalous.

What About Me?

• How has my family of origin influenced my relationship with
God? Some studies show that people tend to relate to God
the same way they relate to one or both of their parents.
Considering that Father imagery is common in the Bible,
this makes sense. Think about your relationship with your
own parents and the unique dynamics that exist within your
family, however you define it. In what ways do you find yourself relating to God as a parent? Is it a comforting metaphor
or a troubling one? How does your heart most long to relate
to God?
• When is it difficult to stay close to Jesus? The Beloved Disciple
stayed close to Jesus even after the rest of the Twelve fled.
When do you find it most difficult to live out your Christian
commitment? Have you ever been tempted to shrink back,
to keep your head down, or to hold only a loose allegiance to
Christ? What roadblocks have you found to practicing your
faith? Spend time in prayer this week seeking to be close to
Jesus no matter the cost. Ask for the determination simply to
be present with him, to stay even when it is a challenge.
• Whom is God calling me to welcome? For the fortunate, family
is a safe place to be at home and feel loved. In general, the
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church strives to be a faith community that feels like family,
with all the beauty—and all the messiness—of a real family.
Whom do you know who needs that kind of hospitality?
Whom can your church welcome into its embrace? Like the
Beloved Disciple, how can you personally show hospitality
to someone this week who needs to experience Christ’s love?
Make a plan to extend hospitality this week to someone who
needs it.
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The Beloved
Disciple’s Testimony
John 21:20-25

Central Question

How shall I bear witness to my faith?

Scripture

John 21:20-25
20 Peter turned and saw the disciple whom Jesus loved following them; he was the one who had reclined next to Jesus
at the supper and had said, “Lord, who is it that is going to
betray you?” 21 When Peter saw him, he said to Jesus, “Lord,
what about him?” 22 Jesus said to him, “If it is my will that he
remain until I come, what is that to you? Follow me!” 23 So
the rumor spread in the community that this disciple would
not die. Yet Jesus did not say to him that he would not die,
but, “If it is my will that he remain until I come, what is that to
you?” 24 This is the disciple who is testifying to these things
and has written them, and we know that his testimony is true.
25 But there are also many other things that Jesus did; if every
one of them were written down, I suppose that the world itself
could not contain the books that would be written.

Reflecting

One of the most universal experiences of living in a close
neighborhood is the “strange event” phenomenon. Many
of us have experienced this. Something out of the ordinary
happens, and everyone runs out of their houses, kids in tow,
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to see what is going on. They usually describe what they
experienced to the neighbors and tell what they were doing
when it happened. Whether or not the authorities need our
testimony in the end, we all instinctively go out there and
share our stories.
Let me give you an example. Recently, a tree branch fell
on the power line in my neighborhood, blowing the transformer for our entire block. My husband and I both heard
a boom and a loud zap. First we found each other, and then
we looked out the window. Finally, we went outside.
At the same time, the neighbors all poured out of their
own houses. We met outside and told each other what we
had seen and heard. We warned each other and passersby
about the danger the downed power lines could pose. We
helped block off the area, and we called the power company
for help. When the authorities arrived, we told them what we
had experienced.
This may seem like a
Now just a word for Jesus;
simple example, but the
Your dearest friend so true;
Come, cheer our hearts and tell us
concept of sharing our
What
He
hath done for you.
faith is not so different.
—Fanny Crosby
I witnessed something
important. After that, it
became my duty to testify so that others who hadn’t seen it
would know what had happened. In the same way, the power
of Christ’s resurrection has changed our lives. Therefore,
God calls us to bear witness to what we have seen and heard.

Studying

Last week found us at the foot of the cross as Jesus created
a new family of faith, joining his mother to the disciple he
loved. This week, our passage describes events that take
place some time after Jesus’ resurrection. In order to learn
as much as we can about and from the Beloved Disciple, it’s
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worth taking a moment here to review what happens before
our text.
In the previous chapter, Mary Magdalene discovers
that the stone in front of Jesus’ tomb has been rolled away
( Jn 20:1). She runs to Peter and the Beloved Disciple to
tell them what she has seen, setting up another chance to
compare these two disciples.
Both men take off at a run, but the Beloved Disciple is
faster. He reaches the tomb first and sees Jesus’ grave clothes
lying there.
Next, Peter arrives. Though the Beloved Disciple beats
him to the tomb, he seems to defer to Peter, letting him enter
the tomb first. In a way, the narrator is honoring the legacy
and importance of these two disciples, both of whom were
leaders of different factions of the early church. Their experience at the tomb sets the stage for later scenes where Jesus
appears to all the disciples. He does this twice in Jerusalem,
coming to them in the upper room. Today’s text describes a
third appearance of the risen Christ, this time to seven of his
disciples by the Sea of Tiberias in Galilee.
A number of things happen in this scene, which begins
at 21:1. First, the disciples see Jesus cooking breakfast on
the shore after a fruitless night of fishing (vv. 1-14). He tells
them to cast their nets one more time, and this time they
catch so many fish they’re barely able to haul them in. At
first, the disciples don’t recognize that Jesus is the one who
has called to them, though (unsurprisingly) the Beloved
Disciple soon figures it out. He cries, “It is the Lord!” (v. 7),
and Simon Peter immediately dashes into the water to go
to him.
Next, in John 21:15-19, comes a scene in which Jesus reinstates Peter. Readers will remember that Peter had previously
denied knowing Jesus three times. Now Jesus asks Peter three
times, “Do you love me?” Each time, Peter says yes, and each
time, Jesus charges him to be a good shepherd of the flock:
“Feed my lambs” (v. 15), “Tend my sheep” (v. 16), “Feed my
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sheep” (v. 17). Finally, Jesus indicates how Peter will die. He
will stretch out his hand, and someone will take him to a
place he doesn’t want to go (v. 18). He will endure a martyr’s
death. Even so, Jesus commands him, “Follow me” (v. 19).
This is a sobering revelation.
When Peter hears it, he looks over
But when Peter’s
and notices that the Beloved
restoration was completed, the story was
Disciple is following them.
not ended because his boast
Yet again the narrator reminds
of dying for Jesus (13:37)
us who this disciple is. He is the
was accepted by the Lord.
one who was at Jesus’ side at
He would indeed die for
the last supper and asked about
Jesus, the stretched out
death of crucifixion (v. 18).
the identity of the traitor. The
Yet like all of us Peter
Beloved Disciple always seems
was
still Peter. If he were to
to be as close to Jesus as he can
die, what about the Beloved
get. Even during this important
Disciple (vv. 20-21)? That
conversation between Jesus and
question, Jesus told Peter,
was totally irrelevant to
Peter, he is following at a distance.
him. His task was to follow
His presence here invites us once
Jesus. (Borchert, 1080)
more to compare and contrast
his journey of discipleship with
Peter’s. For his part, the Beloved Disciple did not deny
Christ, even though he was there when Peter denied him
(18:15-27). Finally, as we saw last week, he was with Christ at
the cross, although Peter was not.
“Lord,” Peter asks, “what about him?” (v. 21). Jesus’
answer is confounding: “If it is my will that he remain until I
come, what is that to you? Follow me!” (v. 22).
Our passage ends with a note commending the Beloved
Disciple. He is credited as the source of the stories we have
been reading. He is the one who testifies to these things,
“and we know that his testimony is true” (v. 24). In this way,
the Beloved Disciple gives us one final lesson about the
essence of discipleship: he remained a faithful follower of
Christ, and his testimony has endured for generations in a
community that continues to honor him.
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Pay attention to the
The “we” confessing
pronouns here. Who is
confidence in the beloved
commending the Beloved
disciple’s witness refers
Disciple? It is a community
either to the community at large
(“we,” v. 24) that refers to him
(as in 1 John 3:2, 14; 5:16, 19)
as their views are expressed
in the third person (“this is the
by their representatives, the
disciple…”). So the Beloved
editors, or to other eyewitnesses
Disciple—whoever he is—is not
(as in 1:14; 1 John 1:1-5; 4:14)
strictly the author of this
who have editorial responsibility
Gospel. Rather, he is the source
for the Gospel. (Talbert, 273)
of the testimony of Jesus that
lies behind it. Furthermore, we
also hear a parting comment by a singular voice (“I,” v. 25).
Many scholars understand this to be the final editor of the
Gospel, perhaps the Beloved Disciple’s successor as the
leader of the community.
Why does the biblical writer seem so concerned with
having a trustworthy source? We should note that the
Fourth Gospel often diverges from the other three Gospels
in content, theological emphases, and even chronology. And,
as we have seen, there are subtle hints of rivalry between
the Beloved Disciple and the other disciples, especially
Peter. Might this indicate something about the relationship between the followers of the Beloved Disciple and the
wider church? If so, it makes sense that the writer of this
Gospel would assert the credibility of the Beloved Disciple’s
testimony.
With all this in mind, let’s return to the story for one last
detail. Jesus’ cryptic response to Peter’s question gave rise
to the rumor that the Beloved Disciple would not die but
would remain alive until Jesus’ return. But Jesus squelches
that rumor. He didn’t say the Beloved Disciple would remain
until the end; he merely asked why this was any concern of
Peter’s. Of course, the earliest believers expected Jesus to
return during their lifetimes. In that context, speculating
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that the Beloved Disciple would remain on earth for just a
few more decades was not particularly strange.
Does this talk of the Beloved Disciple’s death mean that
he had already died when the Gospel was written? Or was
he at least near the point of death? And what does this
exchange tell us about Christian attitudes toward suffering
and death? Why is it not always helpful to compare our lot
with that of others?

Understanding

From Jesus’ first invitation to “come and see” (1:39) to the
Gospel writer’s final words of commendation, the Beloved
Disciple provides us an idealized example of Christian discipleship. By observing his actions, we learn what it truly
means to be a follower of Christ.
And yet the most prevalent trait of the Beloved Disciple
is simply his presence. At the last supper, he is close to Jesus,
daring to ask a hard question. At the cross, he is there when
the rest of the Twelve have scattered in fear. And after the
resurrection, when Jesus is bringing Peter back into the fold,
the Beloved Disciple is still as close to Jesus as the situation
will allow.
He soaked it all in, truly abiding in Jesus’ presence in
every moment, even the hardest ones. He was there. He saw
what happened. He is a witness.
But he didn’t just passively
To what works of God
can you bear faithful
observe; he also testified to what
witness?
he saw. That is also something we
can do in following his example.
Not only did the Beloved Disciple witness Jesus’ life and
teaching; he also proclaimed what he saw, heard, and experienced. He shared it with others. The Gospel ends with a
commendation of his faithful witness, now treasured in the
community that wrote it down and passed it on to others,
and ultimately to us.
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Just as Jesus invited his disciples to “come and see,” he
also invites us to take notice of the ways God is moving in
our world today. Like the Beloved Disciple, let us always seek
to be close to Christ. Let us dare to ask difficult questions,
even when we suspect that the answer may be troubling or
never come at all. Let us dare to be steadfast even during
times of fear and strife, like the Beloved Disciple at the foot
of Jesus’ cross. Let us welcome others with hospitality.
Finally, let us not keep silent about what we have seen
and heard. Rather, let us find ways to bear witness to others
about our God, who like Jesus on Easter Sunday is very
much alive.

What About Me?

• What have I seen and heard? Consider your life story.
When have you felt close to God? When have you learned
important spiritual lessons? When did your faith have a
profound influence on your life physically, emotionally, or
spiritually? As human beings, we all live our own stories. We
also share those stories with others. What stories from your
life show how God has been with you? How could sharing
those stories touch the lives of those around you?
• Who needs to hear your good news? The word gospel literally
means “good news.” In the end, the story of Jesus is a story of
hope conquering despair and life overcoming death. Where
in your life have you experienced this kind of good news?
Who around you most needs to hear your story? Spend time
in prayer remembering the good news God has brought you.
Ask God to show you who needs to hear it.
• What example can you set by the way you live? The Beloved
Disciple comes to us in Scripture with no name, but he is
more than a mystery for us to solve. The Gospel writer puts
him forth as an example of the ideal disciple. His words
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are few, but his actions resound. More than anything, he is
simply always there: he is with Jesus at the cross, at the last
supper, and even in the story of Peter’s redemption. How
can you follow the Beloved Disciple’s example and set an
example for others? Where can your actions speak louder
than words? Who in your life needs you to simply be there?
Resources
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Unit 3: The Book of Hosea
The book of Hosea comes from the northern kingdom of Israel, which
was destroyed in 722 BC. Hosea is the only voice we have of a northern
kingdom prophet. (Though Amos preached in the north, he was
personally from the southern kingdom, Judah.) Scholars speculate that
the book was written shortly after the book of Amos, sometime around
750 BC. Its Hebrew style and grammar are hard to translate, which can
make proper interpretation difficult. The book contains a large number
of words that only occur once in the Hebrew Bible.
Even so, Hosea’s message is timeless: God demands faithfulness. In
this beautifully crafted text, Hosea uses lessons from his own marriage
to unfaithful Gomer, described in chapters 1–3, to shed light on his
theme in chapters 4–14. God not only demands faithfulness; God also
rewards it with blessings. Like us today, the people of Israel struggled
to uphold the covenant they had made with God. Hosea wrote at a time
when idolatry was rampant. Israel’s worship of God had become so
intertwined with the worship of Baal that it was unrecognizable. In this
context, Hosea calls the people back to purity in worship, thought, and
deed.
Wayne Ballard is a native of northern Ohio. Wayne and his wife, Kim, make their home
in Charlotte, North Carolina, with their Great Dane, Bentley. Wayne holds PhDs from the
Southern Baptist Theological Seminary in Hebrew Language and from the University of
Tennessee, Knoxville, in Higher Education Administration. He served for twenty-five years
as a seminary and university professor at Southern Seminary, Campbell University, CarsonNewman University, and Gardner-Webb University. He has served several churches as interim
and part-time pastor for the past thirty-five years. He currently serves as a district representative for Primerica Financial Services. Wayne and Kim have two grown sons. Brack serves as the
minister of students in Charlotte, and Zachary teaches high school biology in east Tennessee.
They also have a brand-new granddaughter, Sophia Caroline Ballard. Wayne and Kim will
soon celebrate thirty-five years of marriage.
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Hosea’s Marriage
Hosea 1

Central Question

What does a healthy relationship with
God look like in my life?

Scripture

Hosea 1
1 The word of the LORD that came to Hosea son of Beeri,
in the days of Kings Uzziah, Jotham, Ahaz, and Hezekiah of
Judah, and in the days of King Jeroboam son of Joash of Israel.
2 When the LORD first spoke through Hosea, the LORD said to
Hosea, “Go, take for yourself a wife of whoredom and have
children of whoredom, for the land commits great whoredom by forsaking the LORD.” 3 So he went and took Gomer
daughter of Diblaim, and she conceived and bore him a son.
4 And the LORD said to him, “Name him Jezreel; for in a little
while I will punish the house of Jehu for the blood of Jezreel,
and I will put an end to the kingdom of the house of Israel.
5 On that day I will break the bow of Israel in the valley of
Jezreel.” 6 She conceived again and bore a daughter. Then
the LORD said to him, “Name her Lo-ruhamah, for I will no
longer have pity on the house of Israel or forgive them. 7 But
I will have pity on the house of Judah, and I will save them
by the LORD their God; I will not save them by bow, or by
sword, or by war, or by horses, or by horsemen.” 8 When
she had weaned Lo-ruhamah, she conceived and bore a son.
9 Then the LORD said, “Name him Lo-ammi, for you are not
my people and I am not your God.” 10 Yet the number of the
people of Israel shall be like the sand of the sea, which can be
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neither measured nor numbered; and in the place where it was
said to them, “You are not my people,” it shall be said to
them, “Children of the living God.” 11 The people of Judah
and the people of Israel shall be gathered together, and they
shall appoint for themselves one head; and they shall take
possession of the land, for great shall be the day of Jezreel.

Reflecting

Imagine with me for a moment. You are the senior pastor or
chair of deacons in a local congregation. Your congregation,
the most prominent church in town, is located in the county
seat.
As a leader in your congregation, you are both respected
and entrusted with upholding the social expectations of
your community. You are loved by the congregants and well
known to the members of your community. You are also
single.
Now imagine that, suddenly and unexpectedly, you meet
a person with whom you feel an electric connection. You
can’t explain the mutual attraction, but the feelings you both
experience are real and undeniable. This person, unfortunately, is widely known as someone with less than pristine
moral standards. The two of you come from different
worlds. Neither of you is welcome in the other’s communities. Your very presence makes people uncomfortable.
You both strongly believe you have met your soulmate,
though, so you decide to marry. You know that you will
be defying the social norms of your congregation and
community.
Such is the experience of the eighth-century prophet from
the northern kingdom of Israel named Hosea. In Hosea 1,
the text says Hosea is to marry what the NRSV calls a “wife
of whoredom” (v. 2). We might better translate this phrase as
a “promiscuous woman.”
This union is sure to provoke community gossip and may
even endanger Hosea’s status, position, and professional life.
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Hosea faces a huge decision: Do I
conform to the religious and social
expectations of the day? Or do I follow
what I believe to be the voice of God
speaking to me?

Studying

The book of Hosea begins with a
superscription (v. 1), something
commonly found in the prophetic
books of the Old Testament as well as
throughout the book of Psalms. These
superscriptions generally consist of a
verse or two that provides the reader
with important background
information about the book.
The superscription in Hosea contains
a brief detail about Hosea’s roots and
the time period in which he ministered.
We learn that he is the son of Beeri,
Prophet Hosea
someone otherwise unknown in the Old (Credit: Duccio di Buoninsegna /
Testament. We’re also introduced to four Wikimedia Commons, PD-US)
kings of Judah (the southern kingdom)
and one king of Israel
(the northern kingdom).
After the death of Solomon, the
united monarchy divided into
Since the reigns of the
Israel, the northern kingdom led by
four kings of Judah span
Jeroboam I, and Judah, the southern kingone hundred years and
dom led by Solomon’s son Rehoboam.
the reign of the king of
These two kingdoms existed side by side
Israel only spans about
for about 200 years, until Israel was
defeated by the Assyrians around 722 BC.
forty years, the editor
who added this superscription was probably from the south. King Uzziah of Judah
and King Jeroboam II of Israel are often paired together in
writings by the eighth-century prophets (see Amos 1:1). It is
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generally believed that Hosea was a prophet of the northern
kingdom who appeared not long after Amos, in the middle
of the eighth century around 740 BC.
Chapter 1 describes how Hosea is instructed to marry
a woman with a questionable background. In verse 2, the
reader is introduced to the divine name Yahweh, commonly
translated as “LORD” in our English Bibles. The Lord
instructs Hosea to “take for yourself a wife of whoredom
and have children of whoredom.” Can you imagine Hosea’s
response? “God, are you sure? You want me to do what?” The
writer soon alerts us that Hosea’s marriage is a metaphor for
the nation of Israel. The Israelites have committed terrible
acts of infidelity by forsaking the loving relationship they
used to enjoy with their God.
Hosea is faithful to this command because he accepts that
it comes from God. He marries a woman named Gomer, the
daughter of Diblaim. Presumably, she fits the description of
a “wife of whoredom.”
Not only do they marry; their unlikely union also leads to
children. In verse 3, we read that the couple has a son. Eventually, Hosea and Gomer will have two sons and a daughter.
Hosea’s wife and family provide the primary metaphor for
understanding the prophetic message that follows.
The first son is given the name Jezreel, meaning “God
sows.” This name would have reminded Hosea’s original
audience of the Valley of Jezreel, where King Jehu—known as
“Bloody Jehu”—slaughtered the
seventy males who were left from
So Jehu killed all who
the dynasty of Omri in 842 BC, a
were left of the house
full century before the time of
of Ahab in Jezreel, all
his leaders, close friends,
Hosea (see 2 Kgs 9–10). King
and priests, until he left him
Jeroboam II of Israel was the last
no survivor. (2 Kgs 10:11)
remaining king in the line of
Jehu.
In verse 6, Gomer conceives and gives birth to a daughter,
who is named Lo-ruhamah, “no mercy.” The author explains
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that the name relates to the current situation in Israel. God’s
patience has run out. No more will God have pity, mercy, or
compassion for the people of Israel, the northern kingdom.
Their time is up.
In verses 8-9, we are told of a third child, another son.
He is named Lo-ammi, which means “not my people.” This
name could also be translated “not my child.” Once again,
there is an obvious parallel to Hosea’s historical context.
Because Israel has been unfaithful, they are no longer God’s
children and God is no longer their God.
What a sad scenario. The announcement of children is
supposed to be filled with joy and anticipation. Can you
imagine what it was like to announce the names of these
three children?
The first son is named after a national tragedy where an
entire family legacy was wiped out. The daughter’s name
reflects the people’s loss of divine favor and blessing. No
longer will compassion be extended to this unfaithful
people. Finally, the second son’s name reflects an outright
declaration that Israel is no longer God’s beloved child.
Yet hope remains. In verses 10-11, Hosea proclaims
that God’s compassion and faithfulness can overcome our
shortcomings and unfaithfulness.
Verse 10 calls the audience to remember God’s promise to
Abraham in Genesis 22:17: “I will indeed bless you, and I will
make your offspring as numerous as the stars of heaven and
as the sand that is on the seashore.” The prophet continues
with a classic declaration of a coming reversal of misfortune.
Instead of “not my people,” Israel will once again be called
“children of the living God.”
In verse 11, Hosea describes a day of restoration between
the lands of Israel and Judah, which he describes as the great
“day of Jezreel.” Instead of warring with each other under
competing kings, the northern and southern kingdoms will
be reunited under a solitary leader.
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Hosea 1 follows the same pattern as many of the Hebrew
Bible’s prophetic texts. It begins with a classic introductory
superscription, moves on to prophetic warnings of danger
and calamity (as described in the names of the children), and
culminates in a promise of salvation and hope. We find this
same sequence of proclamation elsewhere. Even Amos, who
proclaimed God’s word around the same time as Hosea and
is perhaps one of the harshest prophets, completes his fiery
message with words of restoration and hope (Amos 9:11-15).
God’s faithfulness and love fill the pages of the Old Testament. Even when judgment is deserved, God continues to
care for God’s people.

Understanding

Can you imagine yourself in Hosea’s shoes? God called
Hosea to go against conventional wisdom in choosing a
spouse. Instead of looking for someone with virtues like
honor or purity, God told Hosea to
search for a promiscuous woman
People talk about
to be his wife. This doesn’t seem like
“dysfunctional”
the best foundation for beginning a
families; I’ve never
seen
any
other kind.
family, does it?
—Sue Grafton
Hosea 1 provides a memorable
foundation for what follows by
painting a picture of Hosea, Gomer, and their children.
Normally, the imagery of a family inspires feelings of fruitfulness, love, and contentment. But the negative names of
Hosea’s children alert us that Israel is in trouble. Through
the metaphor of marriage, Hosea says God is about to
abandon the northern kingdom because it has been
unfaithful. This truth serves as the underlying theme of the
book.
Throughout the Bible, names have power, purpose, and
meaning. Almost every name found in the pages of the
Old Testament reveals something about the person bearing
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it, from Abraham, “the father of many,” to David, “the
beloved” and so on. If you want to understand the Old
Testament, you need to pay attention to names.
The opening chapter of Hosea serves as a prime example.
The name Hosea comes from the Hebrew verb meaning “he
saves.” By contrast, the unflattering names of Hosea’s children reveal that God is not pleased with Israel. God can no
longer bear their unfaithfulness. They have followed foreign
gods. Like a promiscuous person, they drift toward whatever
god seems most appealing at the moment. Even so, God has
not abandoned them.

What About Me?

• God’s love for us is without condition. Isn’t it amazing that no
matter what we have done or will do, God’s love for us is
constant? People are fickle. We love vanilla today and will
love chocolate tomorrow. But God’s love is immutable,
unchanging. Though we are often unfaithful, God is always
faithful. Does God really love us? Yes! No matter the circumstances, rest assured that God loves us—especially on the
tough days when we wonder if God is even there or is the
least bit concerned with our situation. Know that God is
there. Know that God loves you unconditionally.
• God grants us the freedom to choose whether or not to follow God’s
design for our lives. God has provided each of us with the
ability to make decisions. Our values guide our thoughts.
Our thoughts determine our actions. Finally, our actions
result in consequences, whether good or bad. What path are
you choosing today? Is it a path that leads toward God and
God’s will for your life, or is it a path away from God? As
with Hosea and Israel, the choice is ours to make. Will our
decisions reflect the values to which we aspire?
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• God is concerned with the events of our world today. Human
attitudes and decisions played a role in the unfolding history
of the northern kingdom. God’s people turned aside from
worshiping the true God and set their hearts on the gods of
the Canaanites and the other nations surrounding Israel.
This fateful decision ultimately led to the nation’s demise.
What might God think about the major trends of our day?
What might God be calling you to do in light of these
trends? How does faithfulness make a difference in
our family, church, community, and nation?
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Israel’s Redemption
Hosea 2:14, 16–3:5

Central Question

How have I experienced God’s love when
it didn’t seem possible?

Scripture

Hosea 2:14, 16–3:5
2:14 Therefore, I will now allure her, and bring her into the
wilderness, and speak tenderly to her…. 16 On that day, says
the LORD, you will call me, “My husband,” and no longer will
you call me, “My Baal.” 17 For I will remove the names of the
Baals from her mouth, and they shall be mentioned by name
no more. 18 I will make for you a covenant on that day with
the wild animals, the birds of the air, and the creeping things
of the ground; and I will abolish the bow, the sword, and war
from the land; and I will make you lie down in safety. 19 And
I will take you for my wife forever; I will take you for my wife
in righteousness and in justice, in steadfast love, and in mercy.
20 I will take you for my wife in faithfulness; and you shall
know the LORD. 21 On that day I will answer, says the LORD,
I will answer the heavens and they shall answer the earth;
22 and the earth shall answer the grain, the wine, and the oil,
and they shall answer Jezreel; 23 and I will sow him for myself
in the land. And I will have pity on Lo-ruhamah, and I will say
to Lo-ammi, “You are my people”; and he shall say, “You are
my God.” 3:1 The LORD said to me again, “Go, love a woman
who has a lover and is an adulteress, just as the LORD loves
the people of Israel, though they turn to other gods and love
raisin cakes.” 2 So I bought her for fifteen shekels of silver
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and a homer of barley and a measure of wine. 3 And I said
to her, “You must remain as mine for many days; you shall not
play the whore, you shall not have intercourse with a man, nor
I with you.” 4 For the Israelites shall remain many days without king or prince, without sacrifice or pillar, without ephod
or teraphim. 5 Afterward the Israelites shall return and seek
the LORD their God, and David their king; they shall come in
awe to the LORD and to his goodness in the latter days.

Reflecting

As a teenager, I used to enjoy watching films based on the
writings of Scottish novelist Alistair MacLean (1922–1987).
MacLean earned critical fame mainly for three novels later
turned into films: The Guns of Navarone (1957), Ice Station
Zebra (1963), and Where Eagles Dare (1967). Each of these
stories grew out of MacLean’s military service during the
Second World War. All three stories chronicle specific
missions that depend on the skills and teamwork of a small
group of highly trained soldiers. Perhaps the most interesting element of these works is that in each instance, the
team is ultimately betrayed by an infiltrator who does their
best to derail the mission.
There are very few hurtful experiences that compare to
the pain of being betrayed. Most people will experience this
at least once in their lives. Someone they counted on and
trusted ends up unexpectedly stabbing them in the back.
Once that bond of trust is broken, it is nearly impossible to
recover it.
In the traditional understanding of today’s text, Hosea
is betrayed by the one God has told him to marry. Gomer
leaves Hosea and their children in the pursuit of other
lovers. This story is recounted following a beautiful text
describing God’s love for Israel even though Israel had also
been unfaithful.
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Can you imagine how difficult this betrayal must have
been for Hosea? What about us? How can we forgive and
move on when someone has betrayed us? In my favorite
Alistair MacLean novels, the reader often hopes for the
demise of the betrayer—and in each story that hope is
rewarded in the end.
But how does God see a betrayer? Can we find room
in our hearts to see the story from the betrayer’s point of
view? What emotions must have flooded in the heart of
Gomer when, in spite of her actions, Hosea offered love
and forgiveness to her instead of condemnation?

Studying

Today’s Scripture passage is a wonderful affirmation of the
love and compassion of the God of Israel. In verse 14, God
speaks like a young person in love, sharing thoughts of
tenderness toward his intended.
This verse comes at the end of a section of poetry that
begins in 2:2 and concludes in 2:15. In verses 16-20, we find a
narrative passage where God expresses that a day is coming
when God’s love for Israel will be manifested in outward
expression. The text begins, “On that day…” (v. 16). It is
a day of restoration and future hope for those who hear
Hosea’s message. God will once again be addressed as “my
husband” instead of “my Baal.” The word Baal is a Canaanite
word generally translated as “Lord.” It is also the name of the
head of the Canaanite pantheon of gods.
An entire library of texts was discovered in the early
twentieth century in the city of Ugarit. The texts refer repeatedly to the Canaanite god Baal. This library provides a gold
mine of treasure for students of the Old Testament, who
have encountered the name Baal in many biblical texts.
Verse 16 is a critical verse for a proper interpretation of
the entire book of Hosea. One of the key themes of the book
is that the worship of Baal cannot be reconciled with the
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worship of Yahweh, the God of
Syncretism is the
Israel. But the prophet says a day
blending of different
is coming when true worship
religions or cultures.
will be restored. It will overThe Old Testament prophets
throw the artificial religious
condemned their people’s
attempts to blend the worship
syncretism so prevalent during
of Yahweh with the worship
the days of Hosea.
practices of Israel’s pagan
In verse 17, God pronounces
neighbors.
that Israel will no longer use
the name Baal or remember or
worship the false gods of their neighbors. In this new day
of hope, God will establish a new covenant with the natural
order (v. 18). Furthermore, God promises that Israel will
become God’s eternal wife (v. 19), and their restored relationship will be characterized by righteousness, justice,
steadfast love, and mercy.
These themes are important to all of the major
eighth-century prophets: not only Hosea but also Amos,
Micah, and Isaiah. Micah 6:8 records, “He has told you, O
mortal, what is good; and what does the LORD require of you
but to do justice, and to love kindness, and to walk humbly
with your God?” These virtues were apparently lacking in
the lands of Israel and Judah at that time.
Hosea 2:21-23 describes a reversal of the negative meanings associated with the names of Hosea and Gomer’s
children in Hosea 1. The name Jezreel, associated with the
place where the family of Omri was slaughtered, will one
day be redeemed to its original meaning of “God sows.” In
this new day, God will provide sustenance, described here as
grain, wine, and oil (v. 22).
In this new day, God will also have pity and mercy on the
people once again. Israel will know God’s mercy and will no
longer be called Lo-ruhamah, “no mercy.” Finally, instead of
being called “not my people,” or Lo-ammi, the people will be
Ammi, “my people,” and the God of Israel shall once more
be their God.
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In 3:1-5, the text reverts
back to a narrative
Hosea 1 Hosea 3
describing another story
from the life of the prophet.
• Third-person
• First-person
Many interpreters say that
narration
narration
chapter 3 is simply a
• Three children • N
 o children
retelling of the same story
mentioned
found in chapter 1. But the
• The woman is • T he woman is
two stories are not exactly
named
unnamed
the same. Hosea 3 does not
name the “adulteress.”
There is also no mention of any children. Finally, this narrative is written in the first person rather than in the third
person.
The more traditional approach is to view Hosea 3 as
falling chronologically after Hosea 1. According to this
reading, Gomer has left her home and marriage to Hosea
and become entangled with another man. Another approach
is to view all of chapters 1–3 as an allegory of marriage
and infidelity that introduces the prophet’s message in
chapters 4–14.
The unnamed woman in 3:1 is described as an “adulteress,” though the text is unclear about the nature of her
relationship with someone else. Once again, as 1:2 begins
with instructions to Hosea to
take a “wife of whoredom,” in
God told Hosea to take
“a wife of whoredom”
3:1, God instructs the prophet to
(1:2). But was her sin
“love a woman who has a lover
literal or figurative? Was it
and is an adulteress.” Regardless
sexual infidelity to Hosea or
of the situation, Hosea purchases
spiritual infidelity to Yahweh?
the woman and places heavy
If the immorality was literal,
was Gomer a prostitute as
demands on her. She is no longer
we commonly understand it,
to “play the whore” (v. 3), and the
or was she involved with the
couple will not have a physical
temple prostitution common
relationship with each other for a
in pagan fertility cults?
certain amount of time.
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Hosea 3:4-5 provides an explanation for why God wanted
Hosea to take these unusual actions. Hosea is to love his wife
but refrain from physical intimacy with her; likewise, Israel
will endure a time without close interaction with God. A
time is coming, Hosea says, when Israel, its government, and
its ceremonies of public worship will cease to exist for “many
days” (v. 4). After this period of separation, however, Israel
will return to God and to God’s anointed king of the line of
David—that is, to the king of Judah.
Whether the story of the adulteress is an account of
something that happened in Hosea’s life or an allegory of
Israel’s spiritual condition, its true meaning is apparent.
Hosea marries a promiscuous wife and perhaps even
reclaims her after she betrays him. How much more, then,
is God able to love Israel in spite of the people’s unfaithfulness? There is hope for the betrayer. When have you
experienced God’s love when it didn’t seem possible?

Understanding

Can we fathom the courage and strength Hosea needed to
reclaim his wife from her infidelity? There is an interesting
connection between the promise of restoration at the end of
Hosea 2 and the act of reclamation in Hosea 3.
The story of Hosea and Gomer is one of great faith,
forgiveness, and cautious hope. How can Hosea ever trust
Gomer again? Will he ever be able to forget the past and
move hopefully into the future? This sad story has been
used for centuries to demonstrate God’s great love for God’s
people. As a nation, Israel had turned from its first love.
Beginning with King Solomon, Israel began chasing after
foreign gods. Subsequent kings of Israel and Judah followed
the pattern and led God’s people in turning away from God.
Hosea alerts his audience in the northern kingdom that
destruction is coming because of their unfaithfulness. But as
we witnessed in chapter 1, there is still hope.
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We have all sinned and fallen short of God’s glory
(Rom 3:23). It can be easy for us, as Christians, to judge
characters in the Bible who don’t measure up to our
expectations.
It is easy to fall into the trap
When have you most
of admiring Hosea and demonrecently felt the need
izing Gomer. But as the apostle
for God’s grace and
Paul reminds us, both Hosea and
forgiveness?
Gomer need the abundant grace
of God—and so do we. It is
amazing how much God loves each of us in spite of the way
we treat God. Too many of us neglect the daily relationship
we could enjoy with our Creator. When we move through
our days without praying, reading our Bible, or reflecting on
who God is and what God continually brings into our lives,
it is like we are turning to God and saying, “We really don’t
need you today.”
We are also like the people of the northern kingdom
in the eighth century in many ways. We probably aren’t
worshiping literal idols, but many of us are still guilty of
idolatry.

What About Me?

• How have I experienced God’s love when it didn’t seem possible?
Every one of us has made mistakes, and these mistakes can
paralyze us with fear and self-doubt. Maybe you think you
have committed the one act, thought, or deed that pushed
you away from God’s love completely. But think again: God’s
love for us knows no boundaries. Just as God led Hosea to
love and redeem Gomer despite her past, God loves us right
where we are, warts and all.
• How can I demonstrate to others the same love that God has shown
me? God has not required many of us to marry a person of
shaky morals, but God does call us to forgive to the same
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extent that we have been forgiven. If we aren’t careful, we
can fall into the trap of self-righteous attitudes toward the
sins of others. We may think that just because we have never
committed any of the “big” sins like murder or adultery,
we have the right to look down on the sins of others. The
gospel compels us to love and forgive even as we have been
forgiven.
• What can we do to help people like Hosea and Gomer in our
world today? Many churches try to minister to those who
have been recently divorced or widowed, but can you name
a ministry that tries to help couples who have experienced
infidelity to find a way forward toward redemption? As one
marital counselor I know says, “Once that trust is broken,
it is like a whole brick wall that has crumbled. It can only
be rebuilt brick by brick over a period of time.” How can we
be agents of change to minister to those who desperately
need encouragement and love without condemnation or
judgment?
Resource
Douglas Stuart, Hosea–Jonah, Word Biblical Commentary (Waco TX: Word, 1987).
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God’s Indictment
Hosea 4:1-11

Central Question

What damage has my wrongdoing done?

Scripture

Hosea 4:1-11
1 Hear the word of the LORD, O people of Israel; for the LORD
has an indictment against the inhabitants of the land. There
is no faithfulness or loyalty, and no knowledge of God in the
land. 2 Swearing, lying, and murder, and stealing and adultery break out; bloodshed follows bloodshed. 3 Therefore the
land mourns, and all who live in it languish; together with the
wild animals and the birds of the air, even the fish of the sea
are perishing. 4 Yet let no one contend, and let none accuse,
for with you is my contention, O priest. 5 You shall stumble
by day; the prophet also shall stumble with you by night, and
I will destroy your mother. 6 My people are destroyed for lack
of knowledge; because you have rejected knowledge, I reject
you from being a priest to me. And since you have forgotten
the law of your God, I also will forget your children. 7 The
more they increased, the more they sinned against me; they
changed their glory into shame. 8 They feed on the sin of my
people; they are greedy for their iniquity. 9 And it shall be like
people, like priest; I will punish them for their ways, and repay
them for their deeds. 10 They shall eat, but not be satisfied;
they shall play the whore, but not multiply; because they have
forsaken the LORD to devote themselves to 11 whoredom.
Wine and new wine take away the understanding.
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Reflecting

When is the last time you did something really boneheaded?
If we are totally honest with ourselves, most of us can recall
a time when we did something
stupid or selfish that had farI am having more
reaching effects. The choices
trouble with myself
than any other man
we make each day matter.
I have ever met.
A person leaves a bar confi—Raymond Dale
dent that they can still drive safely
despite the alcohol in their system.
But tragically, they are wrong. There is a terrible accident,
and lives are lost. A bus driver takes more and more stimulants to maintain focus during exhausting cross-country
trips. Then one day the driver falls asleep at the wheel, and
a busload of senior citizens, college students, or children
are gone forever. Coworkers allow themselves to become too
familiar with each over the course of time. Their relationship
blossoms into an affair that, once discovered, shatters their
lives and their families. Of course, we could go on and on
imagining scenarios where poor choices lead to devastating
results.
But even minor decisions have can have negative
consequences. Any time we choose to act in a way that
dishonors God, we are likely to harm the people around us.
An unkind word at a church business meeting causes a staff
member to become discouraged. Maybe that staff member,
who is already burned out with the work, decides to leave
their position because of the hurtfulness of those comments.
The lives of the church, the minister, the minister’s family,
and the ministry itself are all forever changed. Or consider
an overworked, underpaid, and frustrated minister who
lashes out at a church member in a moment of weakness.
The member takes this attack personally and walks away
from church, vowing never to return.
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Each of the above scenarios happened to people I know.
Nor is my own life exempt from similar stories of missteps.
My poor choices and my willful disobedience have brought
sufficient pain to others whom I care deeply about.

Studying

As we consider Hosea 4, we are at the beginning of the
prophet’s message. We are introduced to a courtroom with
God as the divine Judge. In verse 1, God has a legal contention with Israel. God is bringing a case against them because
of their unfaithfulness. The accusation is clear: the people of
the northern kingdom are guilty of unfaithfulness or disloyalty to their first love, the God of Israel. In fact, the land is
devoid of the knowledge of God.
Verse 2 begins with a list of five acts that are forbidden in
the Ten Commandments (Exod 20): swearing, lying, murder,
stealing, and adultery. Hosea says these commandments are
being violated repeatedly throughout the land. Furthermore,
bloodshed is everywhere (Hos 4:2).
This violation of leaving their first love has caused great
sorrow for the people. “The land mourns,” the prophet says,
“and all who live in it languish” (v. 3). In J. R. R. Tolkien’s
fantasy world of The Lord of the Rings, the characters lived
in a time of encroaching darkness. The same is true for the
people of Israel, who live under a shadow caused by their
own sin. Even the animals of land, sky, and sea are affected.
The natural environment suffers because the people have
turned to sin.
Now judgment has at last come upon Israel, and there
is no escape. The people’s unfaithfulness has broken the
covenant between them and God. The consequences of
disobedience have come home to roost in the land of Israel.
In verse 4, Hosea singles out Israel’s priesthood as leading
the people astray. The priests have become corrupt, and
religious syncretism is everywhere throughout the land.
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The worship of Baal, the chief Canaanite god, is intermingled into the worship of Yahweh, the God of Israel. It’s
almost impossible now to tell the difference between
the two.
The indictment continues to grow. In verse 5, Israel’s
prophets are also charged. True prophetic words are now
missing, Hosea says. Like the priests, the prophets have lost
their way and have become unfaithful in carrying out their
prophetic calling. There is no knowledge of God throughout
the land (v. 6).
As the worship of Yahweh and Baal become more closely
intertwined, the leaders and the people continue to drift
aimlessly farther and farther away from God. The imagery
of marriage and unfaithfulness from Hosea 1–3 now
provides the backdrop for the prophet’s main message
found in chapters 4–14.
Baal-worship is an early example of a fertility religion.
Devotees used acts and expressions of sexuality to invoke
the vibrancy, vitality, and sustenance that the gods provided.
The cult was characterized by temple priests and priestesses,
often prostitutes, who performed sexual acts with or for the
benefit of the worshiper. Hosea fiercely opposes these
practices and calls his readers to reject them.
In verses 7-11, God makes it clear that Israel is being
punished because of its unfaithfulness to God. The more
Israel prospers, the more they continue to sin (v. 7). Time
and time again, Israel has played the role of an unfaithful
spouse, choosing to chase foreign lovers and turn their
backs on God. They have exchanged their glory for shame.
Of all the enemies noted
in the book of Psalms, such
To be shamed is to be
stripped of honor, reputation,
as death, disease, or physical
or a good name—a terrible
confrontation, the most
prospect in the ancient world, with
feared enemy was shame.
its strong cultural focus on honor
The writers of the psalms
and shame.
often pray something like
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this: “O Lord, do not let me be put to shame.” In Hosea, the
people of Israel are facing that dreaded enemy. They have
exchanged their glory for shame.
The unfaithfulness of the priests, prophets, and people
continues to multiply, but God isn’t waiting around for
a certain act to be the last straw. Time after time, Israel
has turned its back on God. In verse 9, God says they will
receive their just rewards. The people will be repaid for their
unfaithfulness.
In verse 10, God compares the priests, the prophets, and
the people to promiscuous women who have turned away
from their husbands. God laments that they have chosen
this degraded and degrading life over faithfulness to God.
Like the relationship between Hosea and Gomer, Israel
has chosen repeatedly to chase other lovers in the form of
foreign gods. The worship
of Baal and his consort
According to 1 Kings 12:26-30,
Jeroboam I, the first king of
Anat had crept into the
Israel, was concerned that his
worship practices of Israel.
subjects would want to worship
From the beginning of the
Yahweh at the temple in Jerusalem—
northern kingdom after
within the territory of the southern
the death of King Solomon,
kingdom. To discourage this dependency on his rival, Jeroboam erected
pagan practices began to
two golden calves, one at the base of
infuse the people’s
Mount Hermon at Dan on his northern
worship.
border and the other one near his
Some two hundred
southern border at Bethel. This act
years later, Hosea decries
can be seen as Israel’s first step
toward religious syncretism, the
this state of affairs and
intermingling of religious beliefs and
outlines the damage that
practices from different cultures.
it has done. The land
mourns, and nature itself
is in a state of upheaval. The people are covered in shame.
They eat without being satisfied. They lack understanding
because they have rejected the knowledge of God. Therefore, God is ready to reject them. Punishment looms in their
future.
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The book of Hosea ends with hope and grace, but not
before leading us through the depths of Israel’s depravity.
Sadly, we sometimes need such reality checks in our own
spiritual lives.
Our wrongdoing affects everyone and everything around
us. When we are unfaithful, we pay the penalty, and so do
others.

Understanding

Hosea 4 provides an honest snapshot of the consequences
of sin in our land and in our personal lives. We suffer, the
people around us suffer, and the land itself suffers when
we stray from the path God lays before us. There is always
collateral damage when we wander from God’s plan and
purposes.
Some of us know how it feels to stand before a judge in a
court of law. There is a certain unease and uncertainty about
how things will play out.
The only time anything like this happened to me involved
a speeding ticket in Cocke County, Tennessee. I had deservedly been awarded a speeding ticket while coming home
from Asheville, North Carolina, after a gym-related training
event. I was on a natural high and jamming to the music.
I let my lead foot get a little out of hand, and a local
highway patrolman pointed out to me the error of my ways.
I appeared in court, pled no contest, and paid the court
cost and small fine. It was a shameful and uncomfortable
experience, but I can’t begin
to imagine how it felt to be
tried as a nation before an
almighty God.
In my case, the leaders
acted professionally within
their given authority. The
highway patrolman did his
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job in policing public safety. The judge carried out the
procedures he had sworn to uphold.
In Hosea, however, the prophet indicts the leaders of the
land who have led the people astray. He takes them to task
for their corruption. Priests and prophets alike had let the
people down. A day of judgment had dawned.

What About Me?

• What damage has my wrongdoing done? Have you ever
witnessed someone causing an accident? Or maybe they were
involved in the accident, but they left the scene? We might
tell ourselves that surely the person was unaware of what
they did. Of course, some people may see what they’ve done
but choose not to care and keep on driving. When we make
choices contrary to God’s will, we leave a path of unintended
consequences as well. There are times when we clearly see
the trouble our actions make for others. At other times, we
may not see the pain and tears we cause. We can pray for
God to forgive us when we hurt others, whether we are aware
of their pain or not. When we know what our actions have
done, we can apologize and strive not to repeat our mistakes.
• Can my actions really harm the environment? Some of us
remember the Native American who wept on anti-pollution
television commercials in the 1970s. This iconic image
characterized the sadness of the ecologically minded over
the lack of our country’s concern and action on behalf of
the environment. Unfortunately, not much has changed.
Our willful neglect of the environment is still bringing
about detrimental results, with the loss of precious habitats
and the extinction of many species of plants and animals.
Hosea 4 describes a connection between our spiritual health
and our world. Our lack of spiritual health and vitality has
dire consequences on the land and our surroundings. Our
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environment suffers when we willfully turn away from the
instruction of God in our lives.
• How can I ensure that future generations will know God? One of
Hosea’s condemnations is that people don’t know God. We
can take steps to ensure that future generations have this
knowledge. First, we can be consistent in how we practice
our faith before our children, coworkers, and neighbors.
How well we get along with others really matters in our
world today. Second, we can contribute money to be used for
materials, buildings, and endowments that will help younger
generations hear and respond to the gospel. Finally, we can
share our faith with others and help enlarge the community
of Christ.
Resources
James Nogalski, The Book of the Twelve: Hosea–Jonah, Smyth & Helwys Bible Commentary (Macon GA:
Smyth & Helwys, 2011).
Douglas Stuart, Hosea–Jonah, Word Biblical Commentary (Waco TX: Word, 1987).
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God’s Tender
Compassion
Hosea 11

Central Question

What difference does God’s compassion make?

Scripture

Hosea 11
1 When Israel was a child, I loved him, and out of Egypt
I called my son. 2 The more I called them, the more they
went from me; they kept sacrificing to the Baals, and offering incense to idols. 3 Yet it was I who taught Ephraim to
walk, I took them up in my arms; but they did not know that
I healed them. 4 I led them with cords of human kindness,
with bands of love. I was to them like those who lift infants to
their cheeks. I bent down to them and fed them. 5 They shall
return to the land of Egypt, and Assyria shall be their king,
because they have refused to return to me. 6 The sword rages
in their cities, it consumes their oracle-priests, and devours
because of their schemes. 7 My people are bent on turning
away from me. To the Most High they call, but he does not
raise them up at all. 8 How can I give you up, Ephraim?
How can I hand you over, O Israel? How can I make you like
Admah? How can I treat you like Zeboiim? My heart recoils
within me; my compassion grows warm and tender. 9 I will
not execute my fierce anger; I will not again destroy Ephraim;
for I am God and no mortal, the Holy One in your midst,
and I will not come in wrath. 10 They shall go after the LORD,
who roars like a lion; when he roars, his children shall come
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trembling from the west. 11 They shall come trembling like
birds from Egypt, and like doves from the land of Assyria; and
I will return them to their homes, says the LORD. 12 Ephraim
has surrounded me with lies, and the house of Israel with
deceit; but Judah still walks with God, and is faithful to the
Holy One.

Reflecting

One Sunday, the pastor of a rural church in Oklahoma told
a story from his childhood. He said that he grew up in a very
poor household and that his mother made great sacrifices.
As a small child, this pastor was excited when his family
got a new dog. It was a puppy, easily excitable and rambunctious. The young boy loved his new playmate. The two
were inseparable. But, as is typical with young children, his
mother was the one who cared for the dog by making sure it
was fed and watered each day.
About the same time the family acquired the dog, the
mother made a beautiful new dress for herself. The pastor
related that it was the first time he had seen his mother ever
wear a new item of clothing. She loved that new dress and
looked great wearing it.
Then it happened. The pastor’s mother washed a load of
laundry and hung it on the outside clothesline. The family
left for a short time, and when they got back they discovered
that the dog had entertained itself by pulling the clothes off
the line. The mother’s new dress was among the victims. In
fact, it was destroyed.
The mother was crestfallen, and
When have you
her young son was mortified. He was
experienced
sure the family would make him get
great forgiveness
rid of the dog. He expected his
and compassion?
mother to take out her anger on the
playful family pet. The mother,
however, simply picked up the clothes and took them inside.
That night after dinner, the mother took the remaining table
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scraps and fed them to the misguided young dog. At that
precise moment, the boy learned what compassion and
forgiveness are all about.

Studying

In Hosea 11:1-4, we are given a picture of God that is rarely
seen elsewhere in the Old Testament. The prophet depicts a
God who is tender and compassionate. God is portrayed as a
loving parent, presumably a mother, who loves and cares for
Israel as God’s own child.
The birth of Israel is described in verse 1 as God
delivers the people out of captivity in Egypt. This new “son,”
however, continues to turn his back on God and chase after
idols (v. 2).
But God doesn’t give up on this rebellious son. On
the contrary, the prophet describes God as teaching Israel
to walk and gathering the people up in a big parental hug
(v. 3). Another nurturing comparison is offered in verse 4 as
God caresses Israel, lifting them to the cheek and providing
them sustenance. God is portrayed throughout these verses
as a loving parent, gently showing compassion and mercy to
Israel. This image is a refreshing change from the judgment
and proclamation of coming destruction in much of Hosea
and in the prophetic writings generally.
The theme of returning to Egypt conjures up a negative picture in verses 5-7. In many Old Testament texts, the
people turn their eyes away from God. They look behind
them to where they have come from. Returning to Egypt
represents a rejection of the call and covenant God has
placed before them. It is also a dangerous act. Verse 6
confirms that the people will face violence, with little to no
rest from the reality of danger.
When you drive your car, you have a wide windshield in
front of you along with a relatively small rearview mirror.
God’s people were trying to turn this arrangement backwards. Israel had its attention firmly focused on the rearview
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mirror. The windshield—and the way forward—was tiny in
comparison, all but hidden from view.
It is easy to focus only on the past. This is true of past
triumphs but also of defeats. For those who relive their
past glory, it can be difficult to let the past go and press
toward the future. For those still mourning past defeats,
it can be equally difficult to let go of the guilt and pain we
sometimes inflict on ourselves. Yet even though we can
remember the past and celebrate its victories, we must press
on toward what is ahead. Also, we must be able to overcome
past sins by submitting to God, seeking and accepting divine
forgiveness, and learning to forgive ourselves.
The themes of compassion and tenderness return in
verses 8-9. God asks four rhetorical questions that confirm
God’s love for Israel: “How can I give you up, Ephraim?”
“How can I hand you over, O Israel?” “How can I treat you
like Admah?” “How can I treat you like Zeboiim?”
Yes, the children of Israel have sinned. They have
repeatedly chosen infidelity and idolatry over faithfulness
to the one true God. Sin brings consequences, and Hosea
argues that God has every right to punish the people
or to cast them aside. But in a way that only God can,
God expresses tenderness,
compassion, and mercy.
The next generation, your
Ephraim is mentioned in
children who rise up after
you, as well as the foreigner
verse 8. Ephraim is the name
who
comes
from a distant country,
of a prominent northern
will see the devastation of that land
tribe. In the prophetic writand the afflictions with which the
ings, it is often used as a
LORD has afflicted it—all its soil
synonym for the northern
burned out by sulfur and salt,
nothing planted, nothing sprouting,
kingdom as a whole. In
unable to support any vegetation,
this instance, Hosea uses
like the destruction of Sodom and
“Ephraim” alongside “Israel”
Gomorrah, Admah and Zeboiim,
as a synonym in the first two
which the LORD destroyed in his
questions of verse 8.
fierce anger. (Deut 29:22-23)
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Admah and Zeboiim were cities that were destroyed
alongside Sodom and Gomorrah in the book of Genesis.
This act of destruction is described in Genesis 19, but
Admah and Zeboiim are not mentioned in that chapter.
They are mentioned, however, alongside Sodom and
Gomorrah in Deuteronomy 29:23. Now in Hosea 11, God
announces the choice of mercy over judgment. Once again
harkening back to the tender love of a parent for a child,
God chooses to love and forgive rather than show fierce
wrath.
In the conclusion of Hosea 11, the Israelites return to
their ancestral homes after living in exile (vv. 10-11). The
prophet compares this return to the way lion cubs come
home to their den at the call of the lion, or the way birds
return home after wintering far away.
Egypt is one of the places the people will return from.
Another is Assyria, the dominant world power of the eighth
century BC. Verse 12 adds one more dig at the people of
Israel. Israel has told lies and acted in deceit before God
while Judah, Israel’s southern neighbor, walks with God and
remains faithful to God.
This picture of God as a doting mother is one of the
most beautiful and tender images of God in the Old or New
Testaments. It is also
Most scholars believe that
completely out of character
Isaiah 1–39, sometimes
with the usual message of
called “First Isaiah,” was
most of Hosea and the other
written in the eighth century BC,
eighth-century prophets,
and that the remainder of the book
Amos, Micah, and Isaiah.
comes from later generations.
There are glimpses of God’s
grace in each of these other prophets, but none of them
explore the depths of God’s love and grace like Hosea 11. I
have come back to this passage time after time as a descriptive image of the God of Israel, especially in dialogue with
those who want to argue that the God of the Old Testament
is only about judgment and consequences. I personally am
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grateful to know the God we serve is capable of such
wondrous love and forgiveness.
God loves each of us as children in spite of our many
failings. As the old hymn goes, God loves me “just as I am.”

Understanding

The image of God as a divine Mother caring for her children
is a powerful image, especially in light of the male-dominated
images associated with God in the Bible. But in Hosea 11,
the focus is not on the issue of gender. Rather, it is on the
great compassion and tenderness we find emanating from
the very heart of God.
In a book filled with betrayal, sinfulness, and idolatry, we
find One who will be faithful when no one else can or will
be. We can count on God, no matter where we find ourselves.
God’s love is constant and assured. It is encouraging to read
about God bringing Israel from the land of Egypt as a “son.”
God cares for and loves Israel through the infancy years and
into the exploratory world of a toddler. Such ripe imagery
focuses our minds on God’s compassion and grace.
As we read through the books of Samuel and Kings, we
learn about the many ways Israel turned its back on God.
Beginning with Saul, the first king of the united monarchy,
the kingdom’s leaders begin to turn away from God’s
instructions and become disobedient. David’s sins are well
documented, yet God still uses him in tremendous ways to
establish a monarchy and a royal lineage extending all the
way to Jesus. First Kings 11
records the idolatry and pagan
Compassion will
cure more sins than
worship practices that Solomon
condemnation.
tolerated and encouraged. On and
—Henry
Ward Beecher
on and on, Scripture details the
wickedness and unrighteousness
of the people of Israel. But Hosea 11 reveals just how much
God loves God’s people in spite of their sinfulness. God
loves us just as much today.
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This lavish love does not imply universalism or a lack of
accountability. Rather, it compels us to consider again the
meaning of grace and forgiveness. Where else can we find
unconditional love and grace in our world? We find the
fullness of this unique treasure in God alone.

What About Me?

• How have you experienced God’s compassion? There is
something refreshing about taking a shower after a difficult
workout or a couple of hours of yard work. When is the last
time you felt truly clean on the inside? Can you remember
the last time you saw the hand of God at work in your life?
God is working in many ways in all of our lives, yet we sometimes miss God’s hand if we aren’t paying attention.
• What difference does God’s compassion make? Often, we only
hear the negative side of things in the evening news, the
newspapers, or on the newsfeeds on our digital devices. Isn’t
it great when, instead, we catch a glimpse of God at work in
our world? If we aren’t careful, we can become jaded by the
darker things in our world. Remember, though, that God is
actively loving people today. As with Israel, God loves us like
precious children.
• How can I offer compassion to others? There are endless
opportunities to share love and compassion with a lost and
dying world. We can be active in our local church’s missions
and ministry opportunities. We can be involved with groups
that serve our community. Maybe God has placed a particular burden on your heart to show love to others. Ask God
to open a door for you to show God’s compassion to others.
Resources
James Nogalski, The Book of the Twelve: Hosea–Jonah, Smyth & Helwys Bible Commentary (Macon GA:
Smyth & Helwys, 2011).
Douglas Stuart, Hosea–Jonah, Word Biblical Commentary (Waco TX: Word, 1987).
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Israel’s Restoration
Hosea 14

Central Question

From what must I repent?

Scripture

Hosea 14
1 Return, O Israel, to the LORD your God, for you have stumbled because of your iniquity. 2 Take words with you and
return to the LORD; say to him, “Take away all guilt; accept
that which is good, and we will offer the fruit of our lips.
3 Assyria shall not save us; we will not ride upon horses; we
will say no more, ‘Our God,’ to the work of our hands. In you
the orphan finds mercy.” 4 I will heal their disloyalty; I will
love them freely, for my anger has turned from them. 5 I will
be like the dew to Israel; he shall blossom like the lily, he shall
strike root like the forests of Lebanon. 6 His shoots shall
spread out; his beauty shall be like the olive tree, and his fragrance like that of Lebanon. 7 They shall again live beneath
my shadow, they shall flourish as a garden; they shall blossom
like the vine, their fragrance shall be like the wine of Lebanon.
8 O Ephraim, what have I to do with idols? It is I who answer
and look after you. I am like an evergreen cypress; your faithfulness comes from me. 9 Those who are wise understand
these things; those who are discerning know them. For the
ways of the LORD are right, and the upright walk in them, but
transgressors stumble in them.
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We all know the familiar nursery rhyme: “Humpty Dumpty
sat on a wall / Humpty Dumpty had a great fall / All the
king’s horses and all the king’s men / Couldn’t put Humpty
together again.” Many times, we find that we have strayed
from the straight and narrow path. Sometimes we need
someone to put us back together and place us on the right
path.
Christian tradition calls this process repentance. That
little voice deep inside of us speaks to us when we mess up.
Some may describe it as our conscience, the Holy Spirit, or
good old-fashioned guilt, but most of
us have experienced that voice
The common
reminding us of our sins. Upon
Hebrew term for
hearing this voice, we have a decision
repentance is
to make. We can confess our sin and
teshubah, meaning “a
return.” The common
seek to make things right, or we can
Greek term for “repent”
suppress the voice of our conscience
is metanoia, meaning
and continue in our sinful ways.
“a change of mind.”
When we try to do the right things,
we may regret the results of our sins
and try to make earnest restitution. For example, if we have
offended someone, we can ask for their forgiveness and seek
to repair the damaged relationship. Sometimes, however,
these rifts can become so deep that repairing them seems
impossible. Our sin may lead us to the Humpty Dumpty
scenario where, no matter how hard we try, we can’t put
things back together again. At this point, we are forced to
rely on the love and forgiveness of God, who alone is able to
put us back together.
Throughout Hosea, the reader is constantly reminded of
the sinfulness of the people of the northern kingdom, Israel.
They have broken the covenant they made with the God of
Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob. The priests and prophets have
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led the people astray with elements of Canaanite worship
directed toward the god Baal.
The book of Hosea compares Israel’s unfaithfulness to
God with the relationship between the prophet and his
unfaithful wife, Gomer. The final chapter of the book begins
with a call for the people of Israel to repent. The prophet
calls them to flee from their sinfulness and return to the
relationship God intended for them ever since God first
visited Abram and Sarah and promised that they would be
the ancestors of a mighty nation.

Studying

Hosea 14 opens with a call to repentance. “Return, O Israel,
to the LORD your God” (v. 1). The Hebrew word translated
“return” here is commonly used to describe repentance.
Repentance is a repeated theme throughout the book of
Hosea. God calls the people of Israel to turn from their idolatry and worship the God of Israel with undivided loyalty.
The word “return” is repeated for emphasis in verse 2: “Take
words with you and return to the LORD.” The people have
been unfaithful to God, but Hosea implores them to repent
and return to a right relationship with God. Hosea instructs
the people to seek forgiveness. This will relieve their guilt
before God as they renew their covenant vows.
In verse 3, the prophet warns the people of three things
not to put their trust in. They are not to hope that Assyria is
going to save them. In fact, just a few decades later in 722 BC,
the Assyrians would destroy the nation of Israel.
Second, the people are not
to trust in their military
Solomon gathered together
chariots and horses; he had
might, alluded to by the
fourteen hundred chariots
mention of horses. Centuries
and twelve thousand horses, which
before, King Solomon built
he stationed in the chariot cities
many stables and gathered a
and with the king in Jerusalem.
formidable army of horses
(1 Kings 10:26)
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and chariots during his reign. But Israel is not to hold to the
false hope that their military forces can save them.
Finally, Israel is not to place hope in idols or false gods.
As we have witnessed throughout Hosea, many in the
northern kingdom were worshiping the Canaanite god Baal
alongside their worship of Yahweh, the God of Israel.
In verses 4-7, Hosea speaks of the renewal of Israel. God
promises to heal the brokenness plaguing both the land
and the people. Furthermore, God will continue to love the
people in spite of their unfaithfulness.
In a glimpse of a future time, the prophet compares Israel
to a blossoming garden protected by God, who casts a divine
shadow over them (v. 5). This will be a day of fruitfulness
and fertility.
From our place in history, we know of the coming
destruction of Israel by the Assyrians. We also know of the
dispersion of the ten tribes of the north, the origin of what
are sometimes called the ten lost tribes of Israel. In spite of
the coming destruction, Hosea 14 offers a beautiful picture
of hope for a people who have become wayward and are
disobedient to God.
Hosea affirms that God will one day usher in a brighter
new day: a day of hope, bounty, and sweet fragrances. In
our modern houses of worship, we can’t fully relate to the
aromatic aspects of worship described in the pages of the
Old Testament. The closest thing we experience to a pleasing
aroma is probably walking by the fresh flowers on the
Communion table at the front of our sanctuaries.
Worship in the ancient world engaged all the senses,
including the sense of smell. In the northern kingdom,
Jeroboam I established two national shrines, one at Dan in
the northern part of Israel and one at Bethel in the south.
These altars were used for animal sacrifices. The places of
worship would have smelled like blood, fresh vegetables,
wine, and of course freshly cooked meat. In addition, the
Old Testament speaks of the use of incense in worship in
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passages such as Exodus 30:34-38; 37:29 and 2 Chronicles
13:11.
In verse 8, the prophet reminds Israel of God’s own
faithfulness to them. It is God who has sustained them
and will continue to sustain them in the days to come. God
promises to “answer and look after” Israel. These closing
words offer a picture of love and forgiveness. In spite of
Israel’s great spiritual promiscuity, God remains faithful.
God will continue to look after the people even though they
have been unfaithful.
Hosea 14:9 is an interesting verse. If you read it apart
from the context of the book of Hosea, where in the Bible
might you find words like these? If you answer Proverbs, you
are on the right track.
Many readers of the Old Testament consider Hosea 14:9
reflective of an ancient wisdom tradition. It has much more
in common with the wisdom texts of the Old Testament—
Proverbs, Job, Ecclesiastes, etc.—than the prophetic tradition.
This verse is a call to take heed of the
messages found throughout Hosea. It
Why is it wise
to repent?
endorses the prophet’s message as
valid.
Much of the book of Proverbs is directed toward a
young male audience. The writer is concerned with keeping
these young men’s thoughts and lives in line with God’s
commandments. As in Hosea, the themes of marital fidelity
and God’s faithfulness run through Proverbs. It makes sense
that a Proverbs-like phrase would come at the end of the
prophet’s message.
Hosea 14 serves as a fitting conclusion to this unique
piece of biblical literature. The book begins with the story
of the prophet’s relationship with his unfaithful wife
(chs. 1–3). The main body of the book applies this story to
the nation of Israel, addressing the people’s compromised
worship, broken covenant, and corrupt leadership. In the
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end, though, the book concludes with a beautiful picture of
love, forgiveness, repentance, and future hope.

Understanding

The idea of repentance can seem like a foreign concept to
some people in our world today. Our culture has framed the
idea of sin in a context where all
wrongdoing is seen as irrelevant.
Why do some
Christians shy away
Regardless of what we’ve done,
from the language of
there is always something to
sin and repentance? Why do
blame in society or in someone
some Christians focus on
other than ourselves. Accepting
these themes to the point
our wrongdoing and taking
that grace and forgiveness
are forgotten?
responsibility for our actions
goes against the grain.
Hosea 14:1 is clear, however, that the people of Israel
bear the blame for the destruction of their land. They must
repent of their years of spiritual adultery. The people—from
the monarchy, prophets, and priests to the common people—
are guilty of unfaithfulness to God. In a futuristic vision,
God calls Israel back to God’s self and to their land.
How might you and I be unfaithful to God? We don’t
have sufficient time or space to uncover all the ways we can
turn our backs on God in our world today. Listing types of
grievances or sins might make some of us feel bad, some not
so bad, and perhaps others relieved that I didn’t mention
their favorite vice.
But the truth is, if we are honest with ourselves, we must
admit that most of us have done many things from which we
need to repent. In the Old Testament world, once you had
broken the covenant, it was necessary to restore it. That is
one of the main purposes of Israel’s sacrificial system. The
book of Leviticus describes how one could bring a sacrifice
to the temple and have the priests offer it on the person’s
behalf.
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Today, we have the blood of Jesus, a one-time sacrifice for
all of our sinful ways. Yet even with the universal sacrifice of
Christ, we still have the obligation to confess our sins and
ask God to forgive us. We are responsible to turn away from
the sinful actions of our past.

What About Me?

• From what must I repent? Take a minute and consider ways
you may have been unfaithful to God in the past week. Does
anything come to mind? Perhaps you did not do things you
know you should have done. Or perhaps you did things you
knew were not right or pleasing before God. Either way, take
a moment and quietly ask God to forgive you and to restore
you as the person God has created you to be.
• Are the blessings Hosea describes material or figurative? Hosea
describes a time when Israel will once again become a
fragrant garden, with God casting a divine shadow over
God’s people. By their descriptive nature, the blessings
Hosea mentions are more figurative than material. It is,
however, entirely possible that these figurative blessings
could translate into tangible blessings that Israel will enjoy
in the future. Forgiveness and healing are in store for Israel.
In God’s future, they will flourish and be fruitful. Flourishing and fruitfulness can be measured in several different
ways. So the blessings described by Hosea in chapter 14 are
both material and figurative.
• What are the benefits of repentance today? When I was a
teenager in Oklahoma, I spent a number of summer days in
the hay fields. This was long before round hay bales became
widespread. In those days, we hauled the square bales in
pickups or on flatbed trucks. My cousin David ran his own
hay-hauling crew, complete with a pop-up loader that would
pick up the square bales and raise them up to the workers
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on the truck. My job was to walk alongside the truck and
heave the bale as hard as I could onto the truck for the
loader. Bales usually weighed between 60 and 90 pounds
each, but they could easily reach 100 pounds. At the end of
the day all of us were sweaty, dirty, and just overall yucky.
It felt wonderful to take a shower or a bath after a long day
of hauling hay. Better yet, a quick drive to the local lake or
river provided immediate relief. We were fresh and new once
again. It is possible to feel fresh and new in our spirits when
we turn from unfaithfulness before God and repent of our
sins. It is a great feeling and an opportunity to start again.
Resources
James Nogalski, The Book of the Twelve: Hosea–Jonah, Smyth & Helwys Bible Commentary (Macon GA:
Smyth & Helwys, 2011).
Douglas Stuart, Hosea–Jonah, Word Biblical Commentary (Waco TX: Word, 1987).
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Unit 4: Humor in the Bible
Laughter is good medicine. The saying is familiar because it’s true.
Laughter has physical benefits such as reducing stress, lowering blood
pressure, and helping us cope with pain, but humor also has spiritual
benefits. Laughter and humor are not just child’s play. They are valuable tools that can help us live as the joy-filled people of God we are
meant to be. The four lessons in this unit will help us see how lightheartedness and humor can be part of the life of faith.
Our first lesson in this unit, “A Cheerful Heart,” will study several
verses from Proverbs that speak about the benefits of cheerfulness, gladness, and joy. As followers of Christ, our lives should display evidence
of genuine joy rooted in our knowledge of God. This lesson will help us
discover how we can find and cultivate a true and abiding joy.
Joy and gladness are part of the Christian life, but does that mean
we should be happy all the time? Are joy and gladness ever inappropriate? How can we know? In lesson two, “Laughter and Sorrow,” our
study of Ecclesiastes 7 will help us explore the relationship between
sorrow and joy. We’ll discover that true joy doesn’t ignore the sorrows
of life. Instead, joy embraces sorrow’s power to point us to Christ, the
source of genuine joy.
A joy-filled life doesn’t mean that life is always easy, either. The
secret to joy is understanding that God is good even when life is hard.
Our third lesson, “Mourning into Joy,” will explore Psalms 30 and 126.
These two psalms describe God’s ability to turn our songs of mourning
into shouts of joy. This lesson will guide us to consider how we can
express joy as we celebrate God’s unchanging goodness.
God’s extravagant blessings are evidence of God’s goodness, and
it lifts our spirits when God blesses us. Our final lesson, “God Has
Brought Me Laughter,” will explore how Isaac’s miraculous birth lifted
Abraham and Sarah’s spirits, turning their doubt into delight. Our
study will help us discover how God’s blessings can encourage us and
invite us into a life of deeper faith.
Leigh Powers is an award-winning author and speaker, pastor’s wife, and mother of three
from the Houston area. She is a graduate of Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary and
Baylor University and the author of Renewed: A 40-Day Devotional for Healing from
Church Hurt and for Loving Well in Ministry. Leigh is a member of RiverPointe Baptist
Church, where her husband serves as pastor. You can connect with Leigh at her website,
www.leighpowers.com.
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A Cheerful Heart
Proverbs 15:13-15; 16:23-24; 17:22

Central Question

Where do I find joy in life?

Scripture

Proverbs 15:13-15; 16:23-24; 17:22
15:13 A glad heart makes a cheerful countenance, but by
sorrow of heart the spirit is broken. 14 The mind of one
who has understanding seeks knowledge, but the mouths of
fools feed on folly. 15 All the days of the poor are hard, but
a cheerful heart has a continual feast.
16:23 The mind of the wise makes their speech judicious, and
adds persuasiveness to their lips. 24 Pleasant words are like
a honeycomb, sweetness to the soul and health to the body.
17:22 A cheerful heart is a good medicine, but a downcast
spirit dries up the bones.

Reflecting

We walked in a single-file line along the narrow path as we
headed back to our campsite, tired from an afternoon of
splashing in the river. Crickets chirped. Shadows stretched
long as the sun slipped below the horizon.
Then we froze as the children spotted them: fireflies
dancing in the long grass. Raised in West Texas, our children
had never seen fireflies before, and they were mesmerized by
the silent display. That night we sat around our campfire as
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the children caught fireflies in their hands and a herd of deer
grazed in the distance. The quiet moment filled my heart
with joy.
The peaceful interlude with my family was a joyful
experience that I sorely needed. We were in the middle of
a stressful season, and I’d spent more nights than I could
count staring awake at the ceiling, too worried to sleep. Joy
had felt hard to come by in those weeks.
But God used the moment to remind me that joy is found
in the presence of the Lord. Joy isn’t the absence of stress or
sorrow. Joy is the delight we feel in God’s presence.
Perhaps you have also experienced—or are experiencing—
a season in life when joy seems hard to find. Some of us
might be weighed down by personal struggles such as family
pressures, financial stress, or chronic illness. Others feel
the constant drain of stress from a world that seems to be
turned upside-down.
As believers in Christ, though, we are called to live with
an attitude of joy. How can we find joy in an uncertain
world? When life is hard, how can we make room for gladness? Several verses in Proverbs explore the benefits of a
cheerful heart. When we have a relationship with God, we
can experience unending joy.

Studying

Laughter’s medical benefits are well documented. Laughter
boosts our immune systems, helping our bodies speed the
production of new immune cells and improving our ability
to fight disease. Laughter also lowers the amount of stress
hormones in our bodies, boosts our creativity, and helps us
cope with anxiety and depression. (Doskoch)
These findings would have been no surprise to the
authors of Proverbs. Over 2,000 years ago, the writers who
compiled this book of biblical wisdom already knew that
gladness is good for us: “A cheerful heart is good medicine,
but a downcast spirit dries up the bones” (Prov 17:22).
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Perhaps you have experienced the truth of this verse.
Stress, anxiety, and sadness all have physical symptoms.
When we are stressed, we may lose our appetites or resort to
binge eating as a way of coping with pressure. We may feel
tired but be unable to sleep. Headaches, heartburn, and
even health concerns like high blood pressure, diabetes, and
irritable bowel syndrome can all be linked to chronic stress.
It’s easy for most of us to identify the causes of stress,
but it’s harder to cope with them. We know that a cheerful
heart is good for us, but where can we find a source of joy
strong enough to withstand the pressures of our lives?
Proverbs helps us understand that our knowledge of God is
our source of true joy.
Proverbs 15:14 says, “The mind of one who has
understanding seeks knowledge, but the mouths of fools
feed on folly.” At first glance, this verse might not seem to
have anything to do with joy, but a closer look shows that
it’s bracketed by two verses about joy and gladness. Proverbs
15:13 tells us that joy is evident on our faces. Proverbs 15:15
speaks about joy’s power to overcome the hardships in life.
Proverbs 15:14 is the hinge that connects these two words of
wisdom and makes both possible. In Proverbs, knowledge
typically refers to knowledge of God. That is the fountain
from which true joy flows.
In other words, joy comes from a source outside
ourselves. Think about a sponge. You soak it, and then when
you squeeze it, whatever you’ve been soaking it in comes out.
If you’ve soaked the sponge in water, water comes out. If
you’ve soaked it in grape juice, grape juice comes out. What
you get when the sponge is squeezed depends on what the
sponge has been soaking in.
It can be the same for us. The pressures of life reveal
what we’ve been soaking in. If we want joy to be evident
in our lives, we need to soak in the true source of joy: our
relationship with God.
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In his autobiography, Surprised by Joy, theologian and
Chronicles of Narnia author C. S. Lewis described his life as
a search for joy. Yet Lewis also wrote that after he came to
Christ, his search for joy ended. Joy, Lewis concluded, always
remains. Joy is a signpost that points us to God and the
delight we find in God’s presence. When we know God, we
experience joy that transcends circumstances.
Our world offers many substitutes for joy. Distraction,
entertainment, self-indulgence, and achievement all seem
like alternatives to real joy. While they may offer momentary
solutions, none of them can stand up to the pressures of
life. Relying on inferior substitutes to feed our joy is an
act of folly. Only our relationship with
God can give us what we need to overWhat are
come the struggles of life and maintain
you tempted
to substitute
our joy.
for joy? Why?
A joyful life does not mean an easy
life, however. In full, Proverbs 15:15
says, “All the days of the poor are hard, but a cheerful heart
has a continual feast.” Paul expressed a similar sentiment as
he wrote from prison to the church at Philippi:
I know what it is to have little, and I know what it is to
have plenty. In any and all circumstances I have learned
the secret of being well-fed and of going hungry, of having
plenty and of being in need. I can do all things through
him who strengthens me. (Phil 4:12-13)

Both Paul and the author of Proverbs knew the secret
of a joy that transcends our circumstances. Following God
doesn’t mean that our lives will be free from problems. In
Scripture, people who know
God grapple with struggles
How have you been aware
such as infertility, illness,
of God’s presence during
unjust imprisonment, war,
the hard times of life?
drought, famine, and
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persecution. Yet they all discover that God is greater than
our problems. God’s power doesn’t always rescue us from
hard times, but God’s presence gives us joy that helps us
endure and overcome. Joy is not the absence of struggle. Joy
is delight in the presence of God.
Our final passage for this week helps us understand the
importance of our words and thoughts in cultivating joy.
The biblical writer states, “The mind of the wise makes
their speech judicious, and adds persuasiveness to their lips.
Pleasant words are like a honeycomb, sweetness to the soul
and health to the body” (16:23-24).
Our words reflect our thoughts, but our words can also
influence our thoughts. Complaining and negativity are
contagious: the more we complain, the more we find to
complain about. By dwelling on the negative, we can become
prone to negativity.
But the opposite is also true. By dwelling on the positive
and deliberately searching for where God is at work in the
most difficult circumstances, we can train ourselves to recognize and experience joy. Speaking kindly and positively
instead of giving in to griping and
complaining can help us cultivate
What attitudes do
an environment where joy can
your words cultivate?
Does your speech
thrive.
create
an atmosphere of
Joy is not blindness to the
complaining
or of joy?
problems and difficulties of life.
Rather, joy is delighting in God’s
power to help us overcome them. By growing in our knowledge of God and celebrating God’s work in our lives, we can
experience a lasting and transforming joy.

Understanding

When my husband and I moved to our new home, we
were excited to live in an area where blueberries grow. One
of our first purchases included two blueberry bushes for
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the backyard. Despite our best efforts, though, the bushes
struggled to grow and eventually died. Soil tests identified
one possible reason. We had assumed our soil was acidic,
but it was actually alkaline—not what acid-loving blueberry
bushes need to thrive. We could have blueberries, but first
we had to cultivate the soil. Like our blueberry bushes, joy
needs an environment that encourages it to grow.
The focal passages for this lesson help us understand two
actions we can take to cultivate joy. One way we can create an
environment where joy thrives is by growing in our knowledge of and relationship with God. We can do this through
the disciplines of the faith: investing ourselves in prayer,
worship, Bible study, service, and fellowship with the people
of God. As we grow in our understanding of God’s character, work,
“Satisfy us in
and ways, we are better equipped to
the morning with
understand how God is at work in
your steadfast
love,
so
that we may
our lives even in difficult circumrejoice and be glad all
stances. Recognizing where God is at
our days.” (Ps 90:14)
work helps us delight in the joy of
God’s constant presence.
Second, our words and thoughts also play an important
role in cultivating joy. As we recognize God’s work in our
lives, celebrating what God has done should be a natural
response. When we choose to celebrate God’s presence rather
than complain about God’s absence, we create an environment where joy thrives. Wise people control their words and
thoughts in order to create an atmosphere that encourages
joy. Learning to delight in God and celebrate God’s work in
our lives gives us a joy that transcends our circumstances.

What About Me?

• I can experience the benefits and blessings of a life that is filled
with joy. Joy is good for me. In a world filled with struggle
and sorrow, I can stand out as a person who experiences and
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displays joy. True joy does not, however, imply a problemfree life. Rather, it is a life filled with God’s presence and
power even amid hardships. By focusing on God’s presence
and activity, I can experience joy that transcends my circumstances and reap the benefits of a joy-filled life. My delight in
God’s presence in my life results in joy that people around
me can see.
• I can experience joy by growing in my relationship with God.
Knowledge of God and experience of God are the true
sources of joy. I can cultivate joy by rejecting inferior
substitutes. I can learn more about God’s character and
ways by investing myself in the study of God’s word, by
developing a habit of prayer, by celebrating God in worship,
by sharing God’s love with others through service, and by
enjoying fellowship with God’s people. As I grow in my
knowledge of God, I can better understand where God is at
work in my life. In turn, this growth in grace will help me
experience true and lasting joy.
• I can cultivate joy by using my words and thoughts to celebrate
God. My words and thoughts help me cultivate an environment where joy can thrive. By speaking positive, life-giving
words, I can create an atmosphere around me that is conducive to joy. Celebrating God’s presence in my life helps me
express joy and makes me better able to recognize other
places where God is at work. When I speak words that are
filled with joy, I help joy flourish within me and point others
to God as their true source of joy.
Resources
Peter Doskoch, “Happily Ever Laughter,” Psychology Today 29/4 (July/August 1996): 32. Health Source
Consumer Edition, accession number 9607031261.
Milton P. Horne, Proverbs–Ecclesiastes, Smyth & Helwys Bible Commentary (Macon GA: Smyth & Helwys,
2003).
C. S. Lewis, Surprised by Joy: The Shape of My Early Life (New York: Harcourt Brace, 1955).
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Laughter and
Sorrow
Ecclesiastes 7:1-6

Central Questions

When is it right to be glad? When is gladness inappropriate?

Scripture

Ecclesiastes 7:1-6
1 A good name is better than precious ointment, and the
day of death, than the day of birth. 2 It is better to go to
the house of mourning than to go to the house of feasting;
for this is the end of everyone, and the living will lay it to
heart. 3 Sorrow is better than laughter, for by sadness of
countenance the heart is made glad. 4 The heart of the wise
is in the house of mourning; but the heart of fools is in the
house of mirth. 5 It is better to hear the rebuke of the wise
than to hear the song of fools. 6 For like the crackling of
thorns under a pot, so is the laughter of fools; this also is
vanity.

Reflecting

Ed’s memorial service was a contrast between joy and
sorrow. Grief hung heavy in the faces of his family and
friends. Ed was a good man who touched many lives, and
those who loved him felt the loss of his larger-than-life
personality.
Though we mourned his passing, Ed’s funeral was also
an occasion for joy. We sang some of his favorite hymns.
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We laughed at familiar stories. And we smiled when the
preacher recounted that Ed’s last prayer before he passed
away was a plea that a friend of his would come to know
Christ. An evangelist at heart, Ed preached the gospel until
the very end. We mourned Ed’s loss with sorrow. At the same
time, we celebrated his life with joy.
We’re accustomed to thinking of sorrow as something to
avoid. We don’t like experiences that bring us down; we like
experiences that are happy and fun. Yet people of wisdom
and faith need to
embrace both the
joys and the sorrows
of life.
Christians
are meant to be
joyful people, but
joy doesn’t mean
turning a blind eye
to life’s struggles,
hardships, and
losses. Joy is not ignoring sorrow. On the contrary, joy
celebrates God’s presence in the midst of sorrow.
We sometimes face struggles and seasons of life when
gladness seems out of place. Is there ever a time when people
of faith should not rejoice? When is it right to be glad?
When—if ever—is gladness inappropriate?
The writer of Ecclesiastes faced these questions as he
wrote about his search to find meaning in life. Although
this biblical book often has a skeptical and jaded tone,
Ecclesiastes shows us how sadness can point us to God and
pave the way for true joy. In today’s lesson, we will explore
the relationship between joy and sadness, laughter and
sorrow.
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Ecclesiastes is part of the Bible’s wisdom literature. The
book is a collection of the wise sayings of “the Teacher,”
who is identified as King Solomon (1:1). Even so, the book’s
theology, language, and grammar suggest that it was written
much later than the time of Solomon. Why did the writer
identify himself with King Solomon? It may be because
Solomon’s life was a model for Israel of the limitations of
wealth, pleasure, influence, and accomplishment. If this is
the reason, the writer is emphasizing the importance of a
relationship with God.
Ecclesiastes describes
The phrase “vanity of vanities” [in
the Teacher’s search
Eccl 1:2] utilizes a conventional
for meaning in life. In
Hebrew superlative: a singular
the opening chapters,
noun in construct relationship with the
plural of the same noun…. If we grant
we see how he searched
that all is really in vain, then the logical
for meaning first in
question is whether anything—work,
wisdom and then in
pleasure, wisdom, and reflection, even
pleasure, power, and
religion—is profitable. Indeed v. 3, a
self-indulgence. In the
rhetorical question, functions as a
response to the assertion of v. 2. What
end, though, he found
a contrast this offers to the traditional
that all these things are
proverbial view on life’s outcomes.
futile and meaningless.
Traditionally, diligent work, thoughtful
By contrast, true
speech, and deliberate action lead to the
meaning in life comes
good life. The assertion the sage is
offering here questions what profit there
only from pleasing God.
can be in view of life’s absurdities.
In today’s passage, the
(Horne, 383)
Teacher contemplates
death and sorrow and
concludes that “sorrow is better than laughter” (11:3) and
that the day of one’s death is better than the day of birth. Is
this another example of the Teacher’s jaded cynicism, or is it
true that sorrow can be better than gladness?
The contrast in this passage is between mirth and true
joy. Mirth is empty or foolish laughter that ignores and
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mocks the problems of life. Joy, however, reminds us of
God’s presence and power as a way to cope with our problems. Godly joy and gladness take into account the reality
of suffering but choose to celebrate God’s goodness anyway.
Sorrow and grief have value because they point us to God,
our source of true joy.
One of the ways sorrow points us to joy is by reminding
us that life is short. Our family took a trip last summer to
Arizona’s Painted Desert. We walked through rock formations streaked with shades of red, blue, and gray. It was
utterly silent on the desert floor.
As we walked, I studied the layers in the rock and thought
about the millions of years those layers represented. It
made me wonder how long my life would be if I measured
it against the sunset-colored layers of stone. A verse from
Psalms came to mind: “So teach us to count our days that we
may gain a wise heart” (90:12).
That reminder to count our days is a sentiment that
is similar to what the Teacher expresses in Ecclesiastes 7.
We must remember that we’re not immortal or invincible.
Unless Jesus returns first, one day we will all pass through
the doors of death and enter eternity. This knowledge that
death is certain should motivate us to live well.
The Teacher says, “A good name is better than precious
ointment” (Eccl 7:1). In the Old Testament world, ointments and perfumed oils were luxuries. They were used for
purposes like anointing the heads of guests at a banquet.
Here, “precious ointment” represents the pleasures and
luxuries of life. Though the pleasures of life are enjoyable,
they can also make us complacent. When death comes, life’s
luxuries will not follow us beyond the grave. Only a “good
name”—the results of a life lived well—will linger. A good
name and reputation that outlives us is better than the luxuries of life. We can view the inevitability of death as a good
thing when it reminds us to live well.
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The Teacher expresses a similar thought in the next verse.
“Sorrow is better than laughter,” he writes, “for by sadness
of countenance the heart is made glad” (v. 3). At first, this
verse may seem contradictory. How can sadness make us
glad? It helps to understand that the Hebrew word we translate as “glad” can also mean “to do well, to make right and
to amend one’s ways.” Sadness can be better than laughter
when it prompts us to change.
Think about times when you have made changes in
your life. Perhaps you took steps to overcome an addiction,
reconcile a strained relationship, make a career shift, or be
proactive about improving your health. What prompted you
to make that change? Were you under some kind of stress?
Few of us make major changes
when everything is going well.
When have you made
Often some form of sorrow and
major changes in your
life? What prompted
suffering motivates us to make
you
to
make those changes?
changes. If everything is going
well, why bother? Sadness can
make us glad when we allow it to drive us toward God,
nudging us to repent of our sins and realign ourselves with
God’s purposes.
If there is a positive side to sadness, can gladness ever
be inappropriate? The last three verses of our passage help
us answer this question. The Teacher begins by comparing
the hearts of wise and foolish people. Men and women of
wisdom let their hearts dwell in the “house of mourning,”
while foolish people set their hearts “in the house of mirth”
(v. 4).
Having a heart set on mirth describes a person who lives
for the amusement of the moment, spending life in pursuit
of one foolish distraction after another. In contrast, the wise
embrace the power of mourning to motivate righteous living
and encourage us to repent from sin.
Although mourning has great power to direct us to God
and motivate us to live well, foolish laughter offers nothing
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of eternal value. Fools mock correction and the idea of
making restitution for their sins. Foolish laughter relies on
profanity and innuendo as sources of humor. It tears others
down and celebrates their mistakes.
By contrast, wisdom and joy do not mock others or
delight in their failures. The “rebuke of the wise” is better
than the “song of fools” because wise and loving correction
directs us back to God, our source of true joy (v. 5).
The final image of our passage describes the danger of
foolish laughter, comparing the laughter of fools to thorns
crackling under a pot (v. 6).
Thorns make a lot of noise
That the crowd always
when burned, but the fire
likes a holiday is a common
doesn’t last. In the same way,
saying, but when the whole
foolish laughter is nothing
year becomes one long holiday,
more than empty noise. It
and nobody has time for attending
to his business, and pleasure
may entertain us for the
becomes compulsory, then it is a
moment, but it offers nothing
different matter.
of eternal value.
—Robert Graves
Joy should be a defining
characteristic of the Christian life, but not all forms of gladness are appropriate for
believers. Gladness is inappropriate when it distracts us
from God, encourages us to live for the pleasures of the
moment, mocks others, and ignores the sufferings and
sorrows of life.
Wise people reject cheap imitations of gladness in favor
of the deeper and better joy found in the presence of God.
Joy is always appropriate when it points us to Christ.

Understanding

A friend of ours has a ministry to teenage boys. One of the
key lessons he tries to teach them through their activities
and retreats is this: You are going to die.
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Our friend explains that teenagers often believe they are
invincible and live as if they are immortal. Instilling in these
young men an awareness that life is short helps motivate
them to live well.
We also need this awareness that life is short—too short
to waste on foolish laughter. Our world is full of foolish
laughter. Much of the humor that characterizes sitcoms and
late-night talk shows is the type of mocking laughter and
empty mirth Ecclesiastes warns us about. We live in a world
full of sources of distraction and entertainment, and we
often carry them with us in our smartphones. As people of
God, we must resist substituting empty and foolish imitations of gladness for the reality of true joy.
Foolish laughter points us away from God and distracts
us from making necessary changes to our lives. Instead of
driving us to God in repentance and helping us cultivate an
awareness of eternity, foolish laughter and other imitations
of gladness encourage us to live for the pleasure of today.
By contrast, godly sorrow and the awareness of our
mortality encourage us to set our hearts right before the
Lord. We don’t need false imitations of joy that convince
us all is well and make us ignore life’s struggles. Instead,
we should embrace sadness and mourning as teachers that
redirect our attention to God. When we focus our attention
on Christ and our eternity with God, we discover true and
lasting joy.

What About Me?

• I can let the knowledge that life is short motivate me to live well.
No one can avoid the reality of death. We don’t know the
day or the hour, but we all know that one day our lives will
come to an end. This fact should not drive us to despair,
however. For believers, physical death is merely the doorway
into eternity. Even so, the awareness that life is short can
motivate us to live this life well. Our time is limited, so we
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should live each day to the fullest in order to make a difference for eternity. By loving God and others, we can create a
legacy that is greater than any luxuries of life we might enjoy
here and now. Death is coming, but we can choose to live in
light of eternity.
• I can let sorrow prompt me to change. Sorrow is uncomfortable.
In fact, most of us instinctively go out of our way to avoid
sorrow and suffering. And yet sorrow is part of life, something we can’t ignore or wish away. Sorrow can also make us
glad when we let it motivate us to move toward God. Take
time this week to be attentive to sorrow in your life. Ask
God to illuminate the causes of sorrow and how you should
respond. Sorrow can stir us to reorient ourselves toward
God and make changes that result in joy.
• I can refuse foolish laughter and pursue true joy. We live in a
world that offers a buffet of foolish laughter for our entertainment and enjoyment. But we can refuse to participate in
these imitations of true joy that delight in vulgarity, coarseness, belittling others, and mocking what is good and right.
Instead, we can delight in what is good, pure, and pleasing
to God. By focusing our minds on what is good, we can
position ourselves to experience true joy.
Resources
W. H. Bellinger Jr., The Testimony of Poets and Sages: The Psalms and Wisdom Literature, All the Bible (Macon
GA: Smyth & Helwys, 1998).
Milton P. Horne, Proverbs–Ecclesiastes, Smyth & Helwys Bible Commentary (Macon GA: Smyth & Helwys,
2003).
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Mourning into Joy
Psalms 30; 126

Central Question

How can I celebrate God’s goodness?

Scripture

Psalm 30
30:1 I will extol you, O LORD, for you have drawn me up,
and did not let my foes rejoice over me. 2 O LORD my God,
I cried to you for help, and you have healed me. 3 O LORD,
you brought up my soul from Sheol, restored me to life from
among those gone down to the Pit. 4 Sing praises to the
LORD, O you his faithful ones, and give thanks to his holy
name. 5 For his anger is but for a moment; his favor is for
a lifetime. Weeping may linger for the night, but joy comes
with the morning. 6 As for me, I said in my prosperity,
“I shall never be moved.” 7 By your favor, O LORD, you had
established me as a strong mountain; you hid your face; I
was dismayed. 8 To you, O LORD, I cried, and to the LORD
I made supplication: 9 “What profit is there in my death, if
I go down to the Pit? Will the dust praise you? Will it tell of
your faithfulness? 10 Hear, O LORD, and be gracious to me!
O LORD, be my helper!” 11 You have turned my mourning
into dancing; you have taken off my sackcloth and clothed me
with joy, 12 so that my soul may praise you and not be silent.
O LORD my God, I will give thanks to you forever.
Psalm 126
126:1 When the LORD restored the fortunes of Zion, we were
like those who dream. 2 Then our mouth was filled with
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laughter, and our tongue with shouts of joy; then it was said
among the nations, “The LORD has done great things for
them.” 3 The LORD has done great things for us, and we
rejoiced. 4 Restore our fortunes, O LORD, like the watercourses in the Negeb. 5 May those who sow in tears reap
with shouts of joy. 6 Those who go out weeping, bearing the
seed for sowing, shall come home with shouts of joy, carrying
their sheaves.

Reflecting

The church was a beehive of activity the morning before the
wedding. The florist carried in arrangements that dripped
with color while friends and family members hung bows on
the pews. The intricately iced cake sat at the center of the
fellowship hall, and another group of volunteers set out
wedding favors and centerpieces on the tables.
As the hour drew near, guests took their seats in the
sanctuary. The pianist began to play a familiar tune. Everything was ready for the bride to walk down the aisle. The
wedding day was here, and it was time to celebrate.
Occasions like birthdays, graduations, weddings, and
the births of babies are all reasons to celebrate. When we
celebrate, we pause our normal activities to enjoy something
good, something out of the ordinary. We smile and laugh;
we dance and sing. We congratulate one another and share
in each other’s joy.
The blessings of our lives encourage us to celebrate. As
people of faith, when God blesses us it is natural to praise
God and tell others about what the Lord has done.
It’s easy to rejoice when things are going well. The good
things that happen to us remind us of God’s faithfulness
and grace. They prompt us to celebrate God’s work in our
lives.
Yet even when life is hard, God is still good. Can we
celebrate God’s goodness in and out of season, in both the
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joys and the struggles of life? Today’s lesson guides us to
consider the delightful reversals that happen when God
turns our mourning into dancing and our sadness into
shouts of joy.
God is always good, and it is always a good time to
celebrate the good things God has done. Let us consider
how we can best celebrate the Lord and invite others to join
us in our songs of praise.

Studying

Psalm 30 begins with an exuberant declaration of praise: “I
will extol you, O LORD, for you have drawn me up and did
not let my foes rejoice over me” (v. 1). Extol is not a word
most of us use in our everyday vocabulary. It is translated
from a Hebrew root meaning “to lift high.”
What does it mean for us to extol the Lord, to lift our
praises high? Lifting things up is often part of our celebrations. After a team wins the championship and the
announcer hands a trophy to the game’s Most Valuable
Player, the trophy is lifted up high so everyone can see it.
Similarly, we stand to applaud an outstanding performance
and lift our hands to clap along at concerts or games.
Whether it’s a stage, a throne, or the Olympic podium, we
often think of upward movement as an indication of importance, honor, and achievement. We lift up what we want to
honor.
One way we celebrate God’s goodness, therefore, is by
“extoling” God: lifting God high. Of course, God is not a
trophy we can put on the shelf, but we can elevate God by
making the blessings we’ve been given visible to others. We
extol and elevate God when we give God the credit for the
good things we have experienced. In this way, others can see
and appreciate what God has done.
The psalmist goes on to praise God for the delightful
reversal God has brought into his life. “O LORD my God,” he
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sings, “I cried to you
Lord, I will praise Thy name,
for help, and you have
For Thou hast set me free,
healed me. O LORD,
Nor suffered foes to claim
you brought up my
A triumph over me;
soul from Sheol,
O Lord, my God, to Thee I cried
And Thou hast health and strength supplied,
restored me to life
And Thou hast health and strength supplied.
from among those
—The Psalter (United Presbyterian Board of
gone down to the Pit”
Publication, 1912)
(vv. 2-3). In Hebrew
thought, Sheol, sometimes translated “the Pit,” was the place of the dead.
Throughout much of the Old Testament period, people
believed that everyone, both good and bad, went to Sheol
when they died. It was like a ravenous pit that swallowed
everyone. And yet passages like Psalm 30 describe God’s
power to rescue people from Sheol and the power of death.
The psalmist had experienced a crisis so severe that it
felt like a death, but in the end God restored him to life.
God turned his mourning into dancing and removed his
sackcloth—the attire of mourning—to clothe him in joy.
Because of his joy at what God had done, the psalmist
couldn’t be silent.
Have you ever experienced God’s power to turn mourning
into joy? Death comes to us in different forms. Sometimes
we grieve the actual loss of a loved one, but other experiences can make us feel like we are sinking down to the grave.
Financial stress and the loss of a job can cause us to mourn.
Health crises, chronic illness, struggles with depression
or other forms of mental illness, and the pain of broken
relationships can all feel like the force of death. Like the
psalmist, we often call out to God for
help when we experience loss and
How have you
sorrow.
experienced
And God is faithful to answer.
God’s power to
We can’t escape death’s power, but in
turn mourning into joy?
the kingdom of God death gives way
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to resurrection. The psalmist cried out to God and experienced deliverance. Like the psalmist, we can experience
resurrection power when we cry out to God for help. When
God intervenes to rescue us from the forces of death, it is
only right that we celebrate.
We can celebrate God’s goodness as individuals, but we
should also celebrate together with God’s people. Psalm 30 is
the song of an individual person. Psalm 126, however, is a
song of the community. It is part of a collection known as
the Songs of Ascent, a group of psalms pilgrims sang as they
journeyed toward Jerusalem.
Psalm 126 also celebrates the
Psalms 120–134 are
known as the Songs of
return from exile. The people of
Ascent. They were
Judah had been in exile in Babysung by pilgrims on the way
lonia for seventy years, but God
to Jerusalem. Jerusalem was
“restored the fortunes of Zion”
surrounded by mountains, so
(v. 1) so that they could return
traveling to the city for one of
the three major pilgrim feasts
home. Psalm 126 is a song the
involved a lot of walking
people sang together to celebrate
uphill. Tradition tells us that
what God had done. When God
as they climbed, worshipers
acts on our behalf to restore and
sang these songs celebrating
redeem, we should also invite
God’s providence, protection,
and blessing.
God’s people to join in our song
of praise.
Joyfully and enthusiastically celebrating what God
has done lifts God up and invites others to worship God.
Psalm 126 describes how, when the people returned from
exile, the nations recognized that God was at work: “Then
it was said among the nations, ‘The LORD has done great
things for them’” (v. 2).
Celebrating God’s goodness is not only for our benefit; it
also directs other people’s attention to God. Even those who
don’t know God can see the evidence of God’s work in our
lives and be moved to praise. Celebrating God’s goodness
can be one of the best ways for us to spread the good news
of God’s gift to us in Jesus Christ.
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What do these two psalms say about how to celebrate?
Both Psalm 30 and Psalm 126 describe celebration as energetic and boisterous. In Psalm 30, the psalmist mentions
dancing and says that he can’t be silent. In Psalm 126, the
psalmist says the people are laughing and shouting with joy.
What about us? Are we willing to praise God so publicly
and enthusiastically? It’s natural to talk about the good
things that have happened to us. Grandparents delight in
showing off pictures of their grandchildren. Sports fans
proudly wear the gear of their favorite teams. When we get a
promotion, earn an award, or achieve our goals, we proudly
tell others. Do we have the same enthusiasm for telling
others how God has been at work on our behalf ?
Can we say with the psalmist that we can’t be silent
because of what God has done? When God blesses us, let us
boldly and enthusiastically tell others about what the Lord
has done. God’s goodness is reason to celebrate.

Understanding

Celebration is a common part of life. When good things
happen, we want to celebrate them with the people we
love. Celebrating God’s work acknowledges God as the
ultimate source of all our blessings and encourages others
to celebrate God’s goodness and grace.
Celebration should be our natural response to what God
has done for us. And extolling God’s goodness isn’t something that we can do silently. We celebrate other good things
enthusiastically, boldly, and publicly. The same should be
true for our praises of God’s goodness. Our celebrations of
what God has done should involve others and invite them to
join in our songs of praise. Celebrating God’s goodness gives
evidence of God’s character to those who don’t know God.
Our celebrations of God’s blessings help others recognize
the goodness and grace that God has showed us in sending
Jesus.
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As we celebrate God’s goodness,
Participants in the
we should also celebrate when God
community of faith
intervenes to rescue us from the
have learned to
forces of death, destruction, and
praise God anew, not just
despair. Yet sometimes this can be
in times of God’s presence
but in those times when,
challenging because celebrating
to use an expression that
God’s rescue requires us to admit
frequently occurs in the
that we were struggling in the first
psalms, “The face of God”
place. Being vulnerable about our
is hidden (Ps. 10:11; 13:1;
struggles can be hard, but admit30:7; etc.). (Anderson, 13)
ting our weaknesses lets us boast
about God’s strength. God still
works in countless ways to bring about glorious reversals,
bringing us from captivity into freedom and from mourning
into songs of praise.
This saving work points ultimately to Christ’s own
resurrection power. It is our privilege to celebrate such
mighty acts of God. God is always at work to rescue, redeem,
and restore us, and there is always something for us to
celebrate.

What About Me?

• I can celebrate God’s goodness. Extolling God’s name should
be a natural response to God’s work in our lives. God’s goodness is unchanging. Even in our darkest moments, God is
good and is working on our behalf. We can praise God for
God’s work and celebrate the many blessings God gives. By
doing so, we can make God’s glory and character visible to
those who do not know God. Celebrating God’s goodness is
one way we can share the good news of Jesus Christ.
• When I am weak, I can boast in God’s strength. We all face times
that drive us to despair—times when it feels as if the forces of
death and destruction may win the day. Yet when we cry out
to God for help, God is faithful to answer and to save. When
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we are weak, we can boast in God’s strength and celebrate
God’s deliverance. God is at work to rescue, redeem, and
restore us. During times of struggle, we can remember who
God is and what God has done for us as we anticipate the
glorious reversal God intends to bring, turning mourning
into songs of praise. Celebrating God’s redemptive work
exalts God’s glory and strength and invites others to praise
God’s name.
• I can celebrate together with God’s people. Celebrating God’s
goodness is an act of community. While we can and should
celebrate what God has done for us personally, we must also
celebrate what God has done for us as a community. Therefore, we must invite others to join in celebrating what God
has done. We can also join others in celebrating what God
has done for them. We can celebrate God enthusiastically
and boldly as we delight in God’s redemptive work on our
behalf.
Resource
Bernhard W. Anderson, Out of the Depths: The Psalms Speak for Us Today, rev. ed. (Philadelphia:
Westminster, 1983).
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God Has Brought
Me Laughter
Genesis 17:15-17; 18:9-15; 21:1-8

Central Question

When have God’s blessings lifted my spirits?

Scripture

Genesis 17:15-17
15 God said to Abraham, “As for Sarai your wife, you shall
not call her Sarai, but Sarah shall be her name. 16 I will bless
her, and moreover I will give you a son by her. I will bless her,
and she shall give rise to nations; kings of peoples shall come
from her.” 17 Then Abraham fell on his face and laughed,
and said to himself, “Can a child be born to a man who is a
hundred years old? Can Sarah, who is ninety years old, bear
a child?”
Genesis 18:9-15
9 They said to him, “Where is your wife Sarah?” And he said,
“There, in the tent.” 10 Then one said, “I will surely return to
you in due season, and your wife Sarah shall have a son.” And
Sarah was listening at the tent entrance behind him. 11 Now
Abraham and Sarah were old, advanced in age; it had ceased
to be with Sarah after the manner of women. 12 So Sarah
laughed to herself, saying, “After I have grown old, and my
husband is old, shall I have pleasure?” 13 The LORD said to
Abraham, “Why did Sarah laugh, and say, ‘Shall I indeed bear
a child, now that I am old?’ 14 Is anything too wonderful for
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the LORD? At the set time I will return to you, in due season,
and Sarah shall have a son.” 15 But Sarah denied, saying, “I
did not laugh”; for she was afraid. He said, “Oh yes, you did
laugh.”
Genesis 21:1-8
1 The LORD dealt with Sarah as he had said, and the LORD did
for Sarah as he had promised. 2 Sarah conceived and bore
Abraham a son in his old age, at the time of which God had
spoken to him. 3 Abraham gave the name Isaac to his son
whom Sarah bore him. 4 And Abraham circumcised his son
Isaac when he was eight days old, as God had commanded
him. 5 Abraham was a hundred years old when his son Isaac
was born to him. 6 Now Sarah said, “God has brought laughter for me; everyone who hears will laugh with me.” 7 And
she said, “Who would ever have said to Abraham that Sarah
would nurse children? Yet I have borne him a son in his old
age.” 8 The child grew, and was weaned; and Abraham made
a great feast on the day that Isaac was weaned.

Reflecting

Our friend group gets together one Friday night a month.
Some hosts go all out, making fancy appetizers and desserts,
while others pick up pizza at the drive-through. Some come
straight from work in their power suits and heels; some
come in the mom uniform of leggings, baggy t-shirts, and
ragged sneakers they’ve worn to chase toddlers all day.
Whatever our activities and conversation topics,
one thing is always the same: we laugh. No matter how
exhausted I am when I walk in the door, I always feel better
when I leave. Laughing together with my friends encourages
and renews me.
Laughter is good medicine. It increases our blood flow,
improving cardiovascular health and reducing our risk of
heart disease. It even burns calories. Fifteen minutes of
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laughter burn roughly the same number of calories found in
two Hershey’s Kisses. Laughter also encourages our brains
to make new connections and helps us block pain (Wair).
Laughter is good for us.
We may laugh at many things. We may find humor in a
friend’s funny joke, a child’s silliness, or a ridiculous circumstance. Yet God’s surprising work can also provoke laughter.
We may laugh in disbelief when
God’s promises seem imposAnd now, your relative
sible, or we can laugh in delight
Elizabeth in her old age
when we see that all things are
has also conceived a son;
and this is the sixth month for
truly possible with God.
her who was said to be barren.
In this week’s lesson we’ll
For nothing will be impossible
explore how Abraham and
with God. (Lk 1:36-37)
Sarah responded to God’s
work with laughter and how
God turned their doubt into delight. Like Abraham and
Sarah, we may face circumstances when God’s promises
seem impossible, even laughable. Yet even in times of doubt,
God’s wonderful blessings can lift our spirits. As we study
this passage, let’s consider when—if ever—laughter is the
fitting response to God’s work.

Studying

When God first spoke to Abraham, he was seventy-five years
old and childless. God told Abraham—then called Abram—
to leave his father’s house and go to the land God would
show him. God promised to make him into a “great nation”
and that “in you all the families of the earth will be blessed”
(Gen 12:2-3).
Abram obeyed and journeyed to the land of Canaan.
God made a covenant with Abram and promised him a son.
Yet years passed, and Sarai, Abram’s wife, never conceived.
Finally, when Abram was ninety-nine years old, God came to
Abram again. God changed Abram’s name to Abraham and
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Sarai’s name to Sarah. The Lord renewed the covenant and
promised again that Sarah would have a son.
At this startling news, “Abraham fell on his face and
laughed and said to himself, ‘Can a child be born to a man
who is a hundred years old? Can Sarah, who is ninety years
old, bear a child?’” (17:17). We can’t blame him. Who would
believe that a hundred-year-old man and ninety-year-old
woman would become parents?
Almost twenty-five years had passed
When have
since God first promised Abraham
God’s promises
that he would become “a great
ever seemed
laughably improbable
nation.” For God to renew the
to you?
promise now seems laughable.
Sarah had a similar reaction
when the word of God came to her. One day, as Abraham
rested by his tent in the heat of the day, he saw three men
approaching. Somehow, he seemed to recognize them as
divine messengers. He treated them with honor, quickly
urging Sarah to prepare them a feast. He stood nearby as the
men ate, ready to see to their needs.
One of the men asked about Sarah, and Abraham replied
that she was in the tent. Then the man told Abraham that
he would come see him again, and before he returned Sarah
would have a son. Listening from the tent flap, “Sarah
laughed to herself, saying ‘After I have grown old and my
husband is old, shall I have pleasure?’” (18:13). She was
old—well past menopause (v. 11). It was impossible for her to
have a child, wasn’t it? She laughed at the sheer impossibility
of it.
What Sarah didn’t understand was that God specializes
in the impossible. And God was the power behind Isaac’s
miraculous birth. Abraham is the forefather of the nation
of Israel and all who come to know God by faith. The
fulfillment of God’s promise comes in such a way that it
demonstrates to everyone that it is something God has done.
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God called out Sarah’s disbelief, asking, “Why did
Sarah laugh? … Is anything too wonderful for the LORD?”
(vv. 13-14). Hearing this, Sarah was afraid and denied that
she had laughed. Perhaps before this, Sarah hadn’t realized
that God was among Abraham’s visitors and felt alarmed
that this man knew her inner thoughts. Yet God did not
shame her. God simply reiterated that she had laughed,
wiping away her excuses with the truth and reaffirming the
promise God had made.
When we look through the lens of human logic, we see
all the limits and obstacles standing in the way of God’s
promises. We may have dreams, but we think it’s impossible that God could make them reality. We may look at the
patterns of sin and dysfunction in our lives and laugh at the
thought that God could ever set us free. We may look at our
limited money and time and chuckle at the idea of doing
something beyond our means. Like Abraham and Sarah,
we need the reminder that all things are possible with God.
God’s impossible promises may be an invitation to believe.
God turned Abraham and Sarah’s doubt into delight.
When Abraham was one hundred years old and Sarah was
ninety, Sarah gave birth to a son just as God had said. They
named him Isaac, which means
“laughter.”
Sarah rejoiced and said,
Beyond the etymological
explanations which link
“God has brought laughter for
Isaac to “laugh,” and
me; everyone who hears will
beyond doubtful embarrasslaugh with me” (21:6). She who
ment, Sarah laughs because
once laughed at what seemed
“God has made laughter for me.”
an impossible promise now
By his powerful word, God has
broken the grip of death, hopelaughed with delight. The baby
lessness, and barrenness. The
in her arms was proof that
joyous laughter is the end of
nothing is impossible with
sorrow and weeping (Matt. 5:4;
God. She laughed, and all who
Luke 6:21; John 16:20-24).
hear her story are invited to
(Brueggemann, 182)
laugh with her.

God Has Brought Me Laughter
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We also sometimes look at what God has done and laugh
with joy and surprise. Our disbelieving laugh of “Really,
God?” turns into a chuckle of delight as we say, “Only you,
God. Only you.” Joyful laughter is an appropriate response
when God does something that only God can do. How can
you express your delight at what God has done?

Understanding

As with Abraham and Sarah, sometimes our laughter
expresses doubt. Our point of view is limited, and God’s
promises may seem impossible in a world bound by limited
resources, limited time, and the rules of logic and common
sense. Thankfully, God is patient. God didn’t judge Abraham
and Sarah for laughing. God pointed out Sarah’s laughter
and didn’t let her hide behind excuses, but God didn’t
condemn her. With both of these ancestors of faith, God
responded to their laughing disbelief by repeating the divine
promise. They were given an invitation to believe and a
reminder that all things are possible with God. The same can
be true for us.
Laughter can be an
Laughter is a biblical way of
expression of doubt, but it
receiving a newness which
can also be an expression of
cannot be explained.
delight at God’s work. Isaac’s
(Brueggemann, 182)
birth was a blessing to his
parents and a clear demonstration of God’s power to make the impossible possible.
Like Abraham and Sarah, we may laugh with joy at the
delightfully improbable way God blesses us. When God’s
blessings lift our spirits and provoke joy, we should celebrate
what God has done and invite others to celebrate with us.
Faith grows when we delight together in God’s kept
promises.
Have you ever found God’s promises to be laughably
improbable? Have you laughed with delight when God’s
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work proved that all things are possible with God? Consider
how God’s blessings have provoked joy and how God’s
improbable promises can be invitations to believe. Celebrate
what God has done, and invite others to join you in your
joyous laughter.

What About Me?

• I can treat God’s impossible promises as invitations to believe.
God’s promises may often seem impossible. We too easily
see the obstacles, challenges, and limitations of life. When
we hear God’s promises, we may shake our heads and laugh
because we don’t see how they can be true. Yet Scripture
reminds us that nothing is impossible for God. What seems
impossible to us may be God’s invitation to believe. Therefore, we can respond by asking God to increase our faith and
by clinging to the promises God has made.
• I can be honest with God about my doubt. God didn’t condemn
Abraham and Sarah for their doubts. Instead, God called
them to honesty and restated the divine promise. When
we have honest doubts, we don’t have to fear that God will
condemn us. Instead of hiding our doubts, we can let them
drive us to God.
• I can celebrate God’s blessings. God’s blessings prove that all
things are possible with God. Joy, delight, and laughter are
all appropriate ways to celebrate the mighty things God has
done. When God intervenes in ways that are delightfully
improbable, we can celebrate God’s goodness and invite
others to join in our praise.
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